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ABSTRACT
THE COMPLEX INTERPLAY BETWEEN SCHOOL AND HOME DISCOURSES
AND IDENTITIES IN A FIRST GRADE STRUCTURED ENGLISH IMMERSION
CLASSROOM
FEBRUARY 2006
BERNADETTE J. RODRIGUEZ, B.A., SANTA CLARA UNIVERSITY
M.A., FRESNO PACIFIC UNIVERSITY
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Judith Solsken

This dissertation uses poststructural theory and critical discourse analysis to
examine school and home discourses and subjectivities for four first-grade, bilingual
Latino students. The rationale for the comparative analysis is to reveal sociocultural and
sociopolitical influences with respect to classroom literacy learning for culturally and
linguistically diverse students. Parent visits to the classroom provided an opportunity for
the home subjectivities to be introduced into the classroom culture. When school and
home discourses and subjectivities are compared and contrasted, a view of the student as
possessing multiple and shifting subject positions comes into focus. Critical discourse
analysis was used to reveal the discourses and subjectivities taken up by the students,
their parents, and the classroom teacher, as well as revealing the tensions that surfaced as
the school and home discourses and subjectivities either collided or colluded.
The study's major findings include a conflict between the two school discourses
of school reform and progressive literacy pedagogy and the construction of conflicting

subject positions for the students and the teacher. During student-teacher interactions, the
school reform discourse predominated, fostering the construction of negative and limiting
subject positions for the students and the internalization by the students of the beliefs and
subjectivities associated with the school reform discourse. During the classroom literacy
event of biographical storytelling, the discourse of progressive literacy pedagogy
predominated, resulting in a broader range of subject positions for the teacher, the
students, and their families.
This study shows that a poststructural framework and critical discourse analysis
are useful in comparatively analyzing school and home subjectivities and discourses. In
particular, critical discourse analysis shows the difficulty of enacting the progressive
literacy pedagogy discourse in the context of pressures from the school reform discourse.
Through the juxtaposition of school and home discourses and subject positions insights
into the possibilities for curricular innovations arise; thus the value in such a comparative
analysis for teacher education and classroom practice includes the need to further bring
the students’ culture and language into the classroom and the need for more classroom
opportunities to enact the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse through such events as
family visits and family stories. The newfound and broadened curricular space can lead to
the taking up of new subject positions by students, their parents, and the classroom
teacher.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND FOCUS OF THE STUDY

Introduction

This dissertation is a study of the complex interplay between language and
identity. It is an examination of how the language of school seeks to describe one version
of personal identity, while the language of home often depicts a different version of self.
In order to examine the versions of identity, the study explores both a variety of
classroom events and, through the use of a biographical account shared by their families,
the identities of the students as viewed from the perspective of home. Within the confines
of this study, language is examined in order to explore the relationships between these
various (dis)connected school-based and home-based identities for a group of first-grade
Latino students. The process through which these distinct representations of identity
either collude or collide with each other is important to understanding the differences
involved in the presentation of a school self versus a home self
This study is grounded within a poststructural framework and combines the
methodologies of ethnography and critical discourse analysis to address research
concerns: how did the classroom language practice of biographical storytelling work to
position a group of first-grade students with respect to school identities and home
discourses, and how did this process relate to the ability of the students to understand
themselves as literate?
Clark and Holquist (1984) wrote:
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Life as event presumes selves that are performers. To be successful, the relation
between me and the other must be shaped into a coherent performance, and thus
the architectonic activity of authorship, which is the building of the text, parallels
the activity of human existence, which is the building of a self. (p. 64)
This quote exemplifies the social nature of identity development. The notion of who we
are, in and out of elementary school classroom settings, and how we know who we are, is
based on a collection of conceptual images we receive not only from school, but also
from home, as well as from our peers.
Clark and Holquist (1984) acknowledged the role literacy plays, through oral and
written texts, in our daily lives as a performance between self and other. This alludes to
the extension of traditional notions of literacy beyond simply a set of skills, to a view of
literacy as occurring through a series of sociocultural practices—“the architectonic
activity ... parallels the activity of human existence, which is the building of a self’ (p.
64). This quote speaks to a view of literacy as a social process, taking literacy learning
from an individual psychological perspective to a socially oriented perspective, again
through the metaphor of performance and through a process the authors labeled the
building of a self. The importance of social processes in the making of the self is integral
to the way Bakhtin described the self other dichotomy. Clark and Holquist (1984) wrote:
The Bakhtinian self is never whole, since it can exist only dialogically. It is not a
substance or essence in its own right but exists only in a tensile relationship with
all that is other and, most important, with other selves, (p. 65)
A Bakhtinian understanding of the self is important to keep in mind while
investigating the pattem(s) that language weaves as it moves in and out of the lives of
culturally and linguistically diverse students (Freedman & Ball, 2004). For example, as
students go between school and home, the selves that are constructed in the dialogic
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language practices of the classroom and their home communities may either converge or
conflict as they interact with “’other selves.'”
In a perfect world, the images of the self from home, school, and peer worlds
would dovetail nicely to create a positive literate identity and a high social status position
in the classroom. For culturally and linguistically diverse students, it is often the case that
their home culture is consistently negated, criticized, and either intentionally or
unintentionally left out of classroom curriculum. This study examines the manner in
which language positions students inside and outside of the classroom, reflecting a
variety of identities for students, including preliterate and biliterate identities. Many
studies (Cummins, 1986, 1989; Darder, 1991; Igoa, 1995; Nieto, 1996; Rivera & Nieto,
1993; Walsh, 1991) have suggested that when classroom curriculum is deprived of the
richness students bring from home, less mutual learning occurs between mainstream
students and culturally and linguistically diverse students. Literacy and language learning
are a large part of the school day, and an understanding of literacy as written and oral, as
social, cultural, and political, has emerged from recent theoretical advances in the
conceptualization of literacy. Each of these aspects of the literature is crucial to
understanding the development of literacy, identity, and social status (Solsken, 1993) in
young bilingual, biliterate, bicultural children.
This study is based in the theoretical conceptualizations of literacy as both a
sociocultural and a sociopolitical construct. Language is viewed from a poststructural
perspective with an emphasis on discourse and subjectivity, each of which is further
discussed, defined, and elaborated. The language practices of a structured English
immersion classroom are used in this study to examine the intricate interplay among
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literacy, language, and hybrid identities in a group of 20 first graders, with an emphasis
on 4 students in particular. This study further explores the classroom as a cultural site in
order to see how broader notions of literacy—social, cultural, and political—operated in
shaping the identity and social status development of a group of young first-grade
Mexican American bilingual children in a rural, central California classroom setting.
The data collection for the study started when I returned to the classroom as a
teacher-researcher after 3 years spent attending graduate school. For the 1998-99
academic year, I planned to implement a study of literacy and identity in the first-grade
classroom. Earlier in 1998, the political context of California included passage of a
referendum entitled, English for the Children. The actual results of this political initiative
within a school context, and specifically within my Spanish/English bilingual classroom,
would rest on the district’s interpretation of the initiative. The seemingly benevolent
name given to the initiative by its antibilingual education proponents successfully
concealed the initiative’s intentions to dismantle the state’s bilingual education programs
and, in effect, established the English language as the language of instruction for the
state’s growing culturally and linguistically diverse student population (Cadiero-Kaplan,
2004). How the California State Department of Education would interpret the initiative
for school districts was yet to be made clear, and I was then left to ponder the
circumstances in which I would find myself teaching.
My experiences within a home-school-university learning collaborative had
opened my eyes to endless possibilities to extend the notion of family literacy and parent
involvement. I was privileged to work with passionate teachers and scholars as they
explored a variety of avenues to bridge home and school. Through the work of the
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collaborative, traditional hierarchical conceptualizations of literacy were challenged by
the counter hegemonic possibility of reversing the knowledge flow, which has
historically flowed in the direction of school to home, and redirecting the flow to move
from home to school. This newfound knowledge aided in making the necessary curricular
arrangements to invite families into my classroom. A means to accomplish this goal of
involving and inviting parents into the classroom to share insights about their child,
usually not seen or welcomed by the school, came to be labeled as biographical
storytelling. The stories would be used to shape understandings of language and identity.
Through the use of ethnographic techniques and critical discourse analysis
methodologies, aspects of the data gathered are analyzed in this study to compare and
contrast school and home versions of the identity of students, their sense of self, as these
versions manifested themselves through a variety of classroom language practices.

Background to the Study

Historically, the grouping of schools and Latino students has signified a negative
relationship (Donato, 1997; Flores, 2005; Garcia, 2001; MacDonald, 2004; Sanchez,
1997). The destructive nature of this combination rests in a common subtractive practice
in which Latino students are often asked by schools to leave their knowledge about the
world behind and to trade in their home culture for a school culture. The manner in which
language positions young Latino children, with respect to literacy and social status
development, is of great importance due to intensive and increased efforts for
accountability and the rising numbers of Latinos in California's public schools.
Erroneous perceptions regarding the inferiority of these students are due in part to the low
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status assigned to the language and culture of Latinos. This low status assignment
manifests itself on two levels: (a) through broad negative ideological images and
stereotyping, and (b) in the classroom through assaults on their bilingual/biliterate
abilities with respect to assessment measures and standards accountability.
This study draws upon two theoretical stances: a sociocultural and sociopolitical
perspective of literacy, and a poststructural theoretical view of language. Both theories
work to expose dominant language practices as they exist in cultural institutions such as
schools, and they reveal relationships of power as they occur through the language of the
classroom. Each theory provides a foundation on which this study rests and respectively
supports a place for this study within the field.
In working toward an understanding of language in the form of discourse, I
borrow from the work of Fairclough (1992, 1995) and Luke (1996), who described
discourse as having the ability to shape people, as well as institutions and policies. The
strategic value of discourses is important given their ability to (re)produce and (re)present
larger societal images for groups of people. This understanding of discourse is of
particular importance to Latino students, often immersed in an environment that
bombards them with negative discourses regarding their language, their culture, and their
ability for academic success.
One classroom language practice that contains the potential to change such false
perceptions is biographical letter-writing, sharing the students’ life via parental voices. In
addition, a byproduct of this practice offers the school insight into parental perceptions of
their children. When home versions of the student are compared to school versions, the
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result is often contrasting and overlapping views of the students’ literacy development
and their social status development.
The language practice of biographical storytelling was tailored to the specific goal
of including home versions of the students by literally inviting parents into the actual
classroom. While other researchers also invited families into the classroom (WilsonKeenan, Willett, & Solsken, 1993), the biographical stories told in this case were in direct
reference to letters written by parents to their children.
Knowledge of negative ideologies towards Latinos, and subtractive language
practices of school and society, separately and together set the stage for this study as they
speak to the need to look closely at the language practices of classrooms and forge ways
to increase, improve, and involve Latino parents in schools in hopes of bridging the
achievement gap for Latino children.

Focus of the Study

An initial pilot study suggested a positive impact in a second-grader’s literacy
development when the artificial boundary that divided school and home was blurred
(Rodriguez, 1998). This particular pilot study focused on the literacy development and
social status of a young student, Janie (pseudonym). In Janie’s case, she initially
encountered academic difficulties in first grade, and again in second grade, as she was
positioned by the other students as a nonparticipating member of the classroom literacy
community. Among the positive classroom language practices, such as writers’ workshop
and Spanish language instruction, Janie continued to experience delayed literacy
development and low classroom social status. This continued until the class as a whole
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enacted the language practice of family visits. In the pilot study, I concluded that this
particular literacy event that joined home and school versions of Janie worked to promote
Janie’s social status and literacy development.
Based on the initial pilot study, “Janie’s Story” (Rodriguez, 1998), I became
committed to envisioning the possibility of introducing new discourses and new identities
to bridge differences in language and sense of self in the locations of home and school. I
was curious to know if Janie’s story was an isolated phenomenon, or whether fusing
home and school discourses and identities played a pivotal role in the literacy and social
status development of culturally and linguistically diverse students. Did the resulting
hybridity of school and home discourses and identities hold an important key to
understanding academic achievement variables for culturally and linguistically diverse
students? As a result of my experiences with Janie, I decided to conduct a similar
language practice in a first-grade classroom in which my role was teacher-researcher.
This study focuses on a group of first graders, utilizing the school-home bridging
techniques learned from the case study. A majority of these first graders, in the preProposition 227 era, were in bilingual kindergartens learning to read and write in their
primary language, Spanish. Now in first grade, post-Proposition 227, these students were
pushed into reading and writing English based on an arbitrarily selected score of 3 on the
Bilingual Syntax Measure (BSM) Test, which had been administered during the previous
school year (i.e., 9 months earlier).
As a result of my prior teaching experiences in this district, and my graduate
school experiences in conjunction with the pilot study, the research questions were
formulated: How did home identities (constructed from the parental biographical
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storytelling presentations) and school discourses interact in this particular classroom?
And what were the connections between the constructed student identities and student
academic achievement?
The specific research questions include:
1. How were students positioned by school discourse(s)?

How did a student’s position vary, evolve, or remain constant as a function
of the discourses invoked in the classroom with respect to
literacy/academic achievement?
Who or what did the positioning?
What was the relationship between the broader school discourse(s) and a
students’ status? As an English language learner? As a literate being? As a
participating member of the classroom community?
2. How were students positioned through the discourses presented in the biographical
storytelling presentations?

How did a student’s position vary, evolve, or remain constant as a function
of the discourses invoked in the different parts of the presentation (e.g.,
the parent letter, the question and answer discussion)?
Who did the positioning? (e.g., the student? parent? peers?)
What role did gender play in the positioning of the students?

3. How did the discourses and identities presented in these biographical storytelling
presentations compare and/or contrast to the acceptable or dominant discourses of the
school and the classroom?

What were the similarities/differences between school constructions and
parental constructions of the students?
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What were the similarities/differences in definitions and expectations of
achievement? How were the levels of achievement distinguished at home
and at school?

Approach to the Study

The study’s questions could best be addressed by the qualitative methodology of
ethnography and critical discourse analysis. The ethnographic approach used field notes,
parent-letters, reflections, student responses, and discourse analysis to label and describe
the cultural routines and practices of the classroom. The methodology of critical
discourse analysis, shown (Bloome & Egan-Robertson, 1993; Fairclough, 1995; Solsken,
Willett, & Wilson-Keenan, 2000) to be a useful tool in looking at language, helped to
address the research questions about student positioning as constantly evolving in terms
of who or what positions the students within the classroom setting, and about the
relationship between the classroom, broader school discourses, and the students’
classroom status. Together, ethnography and critical discourse analysis allow us to see
the power language wields in developing and creating a sense of self in the classroom.
These two methodologies also help to view the similarities and differences between
school and home constructions of the students in terms of achievement (e.g., how levels
of achievement are distinguished between school and home). These questions are of
particular relevance given societal (mis)perceptions about culturally and linguistically
diverse students, specifically, the relationship between Latinos, bilingual education,
language maintenance, and English language acquisition.
In addition, critical discourse analysis provides a lens for understanding how a
students’ sense of self in the classroom (e.g., as evolving or remaining constant) is
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constructed through the language of teachers, peers, and families. Questions about
student positions create a space to compare and contrast the (dis)connections in terms of
similarities and differences among such concepts as familial or peer relationships, or
gender. Critical discourse analysis is useful in understanding how students view one
another during classroom events, and it allows insight into classroom relationships.

Significance of the Study

The findings of the study can help educators of young Latino students of Mexican
heritage understand how the events of the classroom shape the perceptions of the
students. This study joins the choir of scholars (Ada, 1988; Au, 1993; Barillas, 2000;
Delgado-Gaitan, 1990; Gutierrez, Baquedano-Lopez, Alvarez, & Chiu, 1999a; Gutierrez,
Baquedano-Lopez, & Tejeda, 1999b; Lopez, 1999; Moll, Amanti, Neff, & Gonzalez,
1992; Moll & Gonzalez, 1994; McCaleb, 1994; Shockley, Michalove, & Allen, 1995;
Solsken et ah, 2000; Valdes, 1996; Willett, Solsken, & Wilson-Keenan, 1999; WilsonKeenan et ah, 1993) working in the area of multicultural family literacy from
sociocultural and/or poststructural perspectives, who are using scholarship to reverse the
traditional hierarchical relationship with respect to the flow of knowledge from school to
home. When this is done, students and their families are seen in a different light, and as
educators we are equipped to disconnect or connect a variety of misperceptions or
perceptions.
This study is of particular importance because the manner in which families
choose to position their children is often different from how schools position the children.
If educators, as a research community, are interested in understanding ways in which
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Latino students are positioned via academic schooled experiences, alternative identities
and discourses of students and their families introduced into classrooms may offer a new
dimension to understanding Latino students, their literacy learning, and their literacy
development.

Overview of the Dissertation

The second chapter of this dissertation describes a set of particular theories and
studies in which literacy, language, and identity are further described, and which act as
the foundation for this study. The third chapter describes the methodology used to
conduct the study, brief descriptions of the participants and the research setting, and the
method of data analysis, specifically a focus on 4 case study students. In chapter 4, there
is a description of the school and home discourses and the corresponding subjectivities.
Chapter 5 presents findings related to school discourses during classroom literacy events,
while chapter 6 presents findings related to home discourses during parent visits. Finally,
chapter 7 offers findings and implications based on the conclusions of the study.
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CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND LITERATURE REVIEW

Overview of the Chapter

The second chapter is divided into two major sections, the theoretical framework
and a literature review. This first section focuses on two areas: (a) literacy, using a broad
perspective defining literacy as social, cultural, and political, and (b) poststructural theory
as it relates to discourse and subjectivity. The theoretical concepts outlined are grounded
in social linguistics, critical theory, and (feminist) poststructural theory. The theories
discuss the social nature of language and conceptualize the sense of self for children in
schools.
The chapter’s second section consists of a review of related studies of culturally
and linguistically diverse students, their families, and schools. They are organized into
three categories: family literacy, (dis)connections of school and home, and hybridity. The
majority of studies reviewed are grounded in a sociocultural and critical perspective.
These perspectives are paramount in supporting the tenets of this study that address
issues of language, culture, and subjectivity for culturally and linguistically diverse
students in the classroom.

Theoretical Frameworks

Gumperz and Cook-Gumperz (1982) wrote that in order, “to understand issues of
identity and how they affect and are affected by social, political, and ethnic divisions we
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need to gain insights into the communicative processes by which they arise'”’ (p. 1). The
following are part of the theoretical underpinnings of this study: (a) a broad
understanding of literacy as social, cultural, and political and (b) a poststructural
framework to examine the sociocultural and political nature of language use and the
ideologies embedded within language and their effect on subjectivity, particularly in the
classroom. These theories prove useful in magnifying the role of language and its
influence on discourse and subjectivity with respect to literacy learning in the classroom.
The particular theoretical conceptualizations of discourse and subjectivity are also
important because classroom discourse holds the key to understanding how Latino/a
students come to perceive their own sense of subjectivity, such as whether or not they are
able to come to know themselves as capable, knowledgeable, literate beings.
The theoretical focus of this study utilizes both a broad perspective toward
literacy and a poststructural view of language in order to see how the classroom language
practice of biographical storytelling presentations worked to position a group of firstgrade students with respect to the discourses of school and home. The combination of
these various theoretical stances has important intertextual ties, leading me to propose
that a poststructural framework, with its perspective on language in the form of discursive
practices and the impact of discourse on subjectivity formation, provides a formidable
base from which to begin discussing the connection between literacy and subjectivity
development in Latino/a students. What follows is a description of literacy as social,
cultural, and political, followed by a discussion of poststructural theory with an emphasis
on discourse and subjectivity.
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Conceptualizing Literacy
Within the literature, literacy is viewed from a wide range of perspectives most
commonly juxtaposed via the description of opposition—narrow versus broad. The
narrow perspective views literacy in terms of the structure of language and the
psychological processes involved in reading and writing. The contrasting view, referred
to as a broad perspective of literacy, views language and literacy from a sociocultural
point of view. It is within this broad social perspective that this study seeks to ground
itself.
The following three subheadings conceptualize literacy:
1.

literacy as social, an interpersonal communication used in interaction with
others (Bakhtin, 1981; Cook-Gumperz, 1986; Vygotsky, 1987)

2.

literacy as cultural, as culture is found in communities that share routines,
symbols, values, knowledge, practices, rituals, etc. (Ferdman, 1990; Freire &
Macedo, 1987; Orellana, 1995)

3.

literacy as political, with a basic understanding of politics as a means of power
exchange such as inclusion versus exclusion (Delgado-Gaitan, 1990; Freire &
Macedo, 1987; Gee, 1990; Tejada & Gutierrez, 2005).

Literacy as Social
Brown (1991) wrote:
The most fundamental literacy is an active process of making meaning and
negotiating it with others. It is a way people come to know, understand, and
change their lives and the condition in which they find themselves. The
knowledge upon which literacies draw is seen as personal, not objective,
contingent, not fixed for all time. (p. 142)
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Such a concept of literacy is crucial in understanding how literacy is indeed a social
language practice. Prior to the origin of a social outlook toward literacy, language and
literacy were viewed as structural in nature, called the structural linguistics perspective.
Such a view is best characterized by Saussure (1959) who wrote, “The true and unique
object of linguistics is language studied in and of itself’ (p. 232). Such a perspective
negates the social and ideological nature of language. Opposing perspectives, such as
Bakhtin’s (1981), highlight a specific weakness in the Saussurean viewpoint, namely, the
neglect of the social nature of language and its influence on people’s subjectivity.
With respect to literacy from a social and ideological perspective, Kamberelis and
Scott (1992), drawing on Bahktin (1981), added that, “As individuals experience the
language of others through social interaction, they collect words, phrases, styles, and
structures and integrate them, forming a new synthetic object which we might call their
individuality as language users and social beings” (p. 369). Language and literacy from
this perspective is what Bakhtin (1981) termed dialogic. In the Bakhtinian perspective,
language is similar to a dialogue, meaning that with every interaction, verbal and non¬
verbal alike, there exists a myriad of histories, voices, and ideologies that are embedded
within each communication, whether between participants in a conversation, or between
a reader/viewer/listener, and whether the text be oral or written.
The social nature of literacy is juxtaposed to current perspectives of literacy being
adopted into the classroom, in which assessment takes precedence, often at the expense
of learning for culturally and linguistically diverse children. Such a narrow perspective
devalues the important contributions these students have to offer and interferes with their
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possible social interactions, reducing the possibility for incorporating the social worlds of
school and home, and reducing possibilities for social transformation.
The perspective of literacy as more than just a set of technical skills with respect
to language learning has been further influenced by Vygotsky, a Russian psychologist
whose interests in education and the social context of learning are particularly useful for
the purposes of discussing the social aspects of literacy. One of Vygotsky's more popular
contributions to educational theory is the conceptualization of social learning known as
the zone of proximal development, or ZOPED, as it is sometimes called. “Vygotsky
(1978) presents human learning as an internalization of the social world at the individual
level; he writes about the central element of education as the cooperation between
children and adults as they interact” (Whitmore & Crowell, 1994, p. 220). Vygotsky
believed that it was through communication with adults and viewing how they went
about conducting cultural business (i.e., use of a telephone, grocery shopping, social
conversations, etc.) that children would come to learn how to participate in their larger
social worlds. “Thus Vygotskian theory posits a strong, dialectic connection between
external (i.e., social and, as we noted above, extracurricular) practical activity mediated
by cultural tools, such as speech and writing, and the individuals’ intellectual activity”
(Moll, 1990, p. 12). While the zone of proximal development acts as a heuristic to aid in
the comprehension of this theoretical concept, Moll (2000a) described mediation as
possibly the most defining aspect of Vygotsky's theory, “To put it simply, human beings
interact with their worlds primarily through mediational means; and these mediational
means, the use of cultural artifacts, tools, and symbols, including language, play crucial
roles in the formation of human intellectual capacities” (p. 257). While no perspective
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can discuss every angle of literacy, Cook-Gumperz (1986) added that such “a social
perspective will focus on the processes by which literacy is constructed in everyday life,
through interactional exchanges, and the negotiation of meaning in many different
contexts” (p. 2).
When schools emphasize the technical aspects of literacy, children come to
understand literacy in the form of spelling tests, reading levels, Book-It (Pizza Hut’s
reading incentive program) or reading logs, in which students note how many pages they
read in a specified time period, etc. Such an understanding negates, dismisses, and
overlooks the literacies with which students come to school. Cook-Gumperz (1986) set
forth the conceptualization of literacy as social through interaction and meaning-making
systems, “Literacy is not just the simple ability to read and write: but by processing and
performing these skills we exercise socially approved and approvable talents, in other
words, literacy is a socially constructed phenomenon” (p. 1). To rephrase CookGumperz, literacy occurs through social communication and interaction.

Literacy as Cultural
“Literacy and education in general are cultural statements. You cannot conduct
literacy work outside the world of culture because education in itself is a dimension of
culture” (Freire & Macedo, 1987, p. 52). Moll (2000a) further suggested the
interrelationship between literacy and culture: “We seek culture in human practices
situated in people’s involvement with (and creation of) the multiple contexts that
constitute their social worlds” (p. 258). Gee (1990) further supported the writing of Freire
and Macedo (1987) and Moll (2000a) when he wrote, “Literacy has no effects—indeed.
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no meaning—apart from particular cultural contexts in which it is used, and it has
different effects in different contexts’' (pp. 61-62). Gee went on to reference Heath
(1983) to illustrate how varieties of language used in particular cultural settings “reflect a
particular reality set or world view adopted by the culture and are among the strongest
statements of personal and cultural identity” (p. 62). He also argued that changes in
discourse patterns may result in changes in identity and identities. The notion of language
reflecting a particular version of reality is of the utmost importance to this study due to
the impact of language on one’s sense of self. The ability of language to depict versions
of students as strong or weak, or as helpful and well-behaved, is powerful as a child goes
about the business of trying to become a participating member of the classroom
community.
Cook-Gumperz (1986) laid out the perspective from which schools view, define,
and enact literacy. This glimpse of classroom literacy becomes crucial when looking at
the experiences of students who are not of the dominant culture (i.e., culturally and
linguistically diverse students). Historically, the life stories of these students have been
overlooked, denied, and dismissed. Nieto (2000) wrote that descriptions of Latinos and
schools do not recognize that the “problem is not that they speak Spanish (many do not),
but that their identities as Latinos are dismissed as resources in the development of their
literacy” [italics in the original](p. xi).
Freire and Macedo (1987) noted that in order for literacy to be an avenue of
empowerment, the language and the culture of the person must be recognized:
Literacy can only be emancipatory and critical to the extent that it is conducted in
the language of the people. It is through the native language that students “name
their world” and begin to establish a dialectical relationship with the dominant
class in the process of transforming the social and political structures that
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imprison them in their “culture of silence.” Thus a person is literate to the extent
that he or she is able to use language for social and political reconstruction, (p.
159)
Ferdman (1990) further added.
When a person loses the capability to derive and create meaning in a culturally
significant way, he or she becomes less, not more literate. To the extent that
successful learning, as defined from the school’s point of view, forces the ethnic
minority child to become disconnected from what is personally significant, his or
her ability to construct a positive and coherent cultural identity will be weakened.
(P- 181)
Researchers such as Moll (2000b) work to incorporate the life stories of students
into the classroom through projects that involve funds of knowledge (Moll et al., 1992;
Moll & Gonzalez, 1994). Through these projects researchers enter students’ homes not as
teachers ready to impart knowledge, but rather as learners who are there to learn from
home literacies (i.e., familial histories, family networks, labor history, educational
history, language use, and childrearing ideologies). Time spent in the homes uncovers
knowledge about masonry and midwifery, as well as archeology and biology. Such
information acts as a resource that can aid in the child’s schooling experiences. The
inclusion of such curriculum works to support the view of literacy as a set of cultural
practices (Freire & Macedo, 1987).
The inclusion of a student’s funds of knowledge (Moll, 2000a, 2000b; Moll et al.,
1992; Moll & Gonzalez, 1994) uncovers and exposes what the student knows and what
the student can do. This emphasis can then be infused into classroom curriculum. In
highlighting the student’s cultural talents through classroom curriculum, two benefits are
likely outcomes: other students can benefit, and the student may feel like more of a
contributing member of the class. Ferdman (1990) wrote, “Literacy education, when it
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acknowledges the role of cultural identity, may serve to enhance self-esteem as it derives
from a sense of self in a social context” (p. 200). Roth (1984) noted that
Schools, acting as agents for the culture, control the extent to which personal
knowledge may enter into the public knowledge of school curriculum; they thus
have a direct influence upon cultural continuity and change. In selecting what to
teach and how it is to be taught and evaluated, schools reaffirm what the culture
values as knowledge, (p. 303)
What counts as literacy is very much embedded in the language practices and
discourses of classroom culture. Ferdman (1990) told us that, “To become literate a
person must master, in addition to a set of culturally defined skills, all the cultural
information involved in decoding and producing texts, including frames of reference for
comprehending their contents” (p. 187).
Orellana (1995) defined a sociocultural perspective as one in which people
acquire literacy by interacting with others using the printed word for meaning within
particular social contexts. The author further added that, “Sociocultural theorists who
examine literacy in schools emphasize the importance of understanding the values and
norms of particular classrooms in order to understand how children learn to be literate
and what they learn about literacy itself in the process” (p. 677).

Literacy as Political
The foregoing discussions of literacy as social, and literacy as cultural, hint at the
political nature of literacy. Delgado-Gaitan (1990) added to Freire and Macedo's (1987)
call to analyze methods of dominant schools that have the tendency to negate the history
and culture of less dominant groups of students. Delgado-Gaitan (1990) wrote:
Literacy extends beyond the skills of reading and writing. It involves the socio¬
cultural context as it is relevant to the person involved. People's awareness of the

socio-political environment, their participation in it and the meaning they ascribe
to it bear significantly on the process of becoming literate, (p. 41)
In addition, Cook-Gumperz and Keller-Cohn (1993) called for an ideology of
language to encompass diversity. The emphasis on both the sociocultural context and the
sociopolitical environment accent the idea that our particular cultural experiences are
embedded in the way we conceptualize literacy, and as such, literacy cannot simply be
described in terms of skills.
In addition, Freire and Macedo (1987) wrote:
For the notion of literacy to become meaningful it has to be situated within a
theory of cultural production and viewed as an integral part of the way in which
people produce, transform, and reproduce meaning. Literacy must be seen as a
medium that constitutes and affirms the historical and existential moments of
lived experience that produce a subordinate or lived culture. Hence, it is an
eminently political phenomenon, and it must be analyzed within the context of a
theory of power relations and an understanding of social and cultural reproduction
and production, (p. 142)
Freire and Macedo (1987) have described literacy as an “eminently political
phenomenon” primarily because of the manner in which meaning is ascribed to the lived
experiences and histories of people in a sociocultural context. Within this context there
are relationships of power that come into being through language. Freire and Macedo
(1987) believed that a skills approach or a technical understanding of literacy leaves out
important connections to literacy as sociopolitical occurrence:
In general, this approach abstracts methodological issues from their ideological
contexts and consequently ignores the interrelationship between the sociopolitical
structures of a society and the act of reading. In part, the exclusion of social and
political dimensions from the practice of reading gives rise to an ideology of
cultural reproduction, one that views readers as “objects.” (p. 145)
The notion of readers as objects was discussed by Freire (1970) and is referred to as a
banking concept of education.
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Gee (1990), incorporating the work of Bocoak and Gramsci, wrote that
The most striking continuity in the history of literacy is the way in which literacy
has been used, in age after age, to solidify the social hierarchy, empower elites
and ensure that people lower on the hierarchy accept the values, norms and beliefs
of the elites, even when it is not in their self interest (or 'class interest’) to do so.
(p. 40)
Siegal and Fonzi (1995) added to this conceptualization of literacy as political by saying
that when we treat literacy "as an individual socio-cognitive achievement we are able to
separate questions of power and politics from questions of educational practice and
policy’* (p. 635). While Gallego and Hollingsworth (2000), speaking from their
experiences, shared
We learned that simple mastery of school literacy may be sufficient for entry into
communities of power, but it does not necessarily sustain success, unless that
literacy is used to endorse the values and structure of the dominant society.
Successful literacy must not only have the ''right” grammar, but the "right”
values, beliefs, and attitude, (p. 7)
In other words, the "right” grammar and the "right” value system is that of the dominant
culture, and a technical approach to literacy only acts to corral and confine groups of
people into hierarchical boxes of social positions, and in doing so confirms many
negative self-perceptions held by lower-ranking groups.
. Giroux (1987) noted the role of power in schools. In particular, commenting on
the impact of school policies on the making of the person.
The issue here is not merely one of relevance but one of power. Schools produce
not only subjects but also subjectivities and in doing so often function to
disempower students by tracking them into classes with lowered expectations, or
by refusing to provide them with knowledge that is relevant and speaks to the
context of their everyday lives, (p. 177)
This is important in light of the interplay between subjectivity and the discourses of
broader social institutions, such as schools. Gee (1989) further supported this perspective
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when he wrote “Discourses are inherently ideological,’' and “Discourses are intimately
related to the distribution of social power and hierarchical structure in society. Control
over certain discourses can lead to the acquisition of social goods (money, power, status)
in a society” (p. 19).

Summary of Conceptualizing Literacy
The above sections summarize the ideological and political complexities of
literacy as a sociocultural meaning-making practice. In coming to understand literacy as
part of the social, cultural, and political environment, we are better able to conceptualize
the social nature of literacy, thus removing it from the individual realm and placing it into
sociocultural and sociopolitical arenas. A broad perspective of literacy has utility for
understanding student positioning in the classroom with respect to language and culture.
In the next section, poststructural theory's contributions to this discussion provide
a lens through which to look at and analyze the language practices of classroom discourse
communities around the topic of literacy, and to see how discourse affects a sense of self
or subjectivity. For the purposes of this paper poststructural theory has been appropriated
as a means of looking at two main conceptual notions of language: discourse—ideologies
in the form of language, and subjectivity—the influence of language on a sense of self.

Poststructural Theory
The application of poststructural theory’s notions of discourse and subjectivity as
they are related to literacy learning contains possibilities for understanding how literacy
as language learning takes into account cultural and sociopolitical issues of the broader
society. On this topic, Peirce (1989) wrote that
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Discourses thus have cultural and political corollaries and are implicated in the
way we perceive ourselves and our role in society. The discourses of the
classroom, the church, the family, and the corporation are implicated in relations
that are constituted in and by language. Taking up a subject position implies that
the subject—the person—is actively engaged in making meaning of his or her
life, but is nevertheless constrained by the regulating norms of the discourse in
question. When participants cannot find subject positions for themselves within a
particular discourse, they may be silenced, or they may attempt to contest or
challenge the dominant discourse, (p. 405)
Davies (1993) described poststructural theory as looking 4kat the constitutive force
of social structures and of language as well as at the individual person (or subject) and
[seeing] each of these in their social and historical contexts” (p. xviii). Within
poststructural theory, language mediates perceptions of the individual as reflected
through the language of social institutions. Poststructural theory also posits the theoretical
conceptualization of agency. Within the concept of agency, the more people become
exposed to and aware of the constitutive force of language to shape individuals, as well as
social structures, the more individuals are able to challenge or resist discourses.
Poststructural theory's strong emphasis on language provides a way to
contextualize both the individual and social institutions. By looking at the language of
social institutions, specifically schools, poststructural theory allows a view into
classrooms in order to better comprehend how discourses and ideologies in the form of
language (i.e., ways of thinking about the world) affect the various ways Latino/a
children come to view themselves as readers and writers.
Feminist poststructural theory, as advocated by Weedon (1997) and Davies
(1993), provides an opportunity to view one’s self through the language of social
institutions. Other theoretical conceptualizations that make contributions in this area (i.e.,
connecting society and the individual) include constructivism, sociocultural theory, and
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critical theory. In constructivism, the learner is engaged in his or her own learning.
According to Perez (1998), sociocultural theory, on the other hand, involves the learner
on a social level, whereas critical theory discusses the role of the learner in terms of
social transformation and/or changes in institutional structures that often involve issues of
economics. Constructivism, sociocultural theory, and critical theory overlap at times with
feminist poststructural theory, yet it is feminist poststructuralism’s emphasis on language
(i.e., discourse and subjectivity) that makes it valuable to the task of this study.
The emphasis poststructural theory places on the role of ideologies, which are
contained within language, in understanding who we are as readers and writers, makes a
poststructural perspective relevant to the discussion of literacy identity development for
Latino/a elementary-aged children. But once again, I must preface that the distinctions
here are used for conceptual clarification, as evidenced by the often and occasional
overlapping and intersecting of these various theories.
For the purposes of this study, a poststructural framework offers an analysis of a
variety of the sociocultural language practices of a bilingual classroom. Through this
analysis one can understand how students view their identity in relation to the world and
to others. Such an understanding is important because “Language is not an abstract
system of normative forms but rather a concrete heteroglot conception of the world”
(Bakhtin, 1981, p. 293). In other words, what is happening in the classroom can be linked
to ongoing events in the broader society outside of the classroom. Here poststructuralism
is valuable because it exposes the tangled discourses that exist in language and provides
insight into the construction of subjectivity through language.
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Poststructural theory scaffolds an understanding of language as important to (a)
literacy learning as meaning making, (b) our sense of self (i.e., identity), and (c)
agency—a sense of control. Poststructural theory is relevant to understanding literacy as
the interplay between language learning in various social settings, and how it is that we
come to know ourselves through social interaction.
In sum, the tenets of a poststructural epistemology are chosen because they best
illustrate the relationship between a broad conceptualization of literacy and a sense of
self, highlighting the ways in which language acts as a mediator between individuals and
institutions. What follows is an examination of the tenets of poststructural theory with an
emphasis on discourse and subjectivity.

Discourse
For poststructuralist theory, the common factor in the analysis of social
organization, social meanings, power, and individual consciousness is language.
"‘Language is the place where actual and possible forms of social organization and their
likely social and political consequences are defined and contested. Yet it is also the place
where our sense of ourselves, our subjectivity, is constructed’ [italics in the original]
(Weedon, 1997, p. 21).
Language, in a poststructural perspective, is the essential component through
which we, as subjects, go about the business of understanding and making sense of our
worlds. In poststructural theory this emphasis on language takes form in the shape of
discourse(s). Discourse, as described by Gee (1990), “ is an integration of saying, doing,
and valuing, and all socially-based valuing is political” (p. 159). He further described
Discourse as
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A socially accepted association among ways of using language, of thinking,
feeling, believing, valuing, and of acting that can be used to identify oneself as a
member of a socially meaningful group or ‘social network’, or to signal (that one
is playing) a socially meaningful ‘role’, (p. 143)
Before going further, it is important to describe how Gee (1990) distinguished among
discourses with a capital D and discourses with a lowercase d.
For Gee, the word discourse, with a little d, is used “for connected stretches of
language that make sense, like conversations, stories, reports, arguments, essays;
‘discourse’ is always a part of ‘Discourse’” (Gee, 1990, p. 142). Discourse, with a capital
Z), on the other hand, is used to discuss “ways of being in the world, or forms of life
which integrate words, acts, values, beliefs, attitudes, social identities, as well as gestures,
glances, body positions and clothes” (p. 142). Gee further said,
Each Discourse is tied to a particular social identity within a particular social
group and to certain social settings and institutions. Each is a form of life, a way
of being in the world, a way of being a ‘person like us’, in terms of action,
interaction, values, thought and language... [italics in the original] (Gee, 1990, p.
174-5)
An example from inside the classroom is best exemplified in the work of Moll
and his colleagues (Moll et al., 1992). Moll’s work with the funds of knowledge did not
assert a poststructural perspective, but nonetheless described a means of bringing a
variety of discourses into the classroom. Such work is particularly important for
culturally and linguistically diverse students because, as Freire and Macedo (1987) noted,
“Language may either confirm or deny the life histories and experiences of the people
who use it” (p. 149).
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Subjectivity
Poststructuralism proposes a subjectivity which is precarious, contradictory, in
process, and constantly being reconstituted through discourse each time we think, act, or
speak either in the form of social interaction or through social institutions. In other words,
poststructural theory views people as subjects rather than objects and discusses
subjectivities instead of identities because subjectivities are discussed as multiple and
shifting. This perspective contrasts with a conceptualization of identity in which identities
are perceived as unified. Weedon (1997) told how subjectivities are produced through
language in the form of discursive practices: “Subjectivity is produced in a whole range
of discursive practices—economic, social, and political—the meanings of which are a
constant site of the struggle over power’' (p. 21). This emphasis on subjectivity, as it is
produced through discourse, supports using a poststructural perspective to gain insight
into the connection between literacy, language, and what counts as knowledge, that is,
power over what types of knowledge get included and valued in classrooms.
Davies (1993) described subjectivity in contrast to socialization:
Poststructuralist theory argues that people are not socialised into the social world,
but that they go through a process of subjedification. In socialisation theory, the
focus is on the process of shaping the individual that is undertaken by others. In
poststructuralist theory the focus is on the way each person actively takes up the
discourses through which they and others speak/write the world into existence as
if they were their own [italics in the original], (p. 13)
In this way, an individual is not at the mercy of others to shape them. Rather, through
poststructural theory, a person has the ability to “actively take up discourses” and
(re)shape understandings of themselves, others, and the world around them. The ability to
use discourses in order to make change is what empowers the individual. Poststructural
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theory refers to the self-empowerment of the individual as agency. In conclusion, Davies
(1993)added:
Poststructuralism opens up the possibility of agency to the subject through the
very act of making visible the discursive threads through which their experience
of themselves as specific beings is woven. It also defines discourse and structure
as something which can be acted upon and changed, (p. 12)
Weedon (1997) wrote, “Different discourses provide for a range of modes of
subjectivity and the ways in which particular discourses constitute subjectivity have
implications for the process of reproducing or contesting power relations” (p. 87).
Solsken (1993), connecting power relations with social status and identity, noted that
Within the literacy as social status and identity perspective, literacy is defined as
an orientation toward the knowledge and use of written language that positions
individuals and groups within hierarchies of social relations. Literacy learning is
the negotiation of one’s orientation toward written language and thus one’s
position within multiple relations of power and status, (p. 6)
This concept of agency further supports the important contributions poststructural
theory offers to an understanding of the role of discursive practices in the classroom and
the relationship between identity/subjectivity formation and literacy development for
Latino/a children. Children who are different from the mainstream internalize the cultural
messages that constantly bombard them. Culturally and linguistically diverse students can
transform negative social messages into alternative messages; however, in order to do so
they need exposure to a variety of discourses. This is especially needed at school, where
they encounter situations involving social interaction plus academic achievement.
Poststructural theory discusses language from a perspective of discourses as used
in daily social interactions and cultural institutions. “An individual emerges through the
processes of social interaction, not as a relatively fixed end product but as one who is
constituted and reconstituted through the various discursive practices in which they
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participate ’ (Davies & Harre, 1990, p. 46). Through this approach to looking at language
people can better understand the ability of language to position individuals, while also
allowing them to view the role of power in language. In other words, although we think
that we use language, poststructural theory allows us to understand how language also
uses us. For poststructural theory, concepts of discourse are an essential element in being
able to analyze theoretical connections between a sense of self, literacy, and language.

Summary of Poststructural Theory
Poststructural theory contextualizes social institutions and the individual by
presenting language as a mediating force, via discourse, and demonstrates an impact on
identity formation. For the purpose of this study, the emphasis on social institutions refers
specifically to the language of schools and classrooms. Poststructural theory’s
contribution of discourse and identity is useful in understanding the ability of discourses
to position the subject, thus affecting identity and literacy learning. Knowledge of the
literacy and language connection unveils the complex interplay among language, power,
and culture. Given that this study examines the positioning of a historically marginalized
group of students and their families in the classroom, poststructural theory is of
significant relevance.

Summary of Theoretical Frameworks
Within this section, language is presented as critical to the literacy and identity
development of individuals, particularly Latino/a children. The theoretical concepts
section introduces a broad perspective toward literacy through its social, cultural, and
political aspects, while poststructural theory presents language as a complex myriad of
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discourses and subjectivities. Each of these conceptual presentations, of literacy and
language, provides a better understanding of the role and importance of language as an
integral part of (a) the sociolinguistic processes of the classroom community, (b) the
student’s lived experiences, and (c) the native tongue, as a way in which Latino/a
children can achieve academic success. This section of the literature review presents an
understanding of literacy as sociocultural and political language practices, all discussed
by Street (1995), who wrote, “When we participate in the language of an institution,
whether as speakers, listeners, writers, or readers, we become positioned by that
language; in that moment of assent, myriad relationships of power, authority, status are
implied and reaffirmed” (p. 127).
This broad orientation toward literacy is needed to embrace current
understandings of academic literacy as they affect Latino/a children in school. It is also
integral to demonstrating how technical aspects of literacy learning can leave out
students’ social histories. Nieto (1999) wrote, “The influence of cultural differences on
student learning is more than merely a matter of diverse cultural traditions or values; the
connections between culture and learning also need to reviewed in the context of societal
power differentials and domination” (p. 35).
It is here that poststructural theory proves beneficial in viewing the role of
language through the discursive practices of classrooms. A poststructural orientation
illuminates the concepts of subjectivity and discourse, which are key to understanding
identity as based upon access or denial to various discourses of power. Access to such
discursive avenues, as they reflect classroom definitions of literacy, can make a
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tremendous difference to a child who is learning English as a second language or to a
child whose family culture differs from the dominant culture of the classroom.
The interrelated nature of language and subjectivity from a poststructural
perspective and an understanding of literacy as social, cultural, and political provide the
study with a theoretical nexus. Together the theoretical conceptualizations of language
and literacy provide the background for this study to unfold.

Studies of Literacy, Discourse, and Identity
The subjectivities of Latino/a school children and their positions within schools
have been documented in many sociocultural and ethnographic studies (Soto, 1997;
Valdes, 1996; Vasquez, Pease-Alvarez, & Shannon, 1994; Walsh, 1991). Recently the
work of scholars such as Broughton and Fairbanks (2002), Jimenez (2001), Gutierrez et
al.( 1999a), Gutierrez et al. (1999b), Willett et al. (1999), and Solsken et al. (2000) have
emerged in the field of educational research and, while each of these studies respectfully
notes the congruence and confluence of literacy, discourse, and subjectivity, such studies
have tended to be urban-based, conducted with upper-elementary-age students, or took
place in after-school programs. While Wilson-Keenan et al. (1993), Willett et al. (1999),
and Solsken et al. (2000) worked in a first-second-grade classroom, their studies are
again urban and multicultural. This study focuses on a rural population of first-grade
students, primarily of Latino-Mexican heritage. Currently, research within the field
remains limited and the search for studies grounded specifically in poststructural theory
and the literacy learning of Latino/a students continues. In the meantime, I have
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borrowed from ethnographic and sociocultural studies involving literacy, discourses
(public and private), and the subjectivities of Latino children and their families.
For the purpose of this study, the literature reviewed is discussed in terms of three
distinct categories: family literacy, (dis)connections of home and school, and hybridity.
These categories were carefully selected because they are useful in understanding the
relationship between Latino students, their families, and schools. The category of family
literacy is directly relevant to this study because the integration of families into the
classroom familiarizes teachers to a student’s position in terms of familial relationships
and how they can be connected to the language practices of schools. The (dis)connections
between school and home studies show, from a sociocultural and sociopolitical
perspective, the historical (dis)connections for culturally and linguistically diverse
students and their families, while also calling for the linking of school and home.
Hybridity as a category highlights studies that overlap students’ funds of knowledge
(Moll et al., 1992; Moll & Gonzalez, 1994) with their academic literacies. Thus, the
literature categories selected establish a foundation for the theoretical framework, the
research questions, and the methodological approach contained within this study.

Family Literacy
The 1980s and 1990s were decades replete with research focused on family
literacy. This steady flow of studies and interest in the potential role of family literacy to
bridge the academic achievement gap for culturally and linguistically diverse students
continues today (Ada, 1988; Allen, Fabregas, Hankins, Hull, Labbo, Lawson et al., 2002;
Barillas, 2000; Delgado-Gaitan, 1990, 1992, 1996; Heath, 1983; McCaleb, 1994;
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Morrow, 1995; Schmidt, 1999; Shockley et al., 1995; Solsken, 1993; Taylor, 1997;
Taylor & Dorsey-Gaines, 1988; Velez-Ibanez & Greenberg, 1992; Wilson-Keenan et al.,
1993).
The work of Auerbach (1997) and Morrow (1995) categorizes family literacy into
generations and programs respectively. Auerbach (1997) wrote that the first generation
of family literacy programs “focused on transmitting mainstream school literacy practices
into the home (teaching parents how-to)” (p. 71). The second generation of family
literacy programs embraced “family strengths and [supported] community cultural
practices” (p. 71). Auerbach further subdivided the tendencies of such programs into
three categories: intervention-prevention, multiple literacies, and those using a socialchange approach. Similarly, Morrow (1995) divided the wealth of family literacy
programs into three broad categories: Parent Involvement Programs, Intergenerational
Programs, and Research on Naturally Occurring Literacy in Families. The historical
categorizations of family literacy provided by Auerbach (1997) and Morrow (1995),
recognize the contributions family literacy studies have made to the field in terms
popularity, enormity, and importance. These categorizations of family literacy provide
the background of the contributions of family literacy to this study.
In combination with these family literacy studies and categorizations, the
following terms have evolved in the field: culturally compatible, culturally congruent,
culturally appropriate, culturally responsive, and culturally relevant instruction (Nieto,
1996, p. 145). Each of these terms reflects the importance of supporting and integrating
the cultural knowledge of families and communities; culturally congruent instruction (Au
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& Kawakami, 1994) and culturally relevant teaching (Ladson-Billings, 1994) are two of
the more current and popular terms.
Au and Kawakami (1994) referred to cultural congruent classroom practices as
“incorporating features of the students’ home culture but [they] do not result in activities
and environments identical to the home” (p. 6). Au (1993) further noted the
transformation that can occur when the teacher consciously plays a role in changing the
culture of the classroom:
When teachers act to broaden the rules for what is acceptable in the classroom, in
terms of how students speak and write about their lives and how they answer
questions, they are moving toward creating a composite classroom culture. They
have changed the culture of the classroom to be responsive to students’ home
culture, (p. 103)
Ladson-Billings (1994) defined culturally relevant teaching as “use[ing] student
culture in order to maintain it and to transcend the negative effects of the dominant
culture.” The author added, “Specifically culturally relevant teaching is a pedagogy that
empowers students intellectually, socially, emotionally, and politically by using cultural
referents to impart knowledge, skills and attitudes” (p. 17).
Again, such terms build upon the connections between families, communities, and
classroom language practices that are respectively relevant to this study. The work of
Wilson-Keenan et al. (1993) has brought the historical relevance of family literacy and
the notions of cultural knowledge into the classroom. Their “study documents the wide
range of knowledge, skills and teaching capabilities that parents are already sharing with
their children at home and that are available to enrich the education of their own and
other children in school” (p. 64). By incorporating family stories into the classroom, they
were able to transform school-type discourses, opening them up to include voices of
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parents and families that might have otherwise gone unnoticed: “Inviting parents to
become curriculum partners allows us to discover the often unsuspected knowledge and
teaching capabilities of parents and to tap them as valuable resources for classroom
learning” (p. 63).
Another critical point described by Wilson-Keenan et al. (1993) concerns the
messiness of such an endeavor; they spoke of the discomfort experienced by the teacher,
Wilson-Keenan. In this particular situation broader societal events and international
politics regarding Desert Storm impacted a family visit in which a mother shared familial
and cultural religious practices of the Muslim holiday, Ramadan. Given the international
political events at that time, the teacher’s misgivings were resolved in the following
realization, “[Collaborating with parents requires that we confront our own fears of
difference and open our classrooms to discussions of topics that may raise tensions
among the values of different individuals, groups, and institutions” (p. 64).
Wilson-Keenan et al. (1993) concluded with a poignant reflection regarding
family and parent perceptions of their contributions. They wrote:
In almost every family visit, there have been signs that the parents did not expect
to be seen as capable teachers of children. They did not expect the cultural
knowledge and practices of their families to be valued in the classroom and they
did not expect to be treated as partners in the education of their own children and
children of other cultural backgrounds, (p. 65)
The work of Shockley et al. (1995) encourages school—home partnerships and
discourages one-way models of parent involvement, characteristic of many family
literacy programs. In one-way models parents are viewed as needing training in order to
know how to help their children. Parent involvement consists of only school-sanctioned
means of participation, such as parent conferences and involvement on PTA committees.

In these one-way models, parents are viewed as aides who are to be trained in order to
assist the teacher. Shockley et al. (1995) shared their goal of establishing a partnership,
and not a program:
In developing our partnerships with families, we were not trying to impose our
vision of literacy but to develop relationships with families where we could leam
about what already existed in the families and connect that with the literacy
classroom community, (p. 94)
The distinction Shockley et al. (1995) made regarding a partnership versus a
program is parallel to the work of Moll et al. (1992) and works to combat negative
societal images with respect to working class families,
Our analysis of funds of knowledge, represents a positive (and we argue, realistic)
view of households as containing ample, cultural, and cognitive resources with
great potential utility for classroom instruction.... This view of households, we
should mention, contrasts sharply with prevailing and accepted perceptions of
working-class families as somehow disorganized socially and deficient
intellectually... (p. 134)
The work of Moll et al. (1992), Shockley et al. (1995), and Wilson-Keenan et al.
(1993) supports this dissertation study by bringing family literacy into the classroom as a
means to disrupt hegemonic classroom language practices. These studies utilized parental
home knowledge to impact the social and literacy status of the children in multicultural,
urban classrooms.

(Dis)connections of Home and School
Studies in this second category sought to represent sociocultural studies of home
and school and took the form of ethnography. Many of the ethnographic studies which
looked at children from a home-school perspective cited the role of culturally relevant
teaching (Au, 1993), culturally responsive teaching (Ladson-Billings, 1994), and/or
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funds of knowledge (Gonzalez, Moll, & Amanti, 2005; Moll et al, 1992; Moll &
Gonzalez, 1994; Velez-Ibanez & Greenberg, 1992) as important in building the necessary
foundation required to support sociocultural conceptualizations of literacy for academic
achievement. These studies successfully captured the varied versions of self that reside in
the contexts of home and school.
Delgado-Gaitan’s (1990) work with families in southern California highlighted
parental aspirations for their children, a willingness to become involved under the right
conditions, and the tensions of such decisions. The work of Lopez, Scribner, and
Mahitivanichcha (2001) supports Delgado-Gaitan’s (1990) study; their work with schools
advocated opening up traditional means of parent participation to include new avenues.
Their study noted several schools in which innovation has resulted in increased parental
involvement among Latino populations.
Lopez's (1999) ethnography, like Mulhem's (1994) dissertation, reached into the
homes of 3 children, whom we come to know in terms of their families’ discourses and
language practices. While Lopez (1999) shadowed 3 migrant boys, Mulhem (1994)
selected 2 boys and 1 girl to follow between the spaces of home and school. Through
their descriptive analyses, we see examples of (dis)connections which occur between
versions of the students’ lives. Lopez (1999) gave readers access to the fervor and
excitement of preparing for a long-awaited return trip to Mexico after a fruitful harvest
season during the earlier half of the school year. Mulhem (1994) shared the case of
Yesenia, a female kindergartner whose family did not allow room for mistakes, and how
this particular practice mirrored what occurred in the classroom, thus giving school

literacy precedence. Each researcher shared how the school both valued and discouraged
literacy practices of the home in school.
The research of Moll and his colleagues demonstrates how discourses from the
home can be brought into the classroom. An example comes from Moll et al. (1992),
which described how a student’s family’s knowledge of importing and exporting candy
led to a whole lesson on commerce and economics in the classroom. Learning takes on a
whole new dimension when home/school discourses are bridged and then validated in the
classroom through a position of status, as in this case when a whole economics lesson
was developed around the family’s knowledge. Through this work these researchers have
sought to change the learning landscapes by reshaping classroom discourses. If the
teacher mentioned in Moll et al. (1992) had chosen to teach this lesson in economic and
entrepreneurial concepts “by the book,” discursive contributions to the lesson made by
the boy and his family would have been overlooked at best and lost at worst. The students
in this class would not have come to value this student and his personal and intellectual
contributions to this subject area.
Soto (1997), Vasquez et al. (1994), and Valdes (1996) each portrayed a very indepth account of Latino families at home, in the community, and at school. Each of these
ethnographic studies is replete with examples of the families’ funds of knowledge
(Gonzalez, Moll, & Amanti, 2005; Moll et al., 1992; Moll & Gonzalez, 1994; VelezIbanez & Greenberg, 1992).
Valenzuela’s (1999) study describes a pedagogy of caring with respect to
connecting the home and school worlds of a group of Latino/a high school students in
Texas. The author illustrated how the concept of caring can be interpreted in a variety of
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ways. For example, for some teachers in this Texas high school the notion of concern was
impossible to nurture because they didn’t view students as caring about their own selves.
In the following example, Valenzuela highlighted the “(dis)connect” perspective held by
school personnel:
A mutual sense of alienation evolves when teachers and students hold different
understandings about school. Because teachers and administrators are better
positioned than students to impose their perspective, aesthetic caring comes to
shape and sustain a subtractive logic. That is, the demand that students embrace
their teacher’s view of caring is tantamount to requiring their active participation
in a process of cultural and linguistic eradication, (p. 62)
She further noted that committed teachers were often chided by their colleagues with
phrases noting the futility of such efforts in statements such as, “These kids aren’t going
anywhere anyway” (p. 64). Yet for caring and committed teachers, the concept of caring
can be best distinguished in a story told in Love is Just One Tacquito Away (Valenzuela,
1999), of a band teacher who each night purchased ingredients and prepared tacquitos for
his high school students; this is how he demonstrated his care and concern for them.
Allan and Labbo (2001) discussed the use of photobiography with a group of
teachers, who then brought it into their classrooms in an effort to connect home and
school. The work of Wilson-Keenan et al. (1993) has promoted reversal of the traditional
flow of knowledge by inviting parental home knowledge into the classroom through
parent visits. Each of these scholarly areas of inquiry provides support for the inclusion
of the cultural and linguistic heritage of the students in the classroom and the need to
value the family in the school environment. Although the studies vary in the ages of the
students observed and the ethnic populations of the communities in which they took
place, each of the aforesaid studies exhibits a profound commitment to give voice to the
lives of these students and their families and each has drawn upon the role of culture as
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living and dynamic, and language as consisting of discourses which affect one’s sense of
self. The aforesaid studies set the precedent for connecting home and school in this study.

Hybridity
Hybridity in its most simplistic sense is the overlapping, the laminating, or the
intersections of cultures, identities, languages, and discourses. Within the hybrid process
of overlapping called hybridity, the outcome is distinguished from its parts. In other
words, identities, texts, languages, and discourses are continuously created and recreated,
given the context. Rather than uniquely identifying one’s self with respect to language,
subjectivity, and culture, the theoretical conceptualization of hybridity is replete with the
possibility for overlap and the robust opportunity to create something anew.
A majority of the hybridity studies reviewed stem from either a sociocultural
and/or critical perspective. Gutierrez et al. (1998); Gutierrez et al. (1999a); Gutierrez et
al. (1999b); Gutierrez, Baquedano-Lopez, & Turner (1997) discuss hybridity while
Solsken et al. (2000); and Willett et al. (1998, 1999), discuss it in combination with a
broad perspective toward literacy, poststructural theory, and the methodology of critical
discourse analysis to discuss issues of literacy for students as the issues revolve around
the classroom and involve families. It is within the center of these overlaps that this study
is grounded and contributes to the body of research pertaining to culturally and
linguistically diverse students, specifically Latino students of Mexican heritage.
The following quote is from Guillermo Gomez-Pena, a Mexican-born
performance artist and MacArthur Fellowship winner who uses his work to bring to the
forefront the transnational and transitional identities that can be found in the borderlands:
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I believe in multiple identities. Depending on the context I am Chicano, Mexican,
Latin American, or American in the wider sense of the term. The Mexican Other
and the Chicano Other are constantly fighting to appropriate me or reject me. But
I think my work might be useful to both sides because I am an interpreter. An
intercultural interpreter. (Carr, 1991, p. 43)
With respect to this quote, Perez-Torres (1997) wrote, “This vision of the
multicultural self as translator suggests that the subject of the borderlands crosses
numerous cultural and historical configurations. Rather than underscore place, this view
foregrounds the movement inherent in a constructively decentered subjectivity” (p. 241).
According to Walsh (1991), “Culture provides a framework through which individuals
are socialized into the language forms and meanings of the community; thus in a sense,
culture obliges us to see the world in specific ways” (p. 42). The discourses a person has
access to, or not, will impact how she or he can see the world. The way we view the
world will, for the person or group, allow the opening, closing, or the conflicting
overlapping of subjectivities, subject positions, and ideologies.
The space between two cultural worlds is now being reassessed in the literature as
offering a positive contribution and a positive influence on identity for people who find
themselves in this space. Anzaldua's (1987) book, Borderlands/La Frontera, described
this in-between space: “A borderland is a vague and undetermined place created by the
emotional residue of an unnatural boundary. It is in a constant state of transition”
(Anzaldua, 1987, p. 3).
Franquiz and De la Luz Reyes (1998) used yet another term to describe the
straddling of two cultures, two worlds, and two languages. They introduced Napantla, a
Nahuatl (Aztec) word that literally means in the middle. This state of being in the middle
has been understood geographically as the land in the middle of two volcanoes or the

land between mountains and valley, as well as understood culturally as life lived in the
middle of two cultures and two languages. This middle ground is considered a privileged
position from which one can assume multiple stances. Napantla is the point of possible
confluence and transformation.
If napantla is to hold possibilities for transformation for Latino students and their
teachers, both parties must be aware that people go through napantla at different rates.
Franquiz and De la Luz Reyes (1998) added, “Understanding language learning, not only
as a linguistic transitional process but also as an identity-formation process, will assist
teachers and students in co-constructing an inclusive community that values bilingualism,
biculturalism, and biliteracy for all members of the classroom” (p. 217).
The third space is yet another means of describing this space in the middle of two
locations. With respect to the “third space” (Gutierrez et al., 1997) wrote:
The third space in learning environments refers to a place where two scripts or
two normative patterns of interaction intersect creating the potential for authentic
interaction and learning to occur. This is a new sociocultural terrain in which a
space for shifts in what counts as knowledge and knowledge representation is
created, (p. 446)
Gutierrez et al. (1999a) have shown the value of hybridity and hybrid language
practices in their work with an after-school computer program, Las Redes (The
Networks), described as,
a system of activities that fosters and utilizes hybridity as integral to the social
organization of learning. Of importance is that learning in this context requires
participants to negotiate their roles and understandings as they co-participate in
various problem-solving activities, (p. 88)
In Las Redes children communicated through computer dialogue with El Maga, residing
in cyberspace, whose name itself is a hybrid given to the masculine article combined with
a feminine noun in Spanish. This example shares how El Maga used both English and
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Spanish to communicate with the students about their everyday lives and the activities of
Las Redes. Gutierrez et al. (1999a), proposed that El Maga biliteracy ability connoted to
the children of Las Redes that their knowledge of English and Spanish was welcomed,
valued, and encouraged. This work, presented by Gutierrez et al. (1999a), supports the
work of Moll and Diaz (1987), who noted the academic gains of bilingual students who
have their home language acknowledged in literacy learning settings. In conclusion,
Gutierrez et al. (1999a) wrote.
By examining hybridity in practice, we have been able to see hybridity as a
resource for literacy learning where alternative, competing, and even shared
discourses and positionings or roles mediate literacy for experts and novices. In
this way, hybrid literacy activities become the mediational contexts and tools
necessary for future social and cognitive development, (p. 92)
Another study that utilized the concept of hybridity is that of Solsken et al.
(2000). These researchers wrote about their experiences with family visits in a firstsecond-grade urban classroom. Their intention for inviting families to visit the classroom
was to create a process through which the teacher, the children, and their families could
learn from one another. In their research they shared the story of a Latina student named
Blanca. Their concern was that on the surface her contributions appeared outlandish,
suggesting she was not fully participating; however, upon further investigation, they
found she was actually drawing on stories and rules that had been presented before. In
their study of Blanca, they noted her ability to weave together the language practices of
her home, school, and peer worlds. This was beneficial to Blanca in that it established her
as (a) a good student and literate member of the classroom community, (b) a loving
family member, (c) a respected member of the peer group, and (d) someone supporting
the social network of the class. In this work, Solsken et al. (2000) sought “to disrupt the

prevalent dichotomy in research whereby classroom practices are described in terms of
either celebration or critique in favor of a more complex view of the necessary
interweaving of celebration and critique" (p. 203). They closed with a note about
hybridity: “We need to construct opportunities for exploring with children (and their
families) the cultural and linguistic practices of their communities and the hybridity in
their texts" (p. 206).
Willett et al. (1999) wrote, “Hybridity is an inherent feature of negotiation across
differences" (p. 168). They suggested that the concept of hybridity offers possibilities for
interrupting dominant relations in the classroom, and that through this disruption the
opportunity to construct equitable language/leaming practices in the classroom emerges.
Their study (Willett et al., 1998) describes the tensions that occurred during the
construction of multicultural language practices of an elementary school classroom. In
effect the family visits created a space where school literacies and home literacies could
meet. It is important to keep in mind that the meeting of these two types of literacies does
not occur without tension: “Throughout our project we experienced both the challenges
and the possibilities of interrogating and transforming dominant practices, often
simultaneously.... Not surprisingly, when assessing the productive nature of our
reframing, we come to provisional and contradictory conclusions" (p. 35). While the
conceptualization of hybridity holds possibilities, as with all research we should be
cognizant of the tensions. As researchers, we can work to utilize such tensions to improve
our practices.
These theoretical orientations create a sense of promise for Latino students and
language learning. Each of these terms, borderlands (Anzaldua, 1987), napantla
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(Franquiz and De la Luz Reyes, 1998), third space (Gutierrez et al., 1997), and
hybrid/hybridity (Gutierrez et al., 1998; Willett et al., 1998, 1999; Solsken et al., 2000)
has been used to describe this place of living/existing between two worlds or intersecting
spaces. These notions authenticate this location between two places through a variety of
classroom practices that use this middle space to co-construct language learning lessons.
When classrooms create space to include the historical contexts of students’ lives and
cultures, the benefits to academic learning for Latino students require further study. This
dissertation study is a contribution to the literature on hybrid identities in the classroom.

Summary of Studies of Literacy, Discourse, and Identity
A majority of sociocultural studies call for students’ out-of-school experiences, or
what Moll and his colleagues (Moll et al., 1992) have termed funds of knowledge, to be
integrated into the classroom. The goal of this integration is to bridge the various lifeworlds of students who have been historically marginalized (e.g., culturally and
linguistically diverse students) and in the process positively impact academic learning.
The aforesaid studies of literacy, discourse, and identity, illuminate the role family
literacy, school and home (dis)connections, and hybridity have on the culture of the
classroom.
Within this group of studies, the concept of hybridity possesses potential for the
continual (re)creation of subjectivities through the language of home and school. Solsken
et al. (2000) noted the risk involved for culturally and linguistically diverse students if
their linguistic and cultural contributions in the classroom are negated: “As a result,
children whose learning reflects the cultural and linguistic practices of non-dominant
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groups or whose knowledge and strategies focus on meaning and function more than on
form, are at risk of our misunderstanding their capabilities and achievements” (p. 206).
The importance Solsken et al. (2000) noted for creating these (new) spaces through the
concept of hybridity further suggests that when we invite the lives of these historically
marginalized students and their families into the classroom, the possibility exists of
creating more equitable and democratic classrooms (Solsken, Wilson-Keenan, and
Willett, 1993).

Summary

This chapter presented the theoretical cornerstones of the study along with
relevant literature. As such, the context of this chapter combined the theoretical
conceptualizations of literacy as social, cultural, and political and a poststructural view of
language together with the studies found in the literature of family literacy, school and
home (dis)connections, and hybridity. Collectively, the theoretical framework and the
research studies found in the literature contained herein, provide the foundation for
framing this study in order to lay the groundwork for examining the interplay between
school and home discourses and identities in the classroom.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODS

Overview of the Chapter

This dissertation is a study of the complex interplay of discourses and
subjectivities; as such, it looks at school-based identities present within the classroom
culture as well as home-based identities that were invited into the classroom culture
through parental biographical accounts of a group of first-grade students. This study is
grounded within a poststructural framework and combines the methodologies of
ethnography and critical discourse analysis to help answer the overarching guiding
research concerns:
How did home identities (constructed from the parental biographical storytelling
presentations) and school discourses interact in this particular classroom and what
were the connections to academic achievement?
The research questions are as follows:
1.

How were students positioned by school discourse(s)?

How did a student's position vary, evolve, or remain constant as a function
of the discourses invoked in the classroom with respect to
literacy/academic achievement?
Who or what did the positioning?
What was the relationship between the broader school discourse(s) and a
student's status? As an English language learner? As a literate being? As a
participating member of the classroom community?
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2.

How were students positioned through the discourses presented in the
biographical storytelling presentations?

How did a student’s position vary, evolve, or remain constant as a function
of the discourses invoked in the different parts of the presentation (e.g.,
the parent letter, the question and answer discussion)?
Who did the positioning? (e.g. the student? the parent? the peers?)
What role did gender play in the positioning of the students?
3. How did the discourses and identities presented in these biographical
storytelling presentations compare and/or contrast to the acceptable or
dominant discourses of the school and the classroom?

What were the similarities/differences between school constructions and
parental constructions of the students?
What were the similarities/differences in definitions and expectations of
achievement? How were the levels of achievement distinguished at home
and at school?
What follows in this chapter is a detailed description of the study’s setting and the
various methodologies utilized to collect and analyze the data.

Context of the Study

Latimer Elementary School1
The research for this dissertation took place during the 1998-1999 school year at
Latimer Elementary School. Latimer was home to over 500 K-3 students and was a
Chapter One school, meaning that a majority of students participated in the free or
reduced price meal program.
1 pseudonym
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The ethnic makeup of the student population at Latimer Elementary during the
1998-1999 school year, illustrated in Figure 3.1, was as follows2: Black, 11.7%,
Hispanic, 71%, White, 13.9%, and Other, 3.4%.

Figure 3.1. School Demographic Breakdown

■ White
□ Hispanic
■ Black
□ Other

Hispanic
71%

In the 1997—98 school year classroom reduction measures were enacted for grades
1 through 3, limiting the maximum number of students for these grades to 20 students.
During the next two academic years the district worked to comply with the state's
classroom reduction mandate. During the 1998-99 school year, the year in which this
study was conducted, the average class size for the first grade was 19.4 students, in
accordance with state and district guidelines for classroom-size reductions. Student
achievement results were based on multiple measures of assessment. For example, in
May 1999 all students were assessed using the Stanford-9 or Spanish Assessment of

2 Education Data Partnership.(2005).
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Basic Education and the district Elementary Reference Exam, specifically used in the
second grade. The percentage of first-grade students at Latimer who met grade-level
standards in reading/language arts was 37%, and 34% in math.

First-Grade Curriculum
The first-grade curriculum in this classroom for reading and math was taught in
Spanish and English and included commercially published material. The reading
curriculum was in transition as different reading programs were implemented throughout
the school year and teachers were asked to utilize new and sometimes different programs
for Spanish and English students. For example, one of the reading programs used was
published by Houghton Mifflin and purchased by the district in both English and Spanish
editions. In addition to the adopted reading series, students were given leveled books,
published by Celebration Press, Dominie Press, Hampton-Brown Publishers, Rigby, and
Wright Group. Reading levels were assessed for English-speaking students using
Literature Connection, or “Lit. Conn.” as it was commonly called. Spanish-speaking
students were assessed with photocopied versions of a previously used McMillan
assessment program, because the originals were misplaced and the Lit. Conn, program
was in the process of being translated into Spanish and consequently unavailable until the
middle of the school year. This meant that each language group was being assessed with
different tools. The McMillan assessment tool was eventually replaced by the Spanish
version of Lit. Conn. However, after much discontentment was expressed by both
English and bilingual teachers regarding Lit. Conn., it was ultimately replaced by the
Developmental Reading Assessment (DRA) published by Celebration Press.
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The reading curriculum included guided reading lessons where strategies, story
elements, vocabulary, and opportunities to read aloud were extrapolated from the leveled
text and/or basal reader. Individual reading levels were determined according to the
reading program being used. For example. Lit. Conn. Assessments included the reading
of a vocabulary with 70%-80% accuracy, then an oral reading of the text followed by a
comprehension component. The leveled texts had their own assessment programs that
were similar to running records (Clay, 2002) and reading miscue analysis (Goodman,
Watson, & Burke, 1987). Students were grouped according to the outcome of their
leveled reading assessments. Given that classroom reading level totals were turned in to
the school principal on a monthly basis, reading assessments of the entire class were
administered and reported on a monthly basis.
The writing curriculum was more organic and based within a writer’s workshop
methodology. It included steps such as prewrite, draft, conference, edit, final draft, and
publish. A daily block of time was dedicated to a writer’s workshop methodology, with
children being exposed to a mini-lesson that was derived from the first grade written
language standards as well as the students' writing. Students were then invited to write
independently, while the teacher held conferences with identified students at a separate
table.
The math program was Math Everyday, published by D. C. Heath. Math Everyday
was purchased by the district in English only, with a few Spanish language supplements,
such as one covering the calendar months; however, consumable math workbooks were
purchased by the district in English only and not in Spanish. District rationale for not
purchasing supplemental materials in Spanish vacillated between poor translations of the
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materials by the publisher, to delays in publisher's translation timelines, to insufficient
district funds.
After the passage of Proposition 227 in 1998, the district was in the process of
investigating how to proceed with efforts to comply and to maintain its so-called
commitment to its bilingual education program. For example, when I asked for
supplemental components to the district-adopted Spanish reading program, I was denied.
The explanation I was given by the Assistant Superintendent in charge of bilingual
instruction was “At this time we are no longer replacing Spanish language materials.”
During the 1998-99 school year, the district was participating in the second year
of a three-year voluntary state-endorsed, standards-based reform initiative known as the
Challenge program. Many teacher and staff in-services were held to discuss standards,
portfolios, and student achievement as they related to the Challenge program. In order to
meet the Challenge, the superintendent had authorized teachers to focus on the content
areas of reading and writing and to base all tasks and exercises exclusively on grade-level
standards. Subject areas such as music, art, science, social studies, and physical education
were de-emphasized; consequently, teachers did not feel compelled to teach these
subjects, nor were they encouraged to teach these particular content areas. In the school
year prior to the 1998-99 school year, teachers described being “strong-armed” by the
superintendent into giving up their Chapter 1 monies in order to support salaries of
Challenge personnel and an office for the Challenge program as opposed to utilizing the
monies for specific school-site interests.
In addition to the official curriculum, the research project incorporated the
concept of biographical storytelling. Within the first grade writing standards there existed
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the expectation of personal letter writing. 1 utilized this grade level written language
standard as the backdrop for the parent letters. A note was sent home to the parents, in
both Spanish and English, informing the families that the class was learning about letter
writing and asking if they could send in a letter written by them to their child. I then
expanded the request to include photographs of the children and the concluding event of a
parent visit where the letter and pictures would be presented to the class, followed by a
question and answer session. In response to the parental letters, for Mother’s Day the
students wrote letters to their mothers.
The parent letters came into the class at different points in time, with some
parents needing several reminders before a letter was eventually sent to the classroom.
When a parent letter was received I typed it into the computer, correcting any spelling
errors. The rationale for correctly inputting the letter was that it was going to be later
published into a book that the child and the parent would take home as a memento of first
grade. With respect to the actual parent presentations, parents were asked to make
appointments; however, on some occasions parents showed up unannounced and the
presentation occurred on the spur of the moment. For example, due to inclement weather
a father was able to come into the classroom because his work as a farm worker had been
cancelled. This type of flexibility was part of the parent visit process.

Participants
The participants in this study were a group of 20 first-grade students. Of the 20,
17 were of Mexican heritage with Spanish as their mother tongue. Of the 17, 16 had been
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bom in the United States. Two students were of European American heritage and were
cousins. One student was of European American and African American heritage. Of the
first-grade students, 11 were girls and 9 were boys. Out of the 20 students, 4 focal
students, 1 girl and 3 boys, were selected. The structure of the research questions and the
comparative analysis design of the study along with a preliminary review of the data
collected during the academic school year, led to these 4 being selected. Their literacy
identity and status in the classroom, along with the sharp contrast between their school
and home identities, made them of particular interest for the study (Patton, 2001; Miles
and Huberman, 1994; Cresswell, 1997).
I participated in this study as a teacher-researcher who is a fourth-generation
Latina of Mexican heritage bom in the United States. I am not a native Spanish speaker
but continue to learn Spanish as a second language. In this particular classroom there was
also a teacher's assistant who was a native Spanish speaker of Central American heritage.
She was also attending the local state university and enrolled in a teacher credential
program. She was present in the classroom 4 hours a day, 5 days a week. As her primary
responsibility, she worked with small reading groups in their primary language of
instruction. Eventually, as the school made more of an effort to comply with Proposition
227, her time in our classroom was reduced to 2.5 hours a day and the remainder of her
time redesignated for English as a second language (ESL) instruction with second- and
third-grade students.
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Research Design

The research design utilized in this qualitative research study includes the
methodologies of ethnographic data collection and critical discourse analysis to describe
and analyze the subjectivities and discourses present in a first-grade classroom.
Ethnographic research in education, particularly in elementary school classrooms
(Delgado-Gaitan, 1990; Dyson, 1993; Heath, 1983; Solsken, 1993; Valdes, 1996;
Vasquez et al., 1994), has helped to formulate an understanding of classrooms as
microcultures within the broader society. Through such a research paradigm, classrooms
as cultures are viewed as sites of socially constructed rituals and routines. Some of these
rituals and routines include determining who gets to speak, when and for how long, what
type of talk is allowed during certain activities, how much participation is required on the
part of the student or teacher, and so forth (Ernst, 1994; Green & Dixon, 1994; Green &
Weade, 1987; Kamler, 1999). The sociocultural practices of classrooms position students
in ways that enable or constrain opportunities for learning and contribute to or detract
from their identities as literate members of the community.
Ethnographic means of study design and data collection are important because
the study attempts to describe classroom literacy routines to address the overarching
research concerns of how home discourses and subjectivities (constructed from the
parental biographical storytelling presentations) and school discourses and subjectivities
interacted in this particular classroom and what the connections were to the students’
understanding of their literacy learning achievement.
The additional methodology of critical discourse analysis (Fairclough, 1995) is
useful in making visible the ways students were positioned by school discourses and
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whether or not their positions in the classroom were static or dynamic with respect to the
similarities and differences between school and home. Critical discourse analysis, as
discussed by Fairclough (1995), supports the study by discerning who or what did the
positioning with respect to classroom language practices such as the literacy expectations
of the school and the biographical storytelling presentations that were enacted within this
particular classroom. This methodology also helps to name the larger discursive forces at
work, such as those referencing educational expectations of achievement and how
educational expectations and levels of achievement were distinguished between school
and home.

Access and Informed Consent
The primary gatekeeper for this study was the school principal. When informed of
my intentions to conduct an ethnographic study in my first-grade classroom, she agreed,
provided I gave assurance of anonymity for the children in the form of pseudonyms. The
school principal also requested periodic brief verbal updates on the progress of the study,
as well as on all of the children involved in the study. To secure informed parental
consent, I composed a letter in both Spanish and English informing the parents of my
intentions to conduct an ethnographic study in the classroom, along with their right of
refusal and the types of data to be collected (see Appendix A). In the consent letter sent
home to the parents, I explained my hybrid role as both the classroom teacher and
researcher. Some parents had questions, given that their students had never been asked to
participate in a study before; however, over a period of time the informed consent forms
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were received (see Appendix B). University of Massachusetts human subjects permission
was also secured to conduct the data collection during the 1998—99 academic school year.

Data Collection
For this study, traditional ethnographic means of data collection were used,
including field notes, photographs, school and classroom documents, videotapes and
audiotapes of parent visits, texts associated with parent visits, student journals, and
audiotapes of teacher—student writing conferences.
School and classroom documentation included morning routines, writing
workshop, and reading groups, along with the culture of the school itself (i.e., staff
meeting agendas), participant observation, field notes, photographs, and other classroom
realia, all of which documented the cultural practices of this classroom. A collection of
student-written material includes notes students wrote to the teacher, as well as notes
written to the teacher by the principal.
Data related to the biographical storytelling event includes the parent letters,
transcriptions of the oral presentations and question and answer discussion period, along
with photographs and other realia brought to school by the children and the parents. After
each parent presentation, students recalled, through illustration and text, one or two
aspects of the presentation. Last, in response to their parent letters, the children wrote
responses in letter format to their parents. The parent visits were videotaped and/or
audiotaped and later transcribed.
Student journals were used as a means of collecting periodic samples of the
students’ daily writing and took the form of journals. At the end of each month journals
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were collected to note student topics and developmental writing progress, such as written
language conventions (i.e., grammar and spelling).
Writing conferences were conducted in conjunction with the journals. Teacher
and students discussed, edited, and rewrote journal entries. The reading and writing
conferences were audio taped and subsequently transcribed.

Data Analysis
I have used both a thematic approach and critical discourse analysis to review and
analyze the data. Thematic analysis assists to establish a macro perspective of the culture
and routines of the classroom and school while the use of critical discourse analysis
allows for a microanalysis of language and the language practices involved in this study,
hence yielding a micro perspective. The micro perspective illuminates and identifies
concepts of positioning associated with discourses and subjectivities. Each method of
analysis infuses a unique yet overlapping contribution into the study.
As part of the data collection process, reading and writing conferences for a
majority of the students were audio taped. Initially, I broadly classified each Spanish or
English audiotape in terms of themes. Later specific sections of the audiotapes were fully
transcribed using a critical discourse analysis methodology approach. In addition, home
discourses were uncovered through the transcription of video and/or audiotapes of a
smaller group of students because it was discovered that in recording some of the parent
visits, technical difficulties had occurred.
Given that the focus of the study was a comparative analysis between school
discourses and subjectivities and home discourses and subjectivities, these two aspects
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weie the focus of the microanalysis. Through the transcription process, themes of
tensions and conflict surfaced in the data of four students in particular, thus these four
students became the focal data for the study.
Table 3.1 is a visual representation of how the data were used. The data categories
of school and classroom documents, photos and field notes were used in the thematic
analysis while the data categories of student—teacher writing conferences, transcribed
video and audiotapes of parent visits, parent letters and written student work, were
utilized in the microanalysis portion of this dissertation as they relate to the 4 students
selected as case studies.
Table 3.1.
Types of Collected Data as Utilized in Study

Utilization
categories

Thematic
analysis

School and
classroom
documents

StudentTeacher
writing
conferences

Parent visits,
audio- and
videotapes

Photos

•

•

•

•

•

•

Written
student work
(journals and
responses)

Parent
letters

Field
notes

•

Critical
discourse

•

•

analysis

Thematic Analysis
Thematic analysis enables the researcher to isolate and label what have been
referred to as themes or patterns found within qualitative data with the intent of
highlighting cultural norms and routines of the classroom and school (Ely, Vinz,
Downing, & Anzul, 1997; Spradley, 1980). Through a thematic analysis, I looked for
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connections between the classroom and the case study students to assist with the
following research questions:
1.

How were students positioned by school discourses?

2.

How were students positioned through the discourses presented in the
biographical storytelling presentations?

3.

How did the discourses and identities present in these biographical storytelling
presentations compare and/or contrast to the acceptable or powerful
discourses of the school and the classroom?

A formal thematic analysis approach was used to analyze school documents, such
as staff meeting agendas, principal memos, and monthly reporting forms for themes and
evidence of larger more influential and hegemonic school discourses. I also used a
thematic approach to analyze the reading and writing conferences to describe and explore
the overall tensions related to the school discourses and associated beliefs and subject
positions. Thematic analysis of the biographical storytelling presentations led to
descriptions of the home discourses, beliefs, and subjectivities.
Discovering and uncovering the (dis)connections among the students and the
larger school and classroom discourses is important given that the study utilizes a
poststructural view of language in order to examine how the classroom language practice
of biographical storytelling presentations worked to position a group of first-grade
students with respect to home identities, school discourses, and academic progress.
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Critical Discourse Analysis
Critical discourse analysis is a logical methodological companion to poststructural theory because of its focus on language, specifically discourse and identity in
relationship to texts, both written and spoken. In addition to a focus on language, critical
discourse analysis assumes an interest in the role of power as it is associated with
language, warranting the title of critical discourse analysis. Here critical discourse
analysis seeks to illuminate the dense and complicated associations between the
discourses themselves, the sociocultural worlds in which they occur, and the identities
they establish and position.
Fairclough (1995) wrote, “Texts are social spaces in which two fundamental
social processes simultaneously occur: cognition and representation of the world and
social interaction" (p. 6). For Fairclough there is a distinction between discourse, which
he called a “form of social practice" and discourse analysis, which he described as an
“analysis of how the texts work within sociocultural practice" (p. 7).
The specific approach to text analysis is based on the work of Bloome and EganRobertson (1993), who developed a microanalysis methodology to illuminate (a) links
between texts, (b) a text's relationship to the language practices of the classroom, and (c)
the connection of text embedded in the language practice to larger cultural ideologies.
Their methodology is based upon message units and works in conjunction with
Fairclough (1993, 1995) by connecting this microanalysis perspective with broader social
and political ideologies of society. The work of Solsken et al. (2000) and Willett et al.
(1998) further supports and utilizes Bloome and Egan-Robertson’s (1993) microanalysis
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methodology in the analysis of hybridity and hybrid texts within the context of a
classroom ethnography.
In this study, texts selected for microanalysis were transcribed into clauses and
each clause described in regard to a set of categories designed to address the research
questions. The use of a broad thematic analysis approach paved the way for critical
discourse analysis to answer the questions. How were the students positioned by school
discourse? and. How were students positioned through the discourses presented in the
biographical storytelling presentations? Each method of analysis supported the other
while also offering a unique lens with which to better comprehend the role of language.
Given that the theoretical foundation of this study focuses on language, critical discourse
analysis assisted in exposing naturalized norms of language; in exposing the constitutive
nature of language to position subjects, thus creating identities with respect to reading
and writing conferences and biographical letters written by parents about their children;
and in highlighting the interconnectedness between language and broader social
discourses and worldviews, such as schools as social institutions (Fairclough, 1995).
In this study text analysis has been used to analyze selected biographical
storytelling events. Analysis of the parent letters showed the characteristics and
experiences parents elected to highlight with respect to their child. In other words, how
did their letters position their children in the eyes of the class? Text analysis of the
question-and- answer discussion which followed the biographical letter reading
represented an attempt to see student positioning (i.e., identities through discourses)
(Luke, 1996). I also conducted text analysis on selected reading and writing conferences
for evidence of positioning during these particular literacy events, especially for the case-
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study students. The criterion for selecting texts for the microanalysis was based on the
initial thematic analysis, the research questions, and the overall design of the study. The
categories of discourse and subject position were the focus of the microanalysis given
their centrality to the questions of the study. The school and home discourses and their
corresponding subject positions are expanded upon in chapter four.
The definitions given to these categories, listed in Table 3.2, strive to maintain the
integrity of Fairclough s definitions. For example, discourse is defined as a particular
way of constructing a subject matter so that it signifies a particular domain of social
practice from a particular perspective (Fairclough, 1992, 1995). A sample microanalysis
is included in order to demonstrate the approach taken. For the purposes of the sample,
the home discourses are la familia and educacidn/education with each discourse based
upon a set of beliefs and working to shape a particular domain of social practice from a
particular perspective. Labels for what Fairclough refers to as subject positions depend
upon the discourse, and for the purposes of this sample microanalysis they broadly
include multiple subjectivities of parent and child, as they co-exist within the family.
Table 3.2.
Definitions of Category Elements Used in Transcript Analysis

Table headings
Line #
Speaker
Line

Definition of element
Represents each clause.
The person who speaks/writes the clause.
The clause spoken or written.
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A particular way of constructing a subject matter so that it
Discourse

signifies a particular domain of social practice from a
particular perspective. (Fairclough, 1992, 1995).
The way the speaker/writer positions herself or others or is

Subject position

positioned through the writing, interactions during
discussions, and within the context of conferences.

Sample Microanalysis
The parent letter used in this example of microanalysis (shown in Tables 3.3 and
3.4) is that of Belen Fuentes. It is dated February 23, 1999, and was written by her
mother, Evelyn Fuentes, addressed to Belen. The letter reads as follows:
Table 3.3.
Parent Letter Written by Evelyn Fuentes
Line #

Line
Mi querida hija,

1
My dearest daughter.
te saludo con el amor de siempre.
2
I greet you with an ever-lasting love.
Mi deseo es que te sientas muy feliz en tu escuela.
3
My wish for you is that you feel happy in school.
Bella, me siento muy feliz
4
Bella fnickname for Belen/, I feel very happy
porque tu eres una niha buena
5

6

because you are a good daughter
y deseo que pongas todo tu entusiasmo por aprender cada dia mas
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and I wish that you put all your energies into learning more each day
y sobre todo el ingles
7
and above all, PeamlEnglish
porque tengo esperanza que tu mi nina me ensehes
8
because I have hope that you my daughter will teach me [Englishl
Ah, espero verte pronto come una doctor a
9
Ah, I hope to see you soon as a doctor
que tu siempre me placticas.
10
for this is what you always talk to me about.
Que dios te bendiga siempre.
11
May God bless you always.
Tu mama,
Evelyn Fuentes
12
Your mom,
Evelyn Fuentes

Table 3.4.
Sample Microanalysis of Parent Letter Written by Evelyn Fuentes
Line #

1

2 .

3

4

5

Speaker

Line
Mi querida hija,

Discourse
La familia

My dearest daughter.
te saludo con el amor de
siempre.

La familia

Mother

Mother

Subject position
Child as
familismo
participant
Child as loved
and loving
within
familismo

I greet you with an everlasting
love.
Mi deseo es que te sientas muy
fellz en tu escuela.

Educacion!
Education

Parent as mentor

My wish for you is that you
feel happy in school.
Bella, me siento muy fellz

La familia

Bella, I feel very happy
porque tu eres una nina buena

La familia

Parent as
familismo
participant
Parent as
familismo

Mother

Mother

Mother
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participant

because you are a good
daughter

6

7

8

9

y deseo que pongas todo tu
entusiasmo por aprender
cada dia mas

Educacion/
Education

Parent as mentor

Mother

Mother

Mother

Mother

and I wish that you put all your
energies into learning more
each day
y sobre todo [aprende] el
ingles

Educacion/
Education

Parent as mentor

and above all, fleam] English
por que ten go esperanza que tu
mi nina me ensehes [ingles].

Educacion/
Education

Parent as mentor

because I have hope that you
my daughter will teach me
[English].

La familia

Ah, espero verte pronto come
una doctora

Educacion/
Education

Oh, how I hope to see you as a
doctor soon,

10

11

12

Mother

y que tu siempre me placticas.

Mother

and for this is what you always
talk to me about.
Que dios te bendiga siempre.

Mother

Child as
familismo
participant
Parent as child
advocate

May God bless you always.
Tu mama
Evelyn Fuentes
Your mom,
Evelyn Fuentes
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Educacion/
Education

Educacion/
Education
Educacion/
Education

Child as
contributor to
the welfare of
la familia
Parent as mentor

Student as having
future
(professional)
aspirations
Student as having
future
(professional)
aspirations
Parent as moral
and religious
teacher
Parent as
familismo
participant

In analyzing Belen s letter according to the proposed categories of discourse
analysis, we are able to see subject positioning associated with a specific discourse. The
letter opens with a warm greeting in which the mother referred to her daughter in very
loving terms, “My dearest daughter, I greet you with an everlasting love” (lines 1-2).
This extremely tender opening is associated with the discourse of la familia because it
represents the two in a familial relationship. The affectionate salutation is followed by the
mother’s simple wish for her daughter, in which she noted her daughter’s intrinsic
goodness; “My wish for you is that you feel happy in school. Bella, I feel very happy
because you are a good daughter and I wish that you put all your energies into learning
more each day (lines 3—6). In the next set of lines the mother conveyed the importance
of learning English, “Above all, English because I have hope that you, my daughter, will
teach me” (lines 7-8).
Through this statement the mother is sharing an important guiding ideology as to
the importance of learning English. By telling her daughter that above all things she
should learn English, so that she might then teach her mother, Belen took up the subject
position of child as contributor to the welfare of la familia, in that she had a responsibility
to leam English in addition to her primary language. The mother’s reference to the
importance of learning English reflects a larger societal ideology in which the English
language is viewed as the dominant language in the United States, the language of power
internationally, and the language that offers the promise of opportunity to Spanish
speakers. Mrs. Fuentes then positioned Belen as teacher, with the hope that someday
Belen would teach her English. Perhaps Belen’s mother is also conveying her own
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personal struggles and desires with respect to learning English. I say this because I knew
that the mother was enrolled in an English language course at night.
In the last lines of the parent letter, the mother shared Belen’s professional
aspirations of becoming a doctor, “Oh, how I hope to you as a doctor soon, for this is
what you always talk to me about” (lines 9-10). This sample microanalysis helps address
the research question of how students were positioned through the parent letters. For
example, in this letter, Belen’s mother focused on the mother-daughter relationship as a
loving, positive, and everlasting relationship. She uses her influence as a mother to
directly suggest her hopes of seeing Belen realize her dream to become a doctor (Elenes,
Gonzalez, Delgado-Bemal, & Villenas, 2001).
The letter closed in an equally warm manner, with a spiritual quality indicative of
the subject position of parent as moral and religious teacher, associated with the discourse
of educacionlQ ducation.

Limitations of the Study

The data collected for this study was limited by several circumstances. First, due
to my pregnancy, I was unable to stay with the class until the end of the school year, thus
the amount of data collected was limited to the time I was present in the classroom.
Second, upon reviewing the videotaped data, many of the tapes were discovered to not
include the audio component. This limited the number of visits from which to select and
reduced the available data sample. Finally, the use of the students in my own classroom
placed me in a hybrid position; the dual roles of teacher and researcher were difficult to
master. For example, tending to the mechanical tasks of microphones and video cameras
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while at the same time dealing with classroom discipline and seating arrangements during
the parent visits proved to be extremely demanding. Also, as the teacher, I could not
interview parents immediately after their visits to get an idea of how they felt about this
experience because I had no one to cover the class. Regrettably, the demands required of
me as the teacher may have hindered my ability to utilize valuable research moments that
passed.
As the data was analyzed the ideological tensions were evident in the negative
positioning of the students by me. When I began the study, I had intentions of designing a
literacy program that was more aligned with a progressive approach to literacy, including
support for primary language development. As the result of broader socio-political forces
with a school reform agenda that were taking place outside of the classroom, much of the
autonomy that I was anticipating was usurped. The conflict that was apparent is not a
shining moment in my teaching career, but I believe it speaks to the difficulty of
conducting teacher-research projects in one’s own classroom without the support of
colleagues, the administration, or a university affiliate. Learning is a social process and
being isolated while conducting this particular study, or any study, is not an ideal manner
in which to conduct research and proved a limitation of this study.

Summary
In this chapter I have described the research design of the study in terms of
methodologies for data collection and analysis and presented a sample microanalysis.
This study is designed to develop an ethnographic understanding of a group of Latino/a
first-grade students and their experiences with the (dis)connections among school-based
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and home-based discourses and subjectivities. It uses thematic analysis of ethnographic
data and critical discourse analysis of selected oral and written texts from 4 focal students
to examine how students were positioned by school and home discourses within
classroom literacy events and parent visits.
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CHAPTER 4
DEFINING SCHOOL-HOME DISCOURSES, BELIEFS,
AND CORRESPONDING IDENTITIES

Introduction

This chapter defines and references school-based discourses and home-based
discourses as the foundational building blocks for understanding student, parent, and
teacher subjectivities in the first-grade classroom in which the study was conducted. The
juxtaposition of school and home discourses allows analysis through the comparison and
contrast of the conceptualizations of school and home discourses and the various subject
positions constructed by these discourses. Each discourse represents distinct ideologies
with respect to literacy, language, and culture. The particular set of school-based
discourses relevant to this study includes the discourse of school reform and the discourse
of progressive literacy pedagogy. On the other end of the discursal spectrum, home-based
discourses are labeled as the discourse of la familia and the discourse of
educacion/e ducation.
The chapter describes two school-based discourses found within the literacy
practices of the classroom, followed by a description of the two home-based discourses
visible during the classroom practice of autobiographical storytelling. Each discourse is
associated with specific belief structures and a variety of subject positions discovered
during the study. The discourses, related beliefs, and subject positions were derived and
defined through a recursive process of data analysis and consultation of the literature.
This particular constellation of discourse, belief, and subject position is intended to align
the data and data analysis in order to answer the research questions put forth at the
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beginning of this study. The discourses and subject positions defined here were used in
the microanalyses of classroom interaction that inform chapters five and six. The pairing
of subject positions is intended to add clarity and cohesion to the various subjectivities
related to the beliefs. These paired subject positions occur when the subject positions of
the student and teacher or parent and child coincide or contrast.

School Refonn

The discourse of school reform is part of a larger sociopolitical belief structure
that imposes the powerful ideological will of those outside of education (i.e., politicians
and publishers) onto those within the school world (i.e., students, their families, and the
classroom teacher). The belief system and assumptions of the school reform discourse
affect children’s formal schooling, particularly in the areas of reading, writing, and math;
for the purpose of this study, the focus is on reading and writing.
In discussions of school reform, a phrase often heard in the broader sociopolitical
arena is “one-size-fits-all.” This simple, but powerful, image represents the belief that a
single approach to school reform can be applied to all students regardless of their
socioeconomic class, physical location (i.e., urban, suburban, rural, house, or apartment),
cultural background, or language status. What makes this current discourse of school
reform so controversial is that it purports to prescribe a single methodology for teaching
children how to read and write. In addition, the government has enacted legislation that
withholds money from programs that do not support the ideologies contained within this
discourse. On January 8, 2002, President George W. Bush signed into law the No Child
Left Behind Act; the policies it encompasses and envisions for leaving no child behind
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academically support specific types of school reforms, with punitive consequences for
districts failing to comply.
Beliefs associated with the school reform discourse involve literacy theories and
methodologies for the teaching and learning of reading and writing through a focus on
skills and accuracy, a single standard of measurement, and a belief in top-down
relationships. A set of pertinent subject positions is related to each belief. An examination
of the beliefs and the corresponding subject positions comprises the following chapter
sections.

Focus on Skills and Accuracy
The discourse of school reform, as defined and used in this study, includes three
major tenets, or beliefs, with respect to literacy learning. The first belief discussed
concerns a primary focus on skills and accuracy that promotes “breaking down reading
and writing into more manageable [italics in original] and, theoretically, more teachable
[italics in original] units” (Heller, 1999, p. 3). For example, teaching writing in this
particular belief is characterized as supporting the mechanics of language, such as
punctuation and spelling, with accuracy and correctness taking precedence over ideas of
interest and the personal expression of the writer. Reading from this perspective is
viewed from a traditional parts-to-whole perspective. Together, “reading and writing are
complex unitary skills [italics in original] made up of numerous sub skills acquired
through instruction. Reading and writing are the products [italics in original] of skills
acquisition, with comprehension and composition being the observable elements”
(Heller, 1999, p. 2-3).
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Recent reform initiatives within the broader sociopolitical discourse of school
reform have tailored a particular view of literacy in which reading and writing are viewed
as best taught and learned in the form of discrete sounds, referred to as part-to-whole.
Drawing on the trends in education reform, Heller (1999) described a particular kind of
classroom literacy that incorporates state and federal mandates:
Traditional language arts programs support the notion of sequentially ordered
reading and writing skills. The global skills of reading include word recognition
and comprehension. The skills of writing are more extensive and incorporate
grammar, usage, and spelling, as well as matters of style and forms of discourse
... scope and sequence charts imply that language development through reading
and writing is hierarchical in nature. First we learn to recognize the alphabet
letters then we learn to decode words. First we learn to write a sentence and then
we learn to write a paragraph. (Heller, 1999, p. 3)
Literacy teaching and learning through this traditional representation is espoused by
researchers such as Chall (1983, 1996, & 2000; Chall, Jacobs, & Baldwin, 1990) and
more recently by Adams (1990, 1998). Street (1993) characterized this notion of literacy
as the autonomous model, “conceptualizing] literacy in technical terms, treating it as
independent of social context, an autonomous variable whose consequences for society
and cognition can be derived from its intrinsic character” (p. 5).

Subject Positions Related to Focus on Skills and Accuracy
This first belief speaks to the importance of skills and accuracy as a predominant
cornerstone of literacy learning related to the school reform discourse. This section
names the different subject positions that are associated with the belief in the importance
of skills and accuracy with respect to literacy learning. This section describes a set of
subjectivities taken up (un)willingly by both teacher and student during classroom
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reading conferences, writing conferences, ability-group reading lessons, and readinglevel testing periods.

Student as Receptacle
The discourse of school reform positions students as empty containers that need to
be filled. The notion of student as receptacle has been conceptualized in various ways by
several scholars: Freeman and Freeman (2001) used a plant metaphor, Freire (1970)
defined the student as a vessel, and Cummins (1989) used a transmission model
approach.
In Between Worlds Freeman and Freeman (2001) provided readers with three
descriptions of how students are treated within differing pedagogies in the classroom.
The first description is that of the student as a plant, the student viewed as only needing
to be fed sun and water (i.e., teacher knowledge) in order to grow. This metaphor is
intended to illustrate the unidirectional flow of knowledge from teacher to student.
For Freire (1970), the traditional hierarchical relationship between teacher and
student has a particularly oppressive nature. He discussed the student as an empty vessel
in need of being filled up with knowledge possessed by the teacher:
Narration (with teacher as narrator) leads the students to memorize mechanically
the narrated content. Worse yet, it turns them into “containers,” into “receptacles”
to be “filled” by the teacher. The more completely she fills the receptacles, the
better a teacher she is. The more meekly the receptacles permit themselves to be
filled, the better students they are. (p. 53)
Freire labeled this filling up of students as receptacles as the banking concept of
education:
In the banking concept of education, knowledge is a gift bestowed by those who
consider themselves knowledgeable upon those whom they consider to know
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nothing. Projecting an absolute ignorance onto others, a characteristic of the
ideology of oppression, negates education and knowledge as a process of inquiry,
(p. 53)
Cummins (1989) elected to use the term transmission model and described how
both teacher and student are presented through the use of this model:
The image of learner implied by transmission approaches is of a consumer of pre¬
determined, pre-sequenced, and pre-digested knowledge. The learner has no input
into what gets taught and it is assumed (e.g., by "direct instruction” approaches)
that nothing worthwhile can be learned by students unless it has been explicitly
taught by the teacher or other adult, (p. 71)
Cummins (1989) further described the teacher's role in the transmission approach:
"Within transmission approaches, the teacher’s job is to ensure that students can
regurgitate appropriate facts and skills on demand.... In short, within a transmission
approach the teacher’s role is to drill skills into reluctant skulls” (p. 71). He visually
satirized the subject position of student as receptacle by using an image of schools as
"educational factories [bold in original]” (p. 71), a comic strip-type illustration of
buckets, with faces (intended to be students), sitting on a conveyor belt. As the buckets
move along the assembly line, they are filled with math, social studies, English, and
science liquid knowledge.
In sum, this particular subject position describes the student as a receptacle,
treated as an object in need of being filled with the knowledge possessed by the teacher.
Students are not expected to critically evaluate the information received against any
background knowledge; they must merely digest it whole.
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Teacher as Sage on Stage
Through the subject position of teacher as sage on stage, the teacher is the keeper
of all knowledge and imparts knowledge to a captive audience, the students. The physical
classroom environment is the teacher's stage: The teacher’s desk is placed front and
center facing student desks arranged in rows facing the teacher. Other teacher as sage on
stage techniques include direct teaching to the whole class and evaluating student
responses during question and answer sessions. The teacher, as omnipotent,
knowledgeable sage on stage, passes knowledge to the student in the form of direct
teaching in a teacher-centered classroom environment. The teacher owns the knowledge
that the student needs to receive in order to be considered filled up. In sum, the teacher
possesses the controlling power within the setting, the power to control the direction of
literacy learning in the classroom.

Student as Technical Scribe
The position of student as technical scribe means that the student goes through
rote, predefined motions of learning how to read and write. In sum, the student merely
writes without critically analyzing and/or interpreting the meaning of the text through a
sociocultural or sociopolitical lens. Within the school reform discourse, the goal of
reading and writing is not to learn literacy as a process, but rather as a set of skills, with
an emphasis on accuracy. The goal for the student is to pretend or act as a writer in order
to satisfy the requirement, the assignment, or the teacher.
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Teacher as Editor/Corrector
In keeping with the skills and accuracy belief as a component of the school reform
discourse, the teacher focuses attention on the discrete skills of reading and writing. This
particular subjectivity involves the teacher acting as writing editor and linguistic
corrector, focused on grammatical aspects of students’ writing and their accuracy in
reading controlled vocabulary lists and reading aloud.

Student as Self-Editor
The student who takes on this subject position realizes when she or he has made
an error and, without teacher assistance, elects to self-correct the miscue. In recognizing
miscues/mistakes, the student demonstrates a metacognitive awareness with respect to the
text and, in effect, demonstrates the internalization of a skills and accuracy belief by
developing as a literate being within the school reform discourse.

Measurement by a Single Standard
The second tenet of the school reform discourse is measurement of academic
achievement by a single standard. In this belief, student success is measured against a
particular standard that the school identifies as important. The student must obtain the
specified knowledge in the specific manner deemed necessary by district mandates. An
example of such a measurement is the attainment of a particular reading level, or
mastering English as a second language. In other words, there is only one standard by
which success can be measured, and the particular standard is labeled by and within the
discourse of school reform.
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Heller (1999) spoke of the reading-writing connection in terms of skills, products,
and process, and provided brief descriptions of each distinct approach to literacy learning
and teaching. The conceptualization of literacy as skills- or product-based complements
the measurement of a single standard belief, in which reading is conceived as linear.
Adams (1990) described the skills of reading: “Before children will learn to read, they
must learn to recognize individual letters. They must become aware of the structure of
language, from sentences and words to phonemes” (p. 422). In addition.
Deep and thorough knowledge of letters, spelling patterns, and words, and of the
phonological translations of all three, are of inescapable importance to both
skillful reading and its acquisition. By extension, instruction designed to develop
children's sensitivity to spellings and their relations to pronunciations should be
of paramount importance in the development of reading skills. This is, of course,
precisely what is intended of good phonic instruction, (p. 416)
This statement suggests that literacy development within the discourse of school
reform follows a particular sequence that can be said to be linear in nature. Chall (2000)
further supported the importance of a teacher-centered, letter-sound program for reading
development, noting the significance of such initial skills as necessary for measuring
reading by a single standard. The author contrasted this belief with a definition of a
student-centered, whole-language ideology:
Those that are concerned with phonological factors in reading view reading as
developmental, with beginning reading different than its essentials from more
mature reading. The whole-language proponents in contrast view both beginning
and later reading, as essentially the same process, (p. 61)
ChalTs (1983) schema of six reading stages is a linear explanation of how
individuals learn to read. In the prereading stage (Stage 0, ages birth to 6) children are
growing in their understanding of language:
They gain some insights into the nature of words: that some sound the same at
their ends or beginnings (rhyme and alliteration), that they can be broken into
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parts, and that the parts can be put together (synthesized, blended) to form whole
words, (p. 13)
Stage 1 is referred to as the initial readings or decoding stage and covers grades 1
and 2, and ages 6 and 7:
The essential aspect of Stage 1 is learning the arbitrary set of letters and
associating these with the corresponding parts of spoken words. In this stage
children and adults interiorize cognitive knowledge about reading, such as what
the letters are for, how to know that bun is not bug [italics in original], and how to
know when a mistake is made. (p. 16)
ChalT s Stage 2 involves confirmation fluency, and covers grades 2 and 3, and
ages 7 and 8. According to Chall (1983), “Stage 2 reading is not for gaining new
information, but for confirming what is already known to the reader”(p. 18). In Stage 3,
students read for new knowledge. In this stage Chall (1983) noted that given that
their background (world) knowledge, vocabulary, and cognitive abilities are still
limited at this stage, the first steps of Stage 3 reading are usually best developed
with materials and purposes that are clear, within one viewpoint, and limited in
technical complexities. This is in contrast to Stage 4 where multiplicity of views,
complexity of language and ideas, as well as subtleties of interpretation are the
expected, (p. 20)
While Stage 4 is referred to as multiple viewpoints and covers high school, ages
14-18, Stage 5 is labeled construction and reconstruction—“A World View, ” and is
intended to indicate college students, age 18 and above:
Stage 5 can be seen as reading that is essentially constructive. From reading what
others say, the reader constructs knowledge for himself or herself.... Generally,
Stage 5 means that one has the ability to construct knowledge on a high level of
abstraction and generality and to create one’s own “truth” from the “truths” of
others, (p. 24)
In effect. Chalks (1983) schema illustrates that first we leam to read, and then we
read to leam, although the rate through which a reader reaches each stage will vary. This
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definition of the linear nature of the stages of reading development is an example of a
single standard of measuring how to read.
Another perspective of the measurement by a single standard belief can be seen in
a report by the University of California Linguistic Minority Research Institute (LMRI)
(Gandara, Maxwell-Jolly, Garda, Asato, Gutierrez, Stritikus, & Curry, 2000) that
described concurrent, overlapping curricular reforms in California. The passage of
Proposition 227, and its subsequent implementation, is among the recent education
reforms in California. As a result of this particular legislation, bilingual teachers were
asked to reduce the level of primary language instruction used in the classroom, and
monolingual teachers were asked to increase their knowledge base (i.e., methodology and
practices) for working with English language learners placed in English-only learning
environments. Academic achievement, from within the discourse of school reform and
the associated belief in measurement by a single standard, is judged by English language
acquisition, as well as proficiency in the standard skills of English language literacy.
Within this particular belief in measurement by a single standard, students are explicitly
taught the discrete skills by which successful literacy learning is measured.

Subject Positions Related to Measurement by Single Standard
This section defines different subject positions associated with the school reform
discourse and the belief in measurement by a single standard.

Student as a Reading Level
Within the school reform discourse, student reading progress is classified
according to reading levels. For example, student achievement is conveyed as a level
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number with each level number representing possession of a particular set of hierarchical
literacy skills. In other words, the closer the student moves toward the district-designated
grade-level standard, the more the student is defined as an accomplished reader. By
contrast, the lower the reading-level number, the more likely the student is positioned as
slow, weak, or struggling. In effect, the student’s literacy status and identity become
equated to the assigned reading level, the assignment of which is the result of the
student’s performance on a particular reading assessment.

Student as Struggling Reader/Writer
A student is positioned as a struggling reader/writer when measured against the
externally defined set of competencies established through grade-level standards and
program assessments. The literacy development of a student who is deemed as struggling
with reading and writing lags behind fellow classmates and falls short of the expectations
set forth by district and state mandates.

Student as Successful/Competent Reader/Writer
The student positioned as a conventional, competent, or successful reader/writer
meets state and district grade-level standards and publishers' reading level descriptions.
In other words, the student is defined as a conventional reader/writer by the language and
power afforded standards and reading level assessments.
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Teacher as Keeper of the Standards
The teacher acts as keeper of the standards by reflecting the ideologies of the
discourse of school reform regarding standards of achievement, such as by highlighting
student errors through (in)formal assessments. In addition, the teacher is positioned as a
judge, evaluator, and test giver with respect to reading levels instruction. The teacher
adheres to norms established within district and state standards and makes sure that the
standards are appropriately implemented in the classroom.

Student as English Language Learner
Due to district administrative interpretation of Proposition 227, English language
learners are (prematurely) redesignated based on a Bilingual Syntax Measure (BSM)
score. A score of 3 or more requires exclusive placement in English language literacy
instruction. The English language learner who scores a 3 on the BSM test is forced to
concentrate on developing English language literacy at the expense of any primary
language literacy learning. Within the belief in measurement by a single standard, the
student as English language learner is, in effect, denied access to literacy learning in his
or her mother tongue, and the pursuit of biliteracy development is halted.
Within this subject position, the student’s biliteracy ability is silenced, underappreciated, and devalued when compared to the demands of learning to read and write in
English. The English language learner is left without the option to further develop
biliterate competencies because academic success is measured by the single standard of
English; as such, English maintains power and prestige over the child's mother tongue.
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Teacher as Language Regulator, Enforcer, and Monitor
This subject position is also based upon the school district’s interpretation of
Proposition 227. The subject position of teacher as regulator, enforcer, and monitor is
taken up in an attempt to prepare the children for the annual achievement tests in English,
held each spring. At the expense of their Spanish language development, the teacher
requires English language learners to focus their literacy learning efforts on English
language development because of the belief that English language literacy success results
in higher test scores.

Top-Down Relationships
The third and final underlying belief associated with the school reform discourse
supports top-down relationships in the classroom. Within the school reform discourse,
knowledge is passed from teacher to student in a hierarchical, unidirectional manner.
According to the school reform discourse, literacy teaching involves the teaching of
discrete reading and writing skills and places the teacher in an omnipotent position; the
knowledge the teacher possesses is valued above that which the students bring into the
classroom.
Top-down relationships also exist beyond the classroom in the sociopolitical
arena, with politics controlling what happens in schools. For example, after the unveiling
of the 1998 National Research Report, Preventing Reading Difficulties in Young Children
(PRD) (Snow, Bums, & Griffin, 1998) a profusion of material was published that
contained conflicting perceptions with respect to how schools should be teaching children
how to read. The report endorsed the importance of a phonetic approach as an essential
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component in the process of learning how to read. Despite debates within the field, the
suggestions made by the report have since been incorporated into state and federal
legislative policies mandating that state and federal monies can only be used to purchase
prepackaged and scripted reading programs that emphasize a phonetic approach in
teaching literacy.
Other researchers and educational writers have also characterized the educational
reforms of standardized testing (Kohn, 2000) and the national reading curriculum
(Allington, 2002) as possessing top-down qualities, while Gandara et al. (2000)
specifically reported on the implementation of Proposition 227 in schools, referring to
state mandates and district interpretations as top-down. Graves (2002) writes.
The top-down management approaches of the business model of assessing the
quality of education that arose in the early eighties have gained more and more
influence. The standards movement began in the late eighties, soon followed by
an emphasis on testing in the nineties, with high-stakes testing the war cry of the
twenty-first century, (p. 7)
According to Allington (2002), Gandara et al. (2000), Graves (2002), and Kohn (2000),
the top-down business-like ideologies contained within the school reform discourse
dictate a particular power-related ideology for schools.

Subject Positions Related to Top-Down Relationships
The power dynamic of the top-down relationships belief conveys the notion that
those with institutional power and authority are superior to those without power. This
section presents descriptions of the different subject positions that surfaced in relation to
the belief in top-down relationships with respect to literacy learning as part of the
discourse of school reform.
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Student at Teacher’s Mercy
The student is positioned as powerless to combat the omnipotent powers afforded
the teacher by the institution and the discourse. In other words, while the teacher can give
power, privilege, and/or praise to students, her or his status and power allow
opportunities to withhold them as well.

Teacher as Authoritarian
In this subject position the teacher is a powerful dealmaker, disciplinarian, and
setter of goals and expectations. During reading and writing conferences, punitive
measures for (repeated) literacy errors are implemented. For example, in writing
conferences or ability-group reading lessons, when incorrect responses are given the
authoritarian teacher interjects corrections, uses a condescending tone, highlights errors,
disciplines, and/or uses embarrassment to motivate students toward conventional reading
and writing. The teacher uses authority to augment, question, and/or clarify points of
confusion during literacy conferences in order to move forward. Within this subject
position of teacher as authoritarian, the teacher is in charge of keeping the conferences
moving in an orderly manner and a quick and steady pace.

Student as Obedient
The rationale for taking up this particular subject position is that in seeking to
avoid controversy, the student acquiesces to the powerful and authoritarian figure and is
thus positioned as obedient. A student’s silence indicates a false sense of compliance
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manifested in the form of obedience brought about by fears of reprimands from the
teacher.

Student as Disobedient
The student elects to deviate from the discourse norm, in which the expectation is
that the child will be silent and an obedient follower. This particular subjectivity
demonstrates what the discourse considers to be resistant, undesirable behavior. The
student is perceived as operating outside of established behavioral expectations for the
classroom discourse by instigating, resisting and/or confronting the top-down
relationships of the classroom.

Teacher as Echo
In this subject position, the teacher arranges classroom practice to voice, or rather,
echo the mandates of federal and state governments, as well as those of site and district
administration. In effect, through an inability to combat the overarching curricular
demands, the teacher becomes compliant in choosing to align the classroom literacy
program with the institution. As such, the teacher represents the down or bottom half of
the top-down relationship, while legislative and other societal forces outside of school
can be said to be the top half of the power relationship. In sum, the teacher acts as a
mouthpiece for scripted, prepackaged, state-approved curriculums.
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Summary
In the first section of the chapter, the belief structure for the discourse of school
reform has been presented with the corresponding subject positions for students and
teacher. To reiterate, the three main beliefs for this particular discourse are (a) a primary
focus on skills and accuracy, (b) measurement by a single standard, and (c) top-down
relationships. Within the first belief, a focus on skills and accuracy, there is an emphasis
on the accuracy of language mechanics as a focal point of literacy competency. The
measurement by a single standard belief supports English language proficiency and
standardized test scores as indicators of literacy achievement. The belief in top-down
relationships supports state-adopted textbook curriculum and the teacher’s role as the
focal point of classroom authority. In the top-down belief, the possibility that students
can make valuable or meaningful contributions to the curriculum is given little or no
consideration.
Together, these three beliefs comprise the school reform discourse as a traditional
curricular discourse emphasizing the power relations in a teacher-centered classroom. In
addition, there is an added layer of sociopolitical influence that inserts private agendas
into the classroom without consideration for the uniqueness of the student population.
The subject positions related to the discourse of school reform describe the
classroom teacher, as well as the students, in terms of literacy development and literacy
instruction. In addition, the school reform discourse takes into consideration the
particular behaviors associated with the language of instruction and the classroom
culture, as well as the sociopolitical influence of the world outside of the classroom.
Through the different subject positions taken up in the discourse of school reform, people
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either take up power or become powerless with respect to the teaching and learning of
literacy in the classroom. Table 4.1 is a summary of teacher and student subject positions
related to school reform beliefs.
Table 4.1.
Subject Positions Related to School Reform Beliefs
Skills and accuracy
Student as receptacle

Measurement by a single standard
Student as a reading level

Top-down relationships
Student at teacher’s mercy

Teacher as sage on stage

Student as struggling
reader/writer

Teacher as authoritarian

Student as technical scribe
Teacher as editor/corrector
Student as self-editor

Student as obedient
Student as successful/competent
reader/writer
Teacher as keeper of the
standards

Student as disobedient
Teacher as echo

Student as English language
learner
Teacher as language regulator,
enforcer, monitor

Progressive Literacy Pedagogy

The second school discourse is a hybrid of two larger, well-known and
controversial educational discourses: whole language (Edelsky, 1991, 1999; Edelsky,
Altwerger, & Flores, 1991; Freeman & Freeman, 1992, 2001; Goodman, 1986; Whitmore
& Crowell, 1994) and critical literacy (Freire, 1973; Macedo, 1994; Shor, 1992; Street,
1993). The fusion of these two broader discourses comprises a particular view of literacy
referred to in this dissertation as the discourse of progressive literacy pedagogy'. Whole
language addresses language learning through methodology that integrates the four
components of reading, writing, listening, and speaking; critical theory offers a
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sociocultural, sociopolitical perspective with respect to language and language policy.
Together, whole language and critical theory offer a foundation for understanding the
progressive literacy pedagogy discourse.

Whole Language
In some circles, whole language represents a failed literacy pedagogy (Chall,
2000). For others, whole language is perceived as a methodological approach to literacy
that holds the potential for student and teacher empowerment through the reconfiguration
of traditional literacy teaching and learning styles and the power relations embedded
within. Goodman (1986) described the aspects of whole language by defining what it is
not, or rather, he described teaching practices that whole language rejects, such as
1.

isolating skill sequences

2.

slicing up reading and writing into grade slices, each slice neatly following
and dependent on prior ones

3.

simplifying texts by controlling their sentence structures and vocabulary, or
organizing them around phonic patterns

4.

equating reading and writing with scores on tests of sub-skills

5.

isolating reading and writing instruction from its use in learning, or in actual
reading and writing

6.

believing there are substantial numbers of learners who have difficulty
learning to read or write for physical or intellectual reasons (p. 34)

Adding to the description and explanation of elements contained within whole
language. Freeman and Freeman (1992) proposed a similar, yet distinct, description of
whole language, emphasizing the value of its components for second language learners
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through the development of seven essential principles of whole language. These
principles are
1.

Lessons should proceed from whole to part.

2.

Lessons should be learner-centered because learning is the active construction
of knowledge by students.

3.

Lessons should have meaning and purpose for students now.

4.

Lessons should engage groups of students in social interaction.

5.

Lessons should develop both oral and written language.

6.

Learning should take place in the first language to build concepts and to
facilitate the acquisition of English.

7.

Lessons should show faith in the learner and expand student potential, (pp. 7-

8)

Goodman (1986) noted what whole language is not, while Freeman and Freeman
(1992) related whole language to a specific student population. For Edelsky (1999),
whole language is not only related to literacy, but also holds a sociopolitical dimension.
With respect to reading, Edelsky wrote, “A whole language perspective includes an
understanding that reading is both a social practice and a meaning-making process—a
language process. That is reading is not getting words but making sense” (p. 4-5). The
author further added that the goal of whole language is “societal—increased democracy;
more equally weighted participation through decreasing the power of systems of
domination; improved education for all, resulting in greater democracy, which results in
more equity, which promotes more democracy, and so on” (p. 16). In Making Justice
Our Project, Edelsky (1999) used the term critical whole language in a discussion of
critical literacy and whole language to show how the two theoretical concepts are related.
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Critical Literacy
Critical literacy is the second theoretical concept related to the progressive
literacy pedagogy discourse. Giroux (1991), Vasquez (2004), Freire (1973), and Shor
(1992) have similar definitions of the ideology behind the theoretical concept of critical
literacy. For Giroux (1991),
Literacy becomes critical to the degree that it makes problematic the very
structure and practice of representation; that is, it focuses attention on the
importance of acknowledging that meaning is not fixed, and that to be literate is
to undertake a dialogue with others who speak from different histories, locations,
and experiences. Literacy is a discursive practice in which difference becomes
crucial for understanding not simply how to read, write, or develop aural skills,
but also to recognize that the identities of “others” matter as part of a broader set
of politics and practices aimed at the reconstruction of democratic public life.
(pp. ix-x)
As a classroom teacher, Vasquez (2004) was able to use critical literacy to get
young children to contemplate their place in the world by designing and implementing
critical literacy projects. These students problematized the social text with respect to
vegetarians and the saving of Beluga whales. In addition, they held a discussion
questioning the practices of Happy Meal toys offered by McDonalds. Vasquez (2004)
shared what critical literacy meant for her and her practice as she noted, “Critical literacy
... means looking at an issue or topic in different ways, analyzing it, and hopefully being
able to suggest possibilities for change or improvement” (p. 30).
Freire (1973), working with preliterate adults, described a similar
conceptualization of critical literacy:
To acquire literacy is more than to psychologically and mechanically dominate
reading and writing techniques. It is to dominate these techniques in terms of
consciousness; to understand what one reads and to write what one understands; it
is to communicate graphically. Acquiring literacy does not involve memorizing
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sentences, words, or syllables—lifeless objects unconnected to an existential
universe but rather an attitude of creation and re-creation, a self-transformation
producing a stance of intervention of one’s context, [italics in the original] (p. 48)
For Freire (1973), literacy became critical when profoundly appropriated into the
student s world in order to impact her or his way of life, as opposed to being merely a
means to an end.
Shor (1992) added to previous descriptions of critical literacy in a discussion of
particular places where critical literacy occurs, some of which include:
Habits of thoughts, reading, writing, and speaking which go beneath surface
meaning, first impressions, dominant myths ... to understand the deep meaning,
root causes, social context, ideology, and personal consequences of any action,
event, object, process, organization, experience, text, subject matter, policy, mass
media, or discourse; thinking in depth about books, statements ... questioning
official knowledge, existing authority ... using language so that words reveal the
deep meaning of anything under discussion; applying that meaning to your own
context and imagining how to act on that meaning to change the conditions it
reflects, (p. 127)
The assumptions associated with this discourse revolve around a strong sociocultural and
sociopolitical perspective that views issues of equity and social justice as paramount to
the actual literacy learning process.
While the discourse of progressive literacy pedagogy is based on the foundations
of whole language and critical literacy, it is characterized by a particular constellation of
beliefs unique to the environment in which the study took place. Three beliefs inform
practices that serve to counter negative sociocultural perceptions of Latino students and
their families in schools, as well as provide access for the inclusion of family practices
and student interests inside the classroom. The assumptions that comprise the belief
systems within the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse are discussed and expanded
under broader headings in the following sections. Specifically, the three tenets, or
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prominent beliefs, of the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse include a primary
focus on meaning and interest, the valuing and nurturing of diversity, and a greater space
for student agency and power sharing. What follows is the presentation of each belief and
the corresponding subject positions.

Focus on Meaning and Interest
The progressive literacy pedagogy discourse holds a particular perspective
toward literacy and acts as a counterdiscourse to the current broader sociocultural and
political discourse of a skills-based approach. As noted in the description of whole
language. Freeman and Freeman’s (1992) third principle highlights the importance of
meaning to literacy learning and teaching—lessons should have meaning and purpose for
students now. Freire’s (1973) problem-posing method brought student interests into the
curriculum through the use of generative themes and resulted in the successful acquisition
of literacy for adults in Brazil. Moll and Gonzalez (1994) also argued for melding student
interest and background knowledge with the curriculum through the concept offunds of
knowledge. Belief in the importance and value of meaning and interest in literacy
learning is in opposition to the skills and accuracy belief related with the school reform
discourse, primarily because the teaching of discrete skills is decentered by the belief in
focusing on meaning and interest associated with the progressive literacy pedagogy
discourse.
Within the field, a group of scholars maintain the position that writing is and
should be presented as a process, with students’ background knowledge the origin of
writing topics (e.g., Atwell, 1987; Calkins, 1986; Graves, 1983; Hansen, 1987; Murray,
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1984). These scholars have put forth views that contrast with a skills-based approach to
literacy instruction. For example. Graves (1983) wrote that, in the process of teaching
written language, a majority of schools miss the opportunity for students to show what
they know, particularly when the children are positioned as unmotivated or unwilling to
write. He wrote, “Instead, we take the control away from the children and place
unnecessary road blocks in the way of their intentions” (p. 1).
Calkins (1986) touched on the association between the teaching of writing as a
process and a belief in meaning and interest, noting that through a process approach to
writing children are invited “to choose their form, voice, and audience as well as their
subject, [and] we give them ownership and responsibility for their writing” (p. 6). The
intent is for children to realize that their opinions have value. The hope is that when
children are invested in their writing by choosing their own topics, the mechanics of
written language will come through the various steps of writing that all authors go
through when writing songs, books, screenplays, and so forth. In coming to know
themselves as legitimate writers, children can be empowered to propose counterdialogues
and to question oppressive conditions of their social worlds.
The focus on meaning and interest is also related to reading instruction in Freire’s
(1970) problem-posing approach and a holistic, thematic approach (Edelsky, Altwerger,
& Flores, 1991; Freeman & Freeman, 1992; Goodman, 1986) to literacy learning. For
example, Egan-Robertson and Bloome (1998) pointed out the value of students
conducting ethnographic research in order to find out more about their social worlds and
question knowledge previously taken for granted. Egan-Robertson and Bloome (1998)
shared the importance of having students self-select a topic or question to investigate.
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This is of particular importance because when students are able to investigate a topic or
question of their choosing, they are better able to question and counter broader
sociopolitical ideologies previously taken for granted as true and natural. Within this
particular belief in meaning and interest, reading and writing are viewed as integral
partners, whose separation is seen as artificial. Similar to writing instruction practices, as
the interests of the student are perceived as a key motivator to literacy learning, reading
instruction uses a student’s writing as a key to teach and promote reading ability, further
supporting a focus on meaning and interest.
Moustafa (1997) emphasized the importance a reader’s background knowledge
plays in reading comprehension. For example, the more background, or contextual
information (schema) a reader is given or has, the better the reader’s comprehension.
Children need to be encouraged to read material which is of interest to them so that the
knowledge they possess about the given topic will assist with reading comprehension.
What follow are the subject positions related to the belief in focusing on meaning and
interest.

Subject Positions Related to Focus on Meaning and Interest
This first set of subject positions associated with the discourse of progressive
literacy pedagogy is based on the belief that both meaning and interest play a paramount
role in the literacy development of children.

Student as Literacy Apprentice
In the discourse of progressive literacy pedagogy, students are positioned as
learning literacy through the process of interacting with more experienced readers and
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writers. In a collaborative setting students learn aspects of formal language conventions
through knowledge shared by more experienced readers/writers. A cooperative setting
provides the milieu to engage students in formal reading assessments and writing that
uses their personal experiences as organic topics. By using the grammatical structures of
written language in conjunction with personal experiences, written language conventions
are conveyed to students in a meaningful and interesting manner.

Teacher as Literacy Coach
The teacher as a literacy coach takes the position of a more experienced
reader/writer and shares control of the literacy conferences and assessments. The teacher
offers advice for literacy improvement and (re)states appropriate literacy behaviors from
within the parameters of the discourse of progressive literacy pedagogy; the teacher also
acts as a co-author and empathizes with errors made by the apprentice writer.

Valuing and Nurturing Diversity
Given the support for basing classroom literacy events on student interest and
meaningful literacy activities, the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse makes possible
the belief in valuing and nurturing diversity. For example, by allowing students to write
on topics in which they are generally interested, they are encouraged to integrate their
two worlds of school and home. The progressive literacy pedagogy discourse belief in the
valuing and nurturing of diversity provides space for the classroom teacher to encourage
and support primary language development and maintenance, and it supports the valuing
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of parents for their positive contributions and supportive roles as parent and teacher in the
home.
Moustafa (1997) wrote, “The amount of background knowledge children have on
a topic prior to reading a passage has a powerful effect on their abilities to make sense of
the passage” (p. 64). Not all children are exposed to the same events in their lives, thus
texts introduced in the classroom should reflect a wide range of experiences that different
students can relate to and learn from. Freeman and Freeman (2000) supported the notion
of diversity in texts and reading proficiency:
Reading proficiency depends on both the reader and the text. In assessing
proficiency, it is important to remember that the choice of a text influences the
results. Students need experiences with a variety of texts representing different
genres to increase proficiency, (p. 89)
In line with the value of diversifying literacy approaches, methods, and texts, Juel (1996)
wrote.
The lens through which we view reading instruction should be opened more
widely to include not just the method in isolation, but factors that accompany the
method. Time spent reading, the kinds of texts that are read, the social setting for
instruction, and patterns of interactions are examples of such factors, (p. 761)
Juel further added.
We have yet to develop a comprehensive model of the reading acquisition
process. We do have promising leads towards understanding of the process. It
appears the child passes through stages in reading development which reflect
qualitatively different ways of identifying printed words, (p. 783-784)
Together, Moustafa (1997), Freeman and Freeman (2000), and Juel (1996) helped
counter the belief that literacy learning occurs in a single linear fashion or that it should
be measured by a single standard. Other authors, like Atwell (1987), Calkins (1986), and
Graves (1983), have focused on aspects of learning to write.
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The interconnectedness between reading and writing and storytelling increase the
valuing and nurturing of diversity within the classroom. Dyson and Genishi (1994) noted
the importance of story and multiculturalism when they wrote.
The storytelling self is a social self, who declares and shapes important
relationships through the mediating power of words. Thus, in sharing stories, we
have the potential for forging new relationships, including local, classroom
“cultures" in which individuals are interconnected and new “we’s” formed, (p. 5)
The subjectivities discussed in relation to this specific belief deal with the
progressive or positive subjectivities taken up within storytelling events. “Stories, and
thereby aspects of children's selves, can be silenced if listeners (including teachers and
peers) do not appreciate the diverse ways stories are crafted and the range of experiences
they tap" (Dyson & Genishi, p. 4). Thus, with attention to diverse stories, there is the
possibility for the development of new understandings of the role of culture and language
within society and the role power plays in shaping our ability to comprehend local and
(inter)national events, even to impact local and global events. This eruption of new ideas
is critical to the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse. By encouraging students to talk,
read, and write about themselves and others through the school curriculum, the potential
for critical discussions emerges. What follow are the subject positions related to the belief
in valuing and nurturing diversity.

Subject Positions Related to Valuing and Nurturing Diversity
The belief in valuing and nurturing diversity encourages the creation of classroom
space for students to use their mother tongue, and for the students and their families to
bring events and experiences from outside into the classroom. This section names the
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different subject positions related to the belief in the importance of valuing and nurturing
diversity with respect to literacy learning.

Student as Integrating Two Worlds of School and Home
Through the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse belief in valuing and
nurturing diversity, students are authorized to take up a position that bridges their school
world with their home world. In this position the student is a story participant, meaning
that the student can be the storyteller and/or a character within the story being told.
Students take up this position when they bring personal experiences into the classroom,
as well as when they take experiences from the classroom into the home environment.

Student as Biliterate
Despite reprimands intended to keep students’ literacy development confined to
the English language, a student can demonstrate agency by choosing when and where to
speak and/or write in either English or in the mother tongue; in doing so, the student
takes up the subject position of biliterate. For the student as biliterate, both English and
Spanish remain an integral part of their linguistic and cultural subjectivity.

Teacher as LI Supporter and/or Bilingual-Literacy Supporter
In this subject position the teacher’s loyalty and support for the role of primary
language instruction surfaces. Evidence of such commitment can be seen in the behavior
of teachers who encourage students to continue their literacy development in Spanish,
particularly those students reclassified into English language instruction. Teacher support
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for the reading and writing of English and Spanish can be seen by evidence in physical
classroom spaces dedicated to displaying both languages equally. Positive evidence
includes classroom library space divided equally; a comparable quantity of Spanish and
English texts; spelling lists and tests administered in both languages; and social studies,
science, math books, reading program texts and assessments, music, and audiocassette
stories, all available in both English and Spanish.

Student as Improving
Within the subject position of student as improving, the student displays evidence
of progressing toward becoming a competent, conventional literate being. Another
component that distinguishes this particular student subject position is a student’s
understanding that errors are organic steps to learning.

Teacher as Inquirer
In order to advance the student’s literacy learning, the teacher as inquirer requires
specific information from the student about his or her literacy learning. In this subject
position the teacher acts as a collaborator who seeks understanding, clarification, and/or
confirmation from the student.

Parent as (Pre)literate
Participation in the parent visit publicizes the parent's own literacy ability. This
specific subjectivity positions the parent in terms of (pre-)reading and (pre-)writing
abilities.
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Parent as Valid Teacher
Given that school personnel usually have little or no knowledge of the home, this
particular subject position works to equalize the power relations between school and
home by acknowledging parental efforts at home. This particular subjectivity is related to
the valuable work done by Moll with associates over the years with the concept of funds
of knowledge, which “refer to the diverse social networks that interconnect households
with their social environments and facilitate the sharing or exchange of resources,
including knowledge, skills, and labor essential for the households’ functioning, if not
their well-being” (Moll, Tapia, & Whitmore, 1993, p. 140). Parents are viewed as
possessing valuable linguistic and cultural knowledge not always valued by the schools.
The subject position of parent as valid teacher positions parents as knowledgeable
teachers.

Parent as Keeper of the Story
This parental subject position derives from the manner in which parents are positioned in
the family visits to the classroom. Within this particular position, parents share their
cultural identity by laying claim to their family’s story through personal narratives and
parent letters. Parents are positioned as narrators, or storytellers; in essence, they become
keepers of their family's story. Parental knowledge relayed through the subject position
of parent as keeper of the story provides the parent with a status that is unparalleled when
compared to the knowledge that the teacher possesses, primarily because the parents are
closer to the home and have a particular relationship with the child.
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Greater Student Agency and the Sharing of Power
The discourse of progressive literacy pedagogy endorses a belief in greater
student agency and the sharing of power between parent, teacher, and student. This belief
shapes and supports classroom literacy practices that are structured to promote power
sharing in which some parties relinquish power while others take up more powerful roles.
Role sharing is an important aspect in the creation of equitable classrooms and holds the
potential for creating critical thinking spaces.
Egan-Robertson and Bloome (1998) noted the benefits of projects that invoke
power sharing and greater student agency:
By emphasizing the knowledge that exists in family and community domains, by
focusing attention on the particular histories and experiences that families and
people in the community have lived, what students do in school brings the
community and the family into the school, (p. xiii)
Family and community knowledge and experience provide for the sharing of power by
acknowledging the various contributions that communities and families can make to
school curriculum. Egan-Robertson and Bloome (1998) added, “Parents come to the
school to participate in the research process, providing much greater common ground—
intellectually, academically, emotionally, and physically—with students and the
community than is usually the case” (p. xiii). This “common ground” adds to greater
student agency and further supports power sharing between and among groups that have
traditionally been separated by the boundaries established and maintained by the
institution of school.
The belief in greater student agency and power sharing highlights the potential of
progressive literacy pedagogy discourse to bring voice and agency to the teacher, the
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student, and the parents as participating partners in the child’s overall education. Such
potential and promise is referred to by Darder (1995) as an emancipatory? paradigm; as
such, it is not a formula to be followed, nor is it a scripted lesson; rather, it is a set of
guiding principles that
are intimately linked to an emancipatory paradigm, a way of thinking, about
human beings, culture, knowledge, social power, and the world. To understand
education in this way means to deinstrumentalize the practice of teaching and
infuse it with the possibilities of passion and creativity informed by the vibrant
critical presence of both teachers and students, (pp. 42-43)
Although Darder (1995) did not mention parents specifically, I believe the author would
not object to the introduction of parental participation into the concept of emancipatory
paradigm
Classroom story-sharing events are based on the importance of sharing power
between parent, teacher, and students and recognize that each party has specific and
particular knowledge to contribute to the classroom knowledge base, as well as to the
overall education of the child. A storytelling event is one way to meet the call for re¬
conceptualizing and redeveloping curriculum to include knowledge that has been
forgotten by mainstream school culture.

Subject Positions Related to Greater Student Agency and the Sharing of Power
Within the classroom the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse opens space for
positions of agency and power among students, teachers, and parents. The various subject
positions are associated with the belief in greater student agency and the sharing of
power.
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Student as Participating Classroom Member
Within this identity marker, the student is positioned as a fully participating
classroom member who is respected by the teacher and the other children in the class. It
is understood that the student has valuable knowledge and rich experiences to share, from
which other students can leam. The student follows and adheres to policies and
procedures as they are identified, established, explained, and enforced within the culture
of the classroom; such classroom policies and procedures are viewed as inclusive and
provide space for self-expression, as well as space for the student’s voice to be heard.

Teacher as Participating Classroom Member
This particular subject position involves the teacher as a participating classroom
member by acknowledging the teacher’s role in creating the overall ambiance of the
classroom environment; at the same time the sociopolitical forces navigated in
establishing the culture of the classroom are noted. During classroom events, such as
writing conferences and parent visits, the teacher relinquishes power by acting as a
listener, an audience member, and a learner.

Student as Agentic
The student as agentic uses literacy knowledge and classroom cultural knowledge
to promote individual interests, talents and skills. In this position the student feels
comfortable responding honestly to the teacher’s inquiries. Students who exhibit an
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agentic subjectivity take the opportunity to ask or pose questions to the classroom
authority figure because they do not fear reprisal.

Teacher as Supporter of Student Agency
In this position the teacher encourages and supports student agency through
positive comments and interactions. Supportive efforts are intended to teach literacy
development according to the linguistic and behavioral conventions of the progressive
literacy pedagogy discourse.

Parent as Visiting Family Life Expert
In this position the parent conveys knowledge about the culture of their family,
such as the activities, events, outings, and celebrations that take place within the context
of the family. The parent also is aware of his/her child’s interests, personality
motivations, likes/dislikes, and so forth. The parent is viewed by the class as someone
who possesses intimate knowledge of the student and the family’s home life.

Parent as Teacher Supporter
Parents who take up this particular subjectivity act as an extension of the teacher’s
voice in regard to school responsibilities. A parent as teacher supporter brings into the
home values espoused by the teacher. There is ideological crossover between parent and
teacher. Parental support of the teacher is communicated to the student in an (un)spoken
manner, giving an impression that the teacher and the parent are in sync.
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Teacher as Parent Supporter
With respect to home responsibilities, the teacher as parent supporter acts as an
extension of the parental voice in the classroom, such as in voicing the need for children
to respect and honor parents for their hard work. There is an ideological crossover
between teacher and parent, and the unified presentation sends a powerful message to the
student that the teacher and the parent are working together with respect to discipline
and/or academics.

Summary
The discourse of progressive literacy pedagogy is in essence a compilation of two
larger discourses known as whole language and critical literacy. For the purpose of this
study, this set of discourses was condensed into the school discourse of progressive
literacy pedagogy. As a result, the discourse of progressive literacy pedagogy, with three
associated beliefs, is intended to counterbalance the discourse of school reform and its
associated concepts.
The first of these beliefs, a primary focus on meaning and interest, advocates for
the inclusion of student interests in the classroom curriculum through meaningful and
purposeful classroom literacy practices and activities. The second belief speaks to the
importance of valuing and nurturing diversity, cultural and linguistic, as well as diversity
in literacy learning. The third belief supports a greater sense of student agency and the
sharing of power among the teacher, the parent, and the student. Each belief serves as a
tenet of the larger progressive literacy pedagogy discourse seeking to invest students and
their families in the classroom literacy curriculum in order to create a more equitable
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learning space. Related to each belief is a series of subjectivities through which students’
experiences are valued and connected to the curriculum in order to develop their bilingual
and biliterate abilities. These subjectivities also position teachers and parents as
collaborative partners in the education of the children. Table 4.2 is a summary of teacher,
student, and parent subject positions related to progressive literacy pedagogy beliefs.
Table 4.2.
Subject Positions Related to Progressive Literacy Pedagogy Beliefs

Focus on meaning and interest
Student as literacy apprentice

Valuing and nurturing of

Greater student agency and

diversity
Student as integrating two worlds
of school and home

the sharing of power
Student as participating
classroom member

Student as biliterate

Teacher as participating
classroom member

Teacher as literacy coach

Teacher as LI supporter and/or
bilingual-literacy supporter
Student as improving

Student as agentic
Teacher as supporter of
student agency

Teacher as inquirer
Parent as (pre)literate

Parent as visiting family life
expert

Parent as valid teacher

Parent as teacher supporter

Parent as keeper of the story

Teacher as parent supporter

While the first half of the chapter describes two school discourses and related
subject positions, the second half the chapter describes two home discourses and
corresponding subject positions that were observed during parent visits to the classroom.
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La Familia

The discourse of la familia is based upon cultural values of collectivity and
respeto (respect), values that are historical and contemporary cornerstones of the Latino1 * Ill
family. Familia, or family, within the Latino culture continues to be described in the
literature as maintaining an extremely strong presence among Latinos, both recent
immigrants and subsequent generations (Cauce & Domenech-Rodriguez, 2000; DelgadoGaitan, 1994; Eggers-Pierola, 2004; Heyck, 1994; Huerta-Macias, 1998; Lopez, 2000;
Matiella, 1988; Ramirez, 1989; Santiago-Rivera, Arredando, & Gallardo-Cooper, 2002).
For example, Fleyck (1994) wrote, “Though the Latino family is under great pressure
today—generational, cultural, and economic—still it represents the most basic source of
cultural values for Latinos in the United States and their major source of strength” (p.
19).
The discourse of la familia involves a host of related ideologies that characterize
the Latino family unit. Lopez (1999) noted, “The families held tight to the things that
retained their identity the most: their language, their faith, their music, their traditions, the
foods they ate, and the way they raised their children” (p. 54). Related to the discourse of
la familia is a variety of events in which the families of the four focal students
participated and around which they built family stories through the use of memories and

1 The word Latino is used in reference to the 4 case study families of Mexican heritage and thenpresentation of familial life in their parent letters, as well as in the classroom discussion that followed their
visit to the classroom, and is not meant to essentialize all Latino families. It is important to caution against
essentializing all Latino families as participating in this discourse because the degree and level of
participation can vary according to economics, age of immigration, number of generations living and
working in the United States, years of schooling, gender, etc. The understanding of Latinos and Latino
families will continue to grow and expose the rich, diverse nature of Latinos and their families as more and
more stories are told and heard.
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photos. In the midst of these stories, family members are given or take up familial subject
positions that hold sociohistoric and cultural significance.
Eggers-Pierola (2004) further discussed the discourse of la familia from a childrearing perspective within the Latino community: “Because the Latino family circle can
exercise such a vital influence on parenting practices and children’s upbringing,
collaboration with and inclusion of the extended family network is vital in serving
Latinos” (p. 16). As such, child rearing and the extended family are both components of
the discourse of la familia. Santiago-Rivera, Arredando, and Gallardo-Cooper (2002)
supported the cultural conceptual connection between Latinos and strong familial bonds,
“In general. Latinos ... value close relationships, and stress interdependence,
cohesiveness, and cooperation among family members. These ties go beyond the nuclear
family and extend to such relatives as aunts, uncles, cousins, and grandparents, as well as
close friends” (p. 43).
The discourse of la familia is characterized within the literature (Abalos, 1993;
Baca Zinn, 1999; Cauce & Domenech-Rodriguez, 2000; Delgado-Gaitan, 2001 EggersPierola, 2004; Gaines, Rios, & Buriel, 1997; Zambrana, 1995) as important among
Latinos residing within the United States, in particular the largest subgroups of Latinos—
Mexicans, Puerto Ricans, and Cubans—and among the smaller subgroups from Central
and South America, as well as the Caribbean. Roosa, Morgan-Lopez, Cree, and Specter
(2000) noted that “Although Latinos come from a variety of ecological niches in the
Americas and the Caribbean, their shared language and historical connection to Spain and
the Catholic Church provide the foundation for expecting some similarities in values and
parenting beliefs and practices” [italics in the original] (p. 29). Scholars and researchers
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seeking to characterize the cultural values of Latinos are careful to caution against
essentializing all Latinos, particularly given different stages of acculturation. Such words
of caution are further echoed by Delgado-Gaitan (1994), “Although values and practices
such as respect, interdependence, and the Spanish language provide part of a common
thread, that same thread frays at different points because of historical changes in the
conditions of immigration” (p. 83).
For many of the Latino cultures spanning Mexico, Central and South America,
and the Caribbean, the discourse of la familia implies a belief in togetherness and
solidarity, as well as holding a place for the extended family. Cauce and DomenechRodriguez (2000) wrote.
The goal of socialization within the family is to develop individuals who would
be capable of functioning as competent adult members of a social group. It is
through the socialization process that children acquire the attitudes, beliefs, roles,
and competencies that are prerequisites to successful participation in their society.
(P- 12)
The discourse of la familia is associated with two beliefs , familismo and traditional
participation roles. These beliefs are further defined in the next section.

Familismo
The first belief associated with the discourse of la familia is that offamilismo, the
importance of family togetherness and loyalty. Cauce and Domenech-Rodriguez (2000)
described this belief: “Familismo refers more specifically to the importance of family
closeness and getting along with and contributing to the well-being of the family, often
viewed as an extended one ... with an emphasis placed on family solidarity, obligation
and parental authority” (p. 12). The belief in familismo suggests that participation in
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culturally specific social activities strengthens family bonds and that familial activities
take priority over nonfamilial social relationships and activities.
Santiago-Rivera et al. (2002) further elaborated on familismo:
Familismo stems from a collectivist or allocentric worldview in which there is a
willingness to sacrifice for the welfare of the group (Marin & Triandis, 1985).
This worldview is manifested in a shared sense of responsibility to care for the
children, provide financial and emotional support, and participate in decision¬
making efforts that involve one or more members of the family (e.g., Falicov,
1998; Marin & Marin, 1991; Moore & Pachon, 1985). Furthermore, there is
evidence to support the notion that perceived family closeness has not declined as
a result of acculturation or as a result of living in urban-industrial settings, even
though other aspects of familismo, such as an obligation to provide financial
assistance to immediate and extended family members, have decreased (e.g.,
Baca-Zinn, 1982; Keefe & Padilla, 1987; Sabogal, Marin, Otero-Sabogal, Marin,
& Perez-Stable, 1987). (p. 43)
Within the discourse of la familia the relationship among siblings has been
referred to by Falicov (1998) as the sibling bond:
Within the collective Latino ideology, sibling ties are strong. Fraternal solidarity
is an ideal that parents instill in their children at an early age.... Parents prefer that
their children have their own brothers, sisters, and cousins as playmates, and
children seem happy to do so. Competition and fighting among siblings is
sometimes tolerated while cooperation, sharing, even sacrifice for a brother or a
sister is stressed, (p. 174)
To further aid in the description offamilismo, Hurtado (1995) contrasted Latino
conceptualizations of family (e.g., familismo) with those of mainstream Anglo families:
Several researchers have attributed the difference between familism of Anglos
and Mexican Americans to their different definitions of “sufficient interaction”
between family members and to Mexican Americans’ extended definition of
family membership. Whereas Anglos do not consider it necessary to have
frequent face-to-face interaction with kin or to live geographically close to them,
Mexican Americans are more likely to rely on letters or long-distance phone calls
to maintain family ties (Keefe, 1984). (Hurtado, p. 49)
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Hurtado (1995) further compared the concept of familism across three different
racial/ethnic groups, noting differences among Anglos, Mexican Americans, and African
Americans. For example, observations from a study in Kansas City, Missouri showed that
Mexican Americans were the most familistic in both attitude and behavior,
African Americans were in the middle and Anglos were the least familistic. In
addition, African Americans and Mexican Americans used extended family
networks in different ways. Although African Americans has less interaction with
their families than Mexican Americans, African Americans were more likely to
use their kin for instrumental purposes, such as material aid, whereas Mexican
Americans used their kin for more social and emotional support, (p. 50)
With a word of caution in the utilization of the concept of familismo, Cauce and
Domenech-Rodriguez (2000) reminded that values inform behavior, but are not behavior
patterns. They wrote, “There is a difference between legacies and realities” (p. 15). The
focus in discussing the familismo belief within this study is to highlight the importance of
social activities as crucial to family life, as examined through descriptions of parent and
child roles.

Subject Positions Related to Familismo
The following child and parent subject positions are related to the familismo belief
associated with the la familia discourse. These subjectivities reflect the la familia
discourse and the participatory roles of family members as revealed in the study.

Child as Familismo Participant
The child takes up the position offamilismo participant by participation in family
activities, games with siblings, and particular family-based rituals (i.e., expression of
affection), some of which are culturally specific. This subject position also involves the
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child’s ability to successfully complete household responsibilities assigned by the parents
(i.e., household chores).

Parent as Familismo Participant
Within this parental subject position, the parent acts to bring the family together.
The parent is the source for motivating, initiating, and/or conducting family activities,
some of which are culturally specific, for the overall betterment of the family.

Child as Siblings’ Playmate
Within the discourse of la familia, the role of child as siblings’ playmate is
highlighted. This particular subjectivity involves representations of how siblings interact
within the home setting/environment and includes activities such as playing school, doing
homework, and participating in other culturally specific familial activities.

Child as Siblings’ Nemesis
Within the cultural conceptualization of the familismo belief associated with the
la familia discourse siblings take up the subject position of siblings’ nemesis. GallardoCooper’s (2002) developmental tasks for parent-child interaction supports this particular
subject position from within a view of extended family in which siblings become each
other's playmates and, in the process of playing, they become each other’s nemesis. The
identity description of child as nemesis includes disrupting designated homework time,
violating another sibling’s privacy, and escalating roughhousing into aggression.
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Child as Loved and Loving within Familismo
A child who is loved and loving is both the recipient of Latino familial affections
and the giver of such affections (e.g., goodnight kisses). A child who takes up this
subject position is the receiver of parental attention which may or may not be school
related (i.e. nightly reading).

Child as Contributor to the Welfare of La Familia
In this subject position the child carries out parental requests that involve specific
tasks for the betterment of the family overall. The child, from the vantage point of this
particular subject position, adheres to parental requests with little or no resistance and is
actually proud of being able to contribute to the positive welfare of the family.
Children develop a sense of self and competence, not through independence and
autonomy but through the process of socialization of collectivism and familismo.
Self-worth is generated by giving, respecting, and helping the family and others in
the community, not through individualistic tasks of mastery and independence.
Even though Latino parents express pride for children’s accomplishments and
level of mastery, they simultaneously reinforce loyalty and social connectedness.
(Santiago-Rivera et al., 2002, pp. 77-78)
This particular subjectivity is usually taken up at the request of the parent; however, there
are times when a child acts independently without a specific parental request, for
example, by helping a sibling, reinforcing home interests at school, or bringing honor to
the family by doing well in school.
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Traditional Participation Roles of La Familia
And it is in the intimacy of family, the whole family, where you leam who you are.
- Maria Tamez Flores (Flores & Carey, 2000, p. 3)
The second belief associated with the discourse of la familia involves the various
familial subjectivities taken up by students and their parents, hereafter referred to as
traditional participation roles of la familia, or, as Falicov (1998) noted, “the cast of
characters, roles and hierarchies” (p. 165). In order to understand the closeness of Latino
families, it is important to know who the players are and what are their specific roles and
relationships. Flores and Carey (2000) and Ybarra (1999) noted parental gender roles in
their discussions of traditional participation roles of la familia: “The traditional role for
Hispanic women, as characterized by marianismo was to run the household, raise the
children, and take care of others” (Flores & Carey, 2000, p. vii). Ybarra (1999) sought to
move away from this pervasive stereotype:
A discussion of the Latino family is incomplete without recognition of the central
role women have played in the both the family and the community. Despite the
stereotypical portrayal of Latinas as passive women, they have always been a
source of strength for family members. They maintain and nurture strong family
ties and loyalty.... As grandmothers, mothers, and daughters, single, divorced, or
married, they are the cornerstones of family life. (p. 84)
Ybarra (1999) then focused on the male father figure of the family, noting his
traditional participatory role in la familia in both historic and contemporary contexts:
“There are several definitions of machismo, but that of the macho as womanizer and
abuser too often has been in the forefront’’(p. 84). The stereotypical term machismo is
used to describe the father as the controlling force in the family. He is portrayed as
breadwinner and disciplinarian. Because of the importance of family unity, women often
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tolerate the husband’s infidelity for the sake of the children and the family (SantiagoRivera et al., 2002, pp. 70-73). It is important to note that such characterizations are
general; due to factors such as acculturation and generational differences, these
traditional roles are always in flux. As Flores (2000) wrote, “When we socially construct
cultural stories, labels, definitions, and stereotypes, we can make some grave mistakes
and generalizations” (p, vii).
Morales (1996) took issue with men, as husbands and fathers, described by the
conceptual construct of machismo and hoped to clarify misrepresentation of the Latino
male with his description of machismo:
Machismo refers to a man’s responsibility to provide for, protect, and defend his
family. His loyalty and sense of responsibility to family, friends, and community
make him a good man. The Anglo-American definition of macho that describes
sexist male-chauvinist behavior is radically different from the original Latino
meaning of machismo, which conveys the notion of “an honorable man.” (p. 274)
With respect to gender identity expectations, Valdes (1996)" further explained
traditional gender ideologies through the life stories of 10 women: “I was told that
women were simply not like men, that we had our role and our mission. Men were
different. Things were not easier for men or harder for women. Things just were, and
people lived with what was” (p. 93). Lopez (1999), whose research involved Latino
families and communities, discussed gender identity role expectations for men and
women observed while attending a birthday party during the study:
The men were served first, the women second, and the children last. Males were
dominant in the Mexican culture. Everyone dressed up for social occasions.

2

Just as the discourse of la familia is not intended to essentialize all Latino families, a footnote by Valdes
(1996) also suggested that the above statements, with respect to gender-role expectations, were not remotely intended
to stereotype all Latinos, particularly women as domestic oriented and Latino men as not helpful in the home.The intent
of this identity marker is to share how culture is taught to children and to show that within the context of teaching
culture, gender role-expectations are also present.
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especially the women and the young girls. Women acted poised, gracious and
feminine. The girls wore their best dresses and hovered near their mothers, (p. 65)
In addition to the traditional participation roles for the mother and the father, Falicov
(1998) wrote that
Nowhere is parent-child closeness and devotion greater than in the relationship
between mother and the oldest, or an only, or a favorite son. This bond is
mutually supportive. The mother may have a strong influence even over a grown
adult son, and he in turn may always worship and side with his mother, (p. 170)
Adding to the parent-child roles associated with the belief in traditional participation of
la familia, is the role of birth order, and responsibilities given and taken up by older
children:
Parents accord clear authority to older siblings and usually delegate some
supervisory and caretaking functions to them... The oldest child tends to be
parentified, in part a consequence of migration (the child acts as cultural and
language translator) and a common pattern in large families from collectivistic
cultures. The parentified child’s role as intermediary may persist throughout life,
especially for daughters. (Falicov, 1998, p. 176)
Complicating the conceptualization of traditional participation roles of la familia,
Santiago-Rivera et al. (2002) reported that there is evidence that these
Gender roles are undergoing transformation, the complexities surrounding this
phenomenon are far from clear cut... Latino family patterns are a function of
structural forces within U.S. society and not solely a function of cultural values.
It is common knowledge that to buffer the negative consequences of
discrimination in employment, education, and housing, for instance. Latinos have
effectively relied on their families and community network for survival, (p. 51)
It is important to note that when defining and describing a group of people, care
needs to be taken to not essentialize the group being studied; therefore, it should be said
that, “Although there are similarities among most families in the United States, Hispanic
families need to be understood in a cultural context” (Flores & Carey, 2000, p. vi). In
addition to acknowledging that Latino families share commonalities and similarities with
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families of other cultural groups, the uniqueness within the traditional participation roles
of lafamilia needs to be acknowledged.
Each Latino family needs to be seen as a unique entity with variants, personality
traits, family of origin influences, and contextual factors that affect family
functioning. Moreover it is the interaction of these forces that defines how the
family reacts to life transitions. (Santiago-Rivera et al., 2002, p. 72)
With respect to subject positions within the family and the home, the familial
subjectivities bring to light new knowledge about the student. Insights into family
participation roles are made possible by the space provided through the school discourse
of progressive literacy pedagogy.

Subject Positions Related to Traditional Participation Roles of La Familia
The list of subject positions focuses on the children and parents and the differing
identities each group took up during the family visits. Each particular subject position has
been carefully selected and extracted from the overall data collected within the course of
this study, cross-referenced within the literature, and is intended to show alternate
subjectivities taken up by the children.

Child as Competent and Skilled in Culturally Valued Activities
The child who is viewed as skilled is described as possessing skill (e.g., athletic
skills) or as being in the process of developing a culturally valued skill within areas
praised by the parents. In addition, the child is exposed to and praised for their
participation in culturally valued activities, such as rooster fights. Santiago-Rivera et al.
(2002) wrote that “The Latino child moves through the vertical organization of the family
structure, with the elder holding the highest status of all before advancing in the aging
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process” (p. 77). In representing development tasks for Latino children, Gallardo-Cooper
(2001) noted that within the family “Older children may be given responsibility to
oversee younger siblings or relatives at school; older child given duties to care for
siblings at home; encourages familial peers and socialization (Gallardo-Cooper, 2002)

Child as Cultural Boy/Girl in La Familia
In this subject position the child takes up biological gender and the sociocultural
norms that are assigned to the respective gender. In addition to the broad sociocultural
norms associated with gender, the child takes up the gender norms that are specific to the
family’s particular view of gender. At times such roles are serendipitously assumed and
at other times the roles are purposefully taken up. Gallardo-Cooper (2002) labeled this
particular subject position in developmental tasks for Latino children as that of genderdefined families ’ responsibilities (p. 79).

Parent as Familial Cornerstone of La Familia
Within this subject position parents, both mother and father, act as the
cornerstones of la familia as they negotiate and counter traditional roles and stereotypes.
For example, descriptions from the literature posit the Latina mother as both weak and
strong. The father, on the other hand, is viewed as a responsible provider, and a protector
within the traditional participation roles of la familia.
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Summary
Within this section, the discourse of lafamilia is introduced, as well as two
supporting beliefs,familismo—family togetherness, and traditional participation roles of
la familia. The intention is to highlight features of Latino families as presented in the
data, while extending caution to not over generalize the unique qualities and
characteristics that distinguish la familia from other groups. The concepts of the la
familia discourse and the familismo belief include family as extended and strong family
loyalty as well as sibling roles. With respect to the belief in traditional participation roles,
a distinction among parental roles, gender roles, and child roles is described. Again, care
has been taken to not perpetuate negative stereotypes through oversimplification of the
various subject positions related to the discourse of la familia and the traditional
participation roles of la familia.
The familial subjectivities associated with the la familia discourse help to
understand and visualize a more complete student, parent, and family. Table 4.3 is a
summary of the parent and child subject positions related to la familia beliefs.
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Table 4.3.
Subject Positions Related to La Familia Beliefs
Traditional participation roles of la
familia
Child as competent and skilled in
culturally valued activities

Familismo
Child as familismo participant
Parent as familismo participant

Child as cultural boy/girl in la familia
Child as siblings’ playmate
Parent as familial cornerstone of la
familia

Child as siblings’ nemesis
Child as loved and loving within familismo
Child as contributor to the welfare of la
familia

EducacionfE&ucation

Beyond the obvious linguistic differences, the concept of education is distinct
from its English language counterpart, education; as such, it is important to note the
crucial role this distinction plays within the educacion/education discourse. Valdes
(1996) and Delgado-Gaitan (1992) expanded on how these two words are culturally
different as well. Valdes (1996) stated that the difference went beyond that of simple
translation:
As might be gathered from my translation of the Spanish term education, this
term cannot be translated completely using the English word education. What
English speakers call education is school or book learning. What Spanish
speakers call44education ” has a much broader meaning and includes both
manners and moral values, (p. 125)
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Delgado-Gaitan (1992) illustrated the educacion/education distinction through a
description ot the child-rearing parental ideology of Latino parents studied. To clarify the
linguistic dissimilarity from a cultural viewpoint, the researcher explained that
In Spanish, children are said to be tkbuen educado” (well educated) when they are
well mannered, speak to others kindly and respectfully, and are helpful to those
who need help. A person who is btbuen educado” may not have been formally
schooled. The contrary may be the case; a person may have a great deal of formal
education but be considered “mal educado” (poorly educated) if he or she
mistreats others and does not respect others' rights. These parents are strongly
influenced by their traditional culture and encouraged their children to be “buen
educado” as well as to respect the values of the public school, (p. 506)
The following section contains descriptions of beliefs associated with the
discourse of educacion/education and the corresponding subject positions. Included are
beliefs related to parental zero tolerance policy, home support of formal education, and
consejos.

Parental Zero Tolerance Policy
The belief in a parental zero tolerance policy involves the parental expectation
that power and authority are to remain in the hands of the parents. Children are expected
to succumb to parental authority, especially in public situations. To have disobedient
children is interpreted as an outward display of a lack of parental control and a lack of
respect for the parent on the part of the child. Such a conceptualization of parental
authority resonates with the teacher-student power dynamic within the top-down
relationships of the school reform discourse. Together, both beliefs call for the
establishment of a hierarchical relationship of power between an authority figure (i.e.,
parent/teacher) and a subordinate figure (i.e., child/student). Each belief further deems
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that the subordinate party, in this case the child/student, must demonstrate respect for the
superior counterpart, the teacher/parent.
The distinctive features of the parental zero tolerance policy are further framed
through examples from the literature by a comparative analysis between Latino and
mainstream parenting styles. Such examples can be found in Valdes’s (1996) research in
ten Latino families on issues such as child rearing, extended family, discipline, the notion
of respect, and how such concepts are perceived and constructed differently than those in
mainstream families. For example, with respect to children’s behavior and visitors.
The rules seemed to be very clear. Children did not misbehave, clamor for
attention, or take advantage of the fact that their mother had company to
misbehave, try to get attention, or fight with their brothers and sisters.... Seen
from a mainstream middle-class, American perspective, these children might
seem quite unusual. If one expects, for example, that conversations with mothers
whose young children are present will inevitably involve constant interruptions as
the mother attends to children’s requests, remarks, or actions, the idea that very
young children might be expected to be quiet, not to interrupt adult conversations,
and not to misbehave is most noteworthy. But, in fact, in these families one rule
was quite clear. Cuando hay visita, los nihos no molestan (When there is
company, children are not to bother the adults), (p. 116-117)
Another quote highlights a familial ideology with respect to the child’s role within the
families Valdes (1996) studied. The underlying message was that
The primary goal of the family was to succeed as a unit, children were seen to
contribute to these goals when they functioned well within the system as a whole,
neither disrupting its balance nor causing the family to devote its energy to
nonessential concerns, (p. 117)
When observing family interaction, Valdes (1996) noted the way Latina mothers
interacted with their children:
I noted that they provided guidance, parceled out work, gave directions, organized
the household, cooked meals, cleaned and raised their children. Children were
children, but they were also expected to do what they were told, to get along with
their siblings ... children under two years old did not interrupt conversations
between their mother and other adults. They did not demand attention, act up or
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otherwise disturb her—When a directive was given, it was followed promptly. If
a younger child did not do so, an older sibling soon made certain that the younger
did what he had been told. (p. 120)
This particular depiction of mother—child relationships can be contrasted with behavior
typically seen in mainstream families: In the middle of a conversation, a mother is
suddenly and literally pulled away from the conversation by a toddler whose incessant
needs are paramount to the mother’s conversation.
Another example provided by Valdes (1996) concerns “back talk.” Latina
mothers shared with Valdes a concept they made clear to their children, “Tuyyo no
somos iguales” (We are not equals). The intention of this particular quote is to convey to
the child the clear hierarchical relationship of parental power. Valdes also noted that
Latina mothers did not expect to chase or plead with their children: “When they
witnessed such scenes between Anglo mothers and their children at local supermarkets,
they were quick to criticize. For them, it was important for children to learn very early
‘quien manda ’ (who gave the orders)” (p. 121).
The above-mentioned texts and examples highlight aspects of the
educacion/education discourse and the parental zero tolerance belief; they also
distinguish Latino parenting from mainstream Anglo ways of parenting. The researchers
lent their studies as conduits for the stories of their participants in an attempt to explain
the idiosyncrasies that set Latino parents and families simultaneously within the larger
realm of the human family, and apart from mainstream families and familial practices of
the other. The stories of Latino families obviously share similarities to families of other
cultures; however, because Latino families have a historic, cultural, and linguistic base of
their own, they will also participate in cultural practices that are unique to the discourse.
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thus validating and distinguishing the cultural familial experiences and practices of many
Latino families living and working in the United States. (Eggers-Pierola, 2005; Flores &
Carey, 2000; Lopez, 1999).

Subject Positions Related to Parental Zero Tolerance
Parents and students took up the following subject positions with respect to belief
in parental zero tolerance. The subject positions, carefully selected and extracted from the
overall data, are those of the children and parents, positions each group took up during
the family visits.

Child as Compliant
The compliant child takes up a position of respect and helpfulness toward his/her
parents. Such respectful behavior is mainly in response to directives presented by the
child's parents, reflecting the child’s understanding of the belief in parental zero
tolerance.

Parent as Disciplinarian
In the various narratives and storytelling events that occurred during parent visits,
parents often took up the position of disciplinarian, noting their responsibility for
teaching their children appropriate behaviors according to their particular family cultures.
Parental descriptions included stories of discipline in the form of the removal of
privileges. For example, prohibiting watching television programs after school if
homework was not completed. Also, within this particular subject position, parental
concern over the child’s behavior at school could require the giving of reprimands and/or
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advice to the child in order to avoid future instances of misbehavior. In addition, the
parent could both award and rescind privileges, such as playing outside after completing
assigned homework.

Home Support of Formal Education
The second belief associated with the educacion/education discourse values home
support for the formal educational practices of the school. One aspect of this belief is that
parents become teacher-like in response to the school's expectation for them to teach the
children at home, for example, through the practice of overseeing homework to
completion. Gonzalez (2001) found that despite much written on the lack of Latino
familial support with respect to homework, her research transcripts told a different story:
‘These homework transcripts indicate that the households of these students often attempt
to incorporate and validate school discursive practices” (p. 161). In addition to supporting
homework, providing space to complete homework, and verbally reminding children, this
belief includes the notion that parental support for formal educational practices is
paramount for the families in this study. For example, parents incorporate in-school
desires and goals for their children such as doing well academically and being a good
person, possessing positive emotional relationships with adults, being role models (for
the child’s siblings and peers), and having career aspirations. These parental goals for the
children come through in the context of the parent visits to the classroom and are a
further illustration of the educacion/e ducation discourse.
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Subject Positions Related to Home Support for Formal Education
Each particular subject position related to the belief in home support of formal
education has been carefully selected and extracted from the data collected. The subject
positions show both parent and child subjectivities.

Parent as Unofficial School Teacher
Parents take up positions as unofficial teachers by supporting their children’s
formal education in the way the school tells them they should. Thus, the subjectivity of
parent as unofficial school teacher involves the parent having expectations with respect to
the academics of formal schooling, reflecting or echoing the scholastic values of the
formal institution within the context of the home, such as that found by Gonzalez (2001)
and previously mentioned in this section

Child as Parental Pupil
In this particular subjectivity, the student becomes the parent’s pupil. That is, in
taking up the position of parental pupil, the child receives parental directives containing a
tone similar to directives from the official classroom teacher.

Cornejos

The concept of consejos, as the third belief associated with the
educacion/Qducation discourse, embodies parental moral, cultural, and academic
responsibilities and teachings. The conceptualization of consejos as a set of practices and
teachings is a critical component of the parent-child relationship and involves the passing
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of cultural and linguistic mores to future generations. Valdes (1996) established the
connection between consejos and education even further when she noted, “Consejos
were important because mothers considered la education de los hijos (the moral
education of their children) to be their primary responsibility” (p. 125). In further
connecting the education/cducation discourse and the consejos belief, Valdes (1996)
drew on her research to note an important connection between the perspectives of the
mothers, as they understood the role of consejos, in relation to their roles as mothers:
Mothers in the study saw themselves as indeed responsible for the educacion of
their children, that is, for raising them to become responsible members of society
as they understood it. To this “teaching” function, they devoted much of their
time. Indeed, most direct interactions with their children involved mothers’ giving
consejos and directly inculcating values and expectations, (p. 180)
With respect to cultural teaching, Valdes (1996) also noted that older children
were expected to enforce family rules, and household chores were taught when adults
believed the task appropriate for the children, given their age and maturity. She shared
that mothers did not deliberately teach their children, but rather invited the child to
complete the task with them. Grandparents also took a decisive role in deciding to
instruct the children in things they themselves liked to do, such as hobbies or household
duties.
In order to better comprehend the critical connection between consejos and the
discourse of educacion/education, it is important to have a broader conceptual
understanding of the term. Delgado-Gaitan (1992) defined the unique concept of
consejos:
The Spanish connotation of consejos extends the notion of the English language
translation for the pragmatic purpose of solving a problem. In Spanish, consejos
implies a cultural dimension of communication sparked with emotional empathy
and compassion, as well as familial expectation and inspiration, (p. 300)
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Delgado-Gaitan’s (1994) study drew on work with Latino families in Carpenteria and is
useful for further describing the consejos belief:
Consejos are the most frequent informal narrative mode of supporting their
children. In this stage of involvement with their children’s schooling, the parents
offered their children consejos that held them responsible for respectful and
cooperative behavior and for good academic performance. They advised them to
conform to family rules in school, which demonstrated compliance with authority.
The parents accord a great deal of trust and authority to the teacher ... Consejos
from both parents transmit concern for their children’s success in school,
commensurate with their knowledge about the educational system, (p. 305)
In Delgado-Gaitan’s description, parents conveyed their understanding of the
importance of education as a hybrid of both academics and moral values. For example,
emphasis placed on “cooperative behavior and ... good academic performance”
intersected with advice to “conform to family rules in school, which demonstrated
compliance with authority” (p. 305).
The parental discursive practice of consejos is included here because parents often
discussed academic education (learning and school) and educacion (the importance of
manners and values) in the form of consejos. For Delgado-Gaitan (1994), family cultural
narratives are useful tools parents can use to impart the importance of formal schooling.
Thus, the relationship between consejos and educacion/Qducation warrants inclusion as a
discursive practice within the broader discourse.

Subject Positions Related to Consejos
The list of subject positions related to the belief in consejos focuses on the
children and the parents and the differing subjectivities each group took up during the
family visits presentations.
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Parent as Moral and Religious Teacher
In this subject position parents offer guidance using consejos for lifelong
decisions with respect to faith-based practices and appropriate social behaviors. The
religious part of this identity marker involves organized religion, in the case of the four
students, Catholicism specifically. Parents self-identified as introducing their children to
the moral teachings of the Catholic Church through participation in church rituals of
membership, specifically baptism. Parents also conveyed their religious belief in the form
of gratitude for perceived blessings in their personal life, such as the birth of their
children, as well as by mentioning the role of God in their own lives.

Student as Having Future (Professional) Aspirations
This subjectivity involves student expressions of future (professional) aspirations.
Such expressions are contained within the discourse of educacidn/education because the
intentions are typically private and shared between the student and parent in the context
of the home, where parents encouraged this type of thinking. For example, the aspirations
of one student included becoming a professional, successful singer.

Parent as Cultural Teacher
This subject position involves the teaching of cultural practices within the home.
In taking up the position of parent as cultural teacher the parent indoctrinates the child in
the ways of the family’s culture, ethnic, as well as family culture such as gender role
responsibilities, sporting events, homework rituals, customs, naming the firstborn son
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after his father, and so forth. Part of the objective of this teaching is the identity
construction of the child.

Parent as Child Advocate
In taking up this subject position the parent speaks about the child’s
accomplishments as seen or done at home. At times this position borders on boastfulness,
given that their sharing presents their child as “better than.” The parent is seeking to
confirm the child’s specialness and/or her or his special talents and positive behaviors.

Parent as Mentor
A parent who takes up this position displays the expectations held for the child’s
life through a series of conversations and exemplary scenarios. For example, a parent as
mentor shows the child how to behave in public by modeling how to treat other people,
such as showing respect for grandparents and teachers. The focus might be the child’s
career goals, social goals, including being a good friend to others, or overall lifelong
success in terms of happiness, not necessarily in terms of monetary wealth. The key to
this subject position is parental guiding with respect to lifelong happiness, successes, and
achievements through advice or consejos; the parent acts as advisor, motivator and
supporter, cheerleader, and financier with respect to children’s lifelong successes outside
of school.
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Child as Apprentice
In this position, the child takes on novice-like characteristics in relation to the
parent. Learning takes on a hands-on approach as the child learns from the parent. The
child in an apprentice role is taught valuable cultural information, such as who is in
charge and the role of discipline. The child also learns religious customs, as well as
cultural traditions.

Summary
The educacion/education discourse, through specific beliefs and subject positions,
contributes insights into the family and home, which serve to define the subjectivities of
parent and child. Examples from within the literature are used in order to share how
parents viewed and voiced their parental responsibilities with respect to child rearing,
moral development, and formal education practices. These key components of the
discourse are discussed in terms of beliefs and corresponding subject positions. Beliefs
related to the broader discourse include a parental zero tolerance policy, home support of
formal educational practices, and consejos. In other words, the educacidn/Qducation
discourse illustrates Latino parental ideologies concerning parent-child respect, the
parental role in the practices of schools, and overall parental responsibility in the moral
and social development of the child. Together, the beliefs offer complementary and
contrasting perspectives of child-rearing ideology concerning what counts as education.
For example, within the parental policy of zero tolerance belief, parents took up
the subjectivity of disciplinarian, and the child took up the complementary subjectivity of
compliance. Together, such subject positions support the parental belief that children are
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to demonstrate respect and subservience, while the parent is expected to teach the child
how to show respect.
One other research example from the formal educational practices belief involved
parents taking up the subject position of unofficial teacher with the expectation to carry
forward that which the official classroom teacher left to be done at home, such as the
practice of homework. The students, in response to the parent as unofficial teacher, were
pupil yet again. Instead of being the official teacher’s pupil, they became the pupil of the
unofficial teacher, their parent.
Last, parents took up subject positions related to the consejos belief, holding
themselves accountable for the moral, cultural, and academic educations of their children.
Table 4.4 is a summary of child, student, and parent subject positions related to
education/education beliefs.
Table 4.4.
Subject Positions Related to Educacion/Education Beliefs
Parental zero tolerance
policy
Child as compliant

Home support of formal
education

Consejos

Parent as unofficial school
teacher

Parent as moral and religious
teacher

Child as parental pupil

Student as having future
(professional) aspirations

Parent as disciplinarian

Parent as cultural teacher
Parent as child advocate
Parent as mentor
Child as apprentice
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Conclusion

The discourses, beliefs, and subjectivities introduced and defined in this chapter
were derived from the data collected in this study and were used in the microanalyses of
classroom interaction that inform chapters 5 and 6. The first half of the chapter has
focused on two distinct and unique school discourses, school reform and progressive
literacy pedagogy. As part of implementing California's Proposition 227 and the federal
requirements of the No Child Left Behind Act, the discourse of school reform is currently
a topic in many professional journals and conferences. The discourse of school reform is
also widely referenced in the promotion of specific educational practices and is
associated with broader sociopolitical policies, such as California’s legislative mandate
that state monies be used only on materials, programs, speakers, and professional
development workshops that promote reading instruction through phonological
methodologies. In addition, the school reform discourse is associated with calls for
accountability in the form of standardized tests.
More specifically, the school reform discourse incorporates three specific beliefs
related to literacy instruction; each belief has corresponding subject positions. The first,
the belief in skills and accuracy, posits the student as an empty container in need of
knowledge possessed by the teacher. The second belief, measurement by a single
standard, calculates the student’s academic success and/or failure according to
standardized measurement tools and involves the teacher’s participation as keeper of the
standards. In addition, students are viewed as successful depending on progress made in
English language acquisition. Last, the belief in top-down relationships rests upon
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relationships of power between the student and the teacher and conforms to the historical
and traditional hierarchical relationships between them.
The progressive literacy pedagogy discourse, on the other hand, views diversity
and social justice as integral to learning to read and write. In other words, the
sociocultural and sociopolitical aspects of literacy and the academic aspects of literacy
are viewed as complementary, as opposed to artificially separate. Associated with the
progressive literacy pedagogy discourse are sociocultural and sociopolitical assumptions
related to issues of literacy equity in the form of valuing linguistic and cultural diversity.
Within the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse is the notion that in order to get
students to fully engage with reading and writing, the classroom approach to literacy and
methodology should relate reading and writing instruction to the students’ particular
interests and/or experiences whenever possible, especially to topics which the students
know best, for example, their family. The last belief associated with the discourse of
progressive literacy pedagogy involves the undoing of the traditional relationships of
power among student, teacher, and parent and advocates for the formulation of agency.
Table 4.5 is a summary of the student, teacher, and parent subject positions related to the
associated beliefs of school discourses of school reform and progressive literacy
pedagogy.
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Table 4.5.
Subject Positions Related to School Reform and Progressive Literacy Pedagogy Beliefs

Discourse of progressive literacy
pedagogy

Discourse of school reform
Skills and
accuracy

Measurement
by a single
standard

Student as
receptacle

Student as a
reading level

Teacher as
sage on stage

Student as
struggling
reader/writer

Student as
technical
scribe
Teacher as
editor/
corrector
Student as a
self-editor

Student as
successful/co
mpetent
reader/writer
Teacher as
keeper of the
standards

Focus on
meaning and
interest

Top-Down
relationships
Student at
teacher's
mercy

Student as
literacy
apprentice

Teacher as
authoritarian

Teacher as
literacy
coach

Student as
obedient

Valuing and
nurturing of
diversity
Student as
integrating
two worlds
of school and
home
Student as
biliterate
Teacher as LI
supporter
and/or
bilingualliteracy
supporter

Student as
disobedient
Teacher as
echo

Student as
English
language
learner

Student as
improving
Teacher as
inquirer

Teacher as
language
regulator.
enforcer.
monitor

Parent as
(pre)literate
Parent as valid
teacher
Parent as
keeper of the
story

Greater
student
agency and
the sharing of
power
Student as
participating
classroom
member
Teacher as
participating
classroom
member
Student as
agentic
Teacher as
supporter of
student
agency
Parent as
visiting
family life
expert
Parent as
teacher
supporter
Teacher as
parent
supporter

A brief discussion of the similarities and differences between the two school
discourses reveals a distinction in the type of knowledge valued and the manner in which
the particular knowledge is displayed, evaluated, and praised. For example, knowledge
displayed correctly and uniformly is valued by the school reform discourse, while
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knowledge based on the student’s interest is valued within the progressive literacy
pedagogy discourse. In addition, a diverse display of different types of linguistic and
cultural knowledge is valued by a progressive literacy pedagogy discourse, while a single
standard of measurement is utilized to define, evaluate and praise accurate academic
achievement in the classroom in the school reform discourse.
Within the two school discourses, the concept of power is distinguished. For
instance, power within a school reform discourse originates from an authoritative figure,
specifically the teacher, and trickles from the top, down to students. Within the
progressive literacy pedagogy discourse, power is shared between teacher and student,
with the teacher acknowledging that she is not all-knowing and that students possess
valuable information to contribute.
The second half of the chapter presents the home discourses of Iafamilia and the
educacion/education. The la familia and educacion/Q&ucation discourses complement one
another because they each describe the historical and contemporary belief systems
embodied in home lives of Latino families; the fundamental distinctive elements of
language, culture, tradition, togetherness, and loyalty are components. Through the
assumptions and belief systems offamilismo and traditional participation roles of la
familia, the la familia discourse is presented as complex and multifaceted. For example,
the familismo belief includes the parent and child as participants, with the child in
relationship to siblings. The traditional participatory roles of la familia belief include the
child as a family member interacting with the family unit as a whole, such as by working
for the betterment of the family or by taking on specific culturally valued tasks.
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The discourse of educacion/education rests on three beliefs in particular a belief
in a zero tolerance policy, the home support of formal education, and the cultural practice
of consejos. Within these three beliefs lie moral and religious aspects of child rearing (i.e.
the role of discipline) as well as the role of parent and child with respect to formal
education. Table 4.6 is a summary of the child and parent subject positions related to the
associated beliefs of the home discourses of la familia and educacion/education.
Table 4.6.
Subject Positions Related to La Familia and Educacion/Education Beliefs
Discourse of let familia
Familismo
Child as familismo
participant
Parent as
familismo
participant
Child as siblings’
playmate
Child as siblings’
nemesis

Traditional
participation
roles of la familia
Child as
competent and
skilled in
culturally valued
activities

Discourse of educacion/e ducation
Parental zero
tolerance policy

Home support of
formal education

Child as compliant

Parent as
unofficial school
teacher

Parent as moral
and religious
teacher

Child as parental
pupil

Child as having
future
(professional)
aspirations

Parent as
disciplinarian

Child as cultural
boy/girl in la
familia

Consejos

Parent as cultural
teacher

Parent as familial
cornerstone of la
familia

Parent as child
advocate

Child as loved and
loving within
familismo

Parent as mentor

Child as
contributor to the
welfare of la
familia

Child as
apprentice
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CHAPTER 5
SCHOOL DISCOURSES AND SUBJECT POSITIONS DURING CLASSROOM
LITERACY EVENTS

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to present the study’s first major finding with
respect to the school discourses and associated subject positions. The subjectivities for
the students and teacher are shared, discovered, and illuminated through the literacy
practices of a first-grade structured English immersion classroom. The chapter’s
overarching finding is that the two school-based discourses of school reform and
progressive literacy pedagogy were in conflict in the classroom, constructing conflicting
subject positions for students and teacher alike. Moreover, the school reform discourse
predominated during student-teacher interaction, constructing limiting and negative
student subject positions and impacting students’ classroom literacy status.
The presentation of reading and/or writing conference vignettes involving four
Latino/a students—Javier, Juan, William, and Yvett—is used to support the study’s first
finding. The selected students are Latino/a, bilingual in Spanish and English, and come
from newly immigrated families that speak Spanish as the primary language of the home.
Each of the focus students is representative of broader classroom patterns, in that they
each waged personal and painful struggles to become conventional readers and writers as
defined by the district curriculum standards for first grade. Each student’s individual data
presents both startling contradictions and surprising revelations.
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The first two sections of the chapter, focusing on conflicting school discourses
and subject positions and the construction of negative and limiting subject positions,
group the data according to the key beliefs associated with the school discourses as they
are contrasted in chapter 4. The contrasting beliefs are (a) the focus on skills and
accuracy versus focus on meaning and interest, (b) measurement by a single standard
versus valuing and nurturing diversity, and (c) top-down relationships versus greater
student agency and the sharing of power. The third section discusses student literacy
status and contains vignettes highlighting the students' understanding of the school
discourses and their own literacy learning process and progress.

Conflicting Discourses and Subject Positions

This section supports the study’s first major finding by demonstrating the
discursal conflict between the two school discourses of school reform and progressive
literacy pedagogy and the predominance of school reform. The conflict across the
discourses positioned both the students and the teacher in contradictory positions. Data
excerpts illuminate the discursive tensions and are organized according to the contrasting
beliefs associated with the two school discourses of school reform and progressive
literacy pedagogy.

Skills and Accuracy versus Meaning and Interest
The school reform discourse emphasizes a belief in the importance of skills and
accuracy over meaning and interest. Within the classroom, the skills and accuracy belief
typically was evident during the classroom practice of literacy conferences, held for both
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reading and writing, and usually overrode the conflicting belief in focusing on meaning
and interest. Within the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse and the associated belief
in meaning and interest, the student was positioned as literacy apprentice, while the
teacher was the literacy coach. Within the school reform discourse, the teacher took up
the subject position of sage on stage, while the student was viewed as a receptacle. An
additional paired relationship within the school reform discourse belief in skills and
accuracy involved the teacher as editor/corrector and the student as technical scribe or
self-editor.

Skills and Accuracy Disguised as Meaning and Interest
Typical of the pattern of conflict around these competing beliefs is the excerpt
from a reading conference with Javier shown in Table 5.1, Javier: Skills and Accuracy
Disguised as Meaning and Interest. The differing and conflicting beliefs illustrated in the
vignette not only show the conflicting school discourses and subject positions, but also
highlight the predominance of the school reform discourse. The discourse of progressive
literacy pedagogy opened space for Javier to practice the leveled vocabulary in order to
be successful during the upcoming reading assessment; however, the school reform
discourse displaced the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse and thus demonstrated
the conflict between the two discourses and the predominance of the school reform
discourse. In addition, conflicting subject positions for student and teacher were also
present.
The vignette took place during a reading level testing session held with Javier.
Common assessment practice for each testing session began with the reading of a list of
leveled vocabulary words. According to the assessment script, if a student could
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successfully read the list of words, with a minimum accuracy of 70%, the student was
deemed ready to move on to reading the leveled story. The testing session concluded with
a series of leveled comprehension questions. According to school policy, reading
assessments were to occur monthly and the class set of scores turned in to the principal at
the beginning of each month.
Table 5.1.
Javier: Skills and Accuracy Disguised as Meaning and Interest
Line
#

Speaker

Line

Discourse

Do you want to read them for
practice
12

Teacher

before you read the story?
13

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Teacher

No.

14

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Javier

Teacher as literacy
coach
Student as literacy
apprentice
Teacher as literacy
coach
Student as literacy
apprentice
Student as literacy
apprentice
Student as agentic

Read them.

15

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Subject position

School reform

Teacher

Teacher as literacy
coach
Teacher as sage on
stage
Teacher as
authoritarian

^Vez como eres tan flojo, vez?

School reform

Student as receptacle
Teacher as sage on
stage

See how lazy’you are, see?
16

Teacher

Teacher as
authoritarian
Student as receptacle
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School reform

Lees estas palabras

Teacher as sage on
stage

Read these wor ds
17

Teacher as
authoritarian

Teacher

mientras yo busco el cuento.
18

School reform

Teacher

Student as receptacle
Teacher as sage on
stage
Student as receptacle

while Ilook for the story.

The transcript shows Javier was offered an opportunity to review the list of
leveled vocabulary words prior to taking the assessment. In keeping with the progressive
literacy pedagogy discourse, Javier was given the chance to reacquaint himself with the
level-12 vocabulary word list, “Do you want to read them for practice before you read the
story?” (lines 12-14); as evidenced by his response, “No” (line 15), he declined. Next, he
met with the authoritative mandate, “Read them” (the leveled list of vocabulary words)
(line 16), and what began as a collaborative interchange related to the progressive literacy
pedagogy discourse abruptly changed direction, resulting in conflicting subject positions
for student and teacher (i.e., teacher as literacy coach changed to sage on sage, and
student as literacy apprentice changed to student as receptacle).
The authoritative “push back,” with the command, “Read them,” demonstrates
conflicting subject positions for both the student and the teacher and is indicative of the
conflicting subject positions across the two school discourses. For example, this teacher,
who professed to support a progressive literacy pedagogy discourse, called the student
“lazy” and requested him to read against his will: “Lees estas palabras mientrasyo busco
el cuento ” (Read these words while I look for the story), lines 18-19. Given that the goal
was to read the vocabulary list with 70% accuracy, such a direct mandate is in line with
the school reform discourse and the belief in skills and accuracy. Although Javier was
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given an opportunity to practice the vocabulary words before the test, by declining he
was repositioned within the school reform discourse as a receptacle because he needed to
be filled up with the teacher's assessment knowledge in order to complete the assessment
successfully.
While the student’s subject position as receptacle is aligned with the belief in
skills and accuracy, the teacher’s subjectivities border that of sage on stage and
authoritarian. The teacher uses her authority to emphasize the skills and accuracy belief,
and although the vignette hints at the subject positions with the belief in top-down
relationships, the emphasis remains on the skills and accuracy belief associated with the
school reform discourse.
While the conference began in English, in line 19 the teacher switched to Spanish:
Vez como tu eresflojo, vez? ” (See how lazy you are, see?). The linguistic switch was
intended to convey the teacher’s frustration to Javier in his mother tongue, so that he
knew in no uncertain terms that the teacher wanted him to read the list of words. In
effect, the language switch invoked the subject positions of teacher as sage on stage and
student as receptacle that exist within the discourse of school reform. Together, the
conflicting discourses and subject positions illuminate the predominance of the school
reform discourse.

Measurement by a Single Standard versus Valuing and Nurturing Diversity
The belief in measurement by a single standard associated with the school reform
discourse was comprised of two components. The first component utilized English
language acquisition as a standard of measurement, while the second component used a
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standardized assessment as a single standard of measurement. In order to further
illuminate the predominance of the school reform discourse and the conflicting subject
positions across the discourses, the data in the first vignette (see Table 5.2) emphasizes
English language acquisition while the second excerpt (see Table 5.3) focuses on
assessment by a single standard of measurement.
The implementation of literacy assessments in the aftermath of California’s
Proposition 227 proved difficult as school personnel attempted to interpret and
implement the state legislation in school policy. The initial confusion and resistance
complicated matters for the school’s English language learners, forcing both the teacher
and students into a state of confusion as to how each should proceed with respect to
biliteracy teaching and learning, thus paving the way for the school reform belief in
measurement by a single standard to prevail over the progressive literacy pedagogy belief
in the valuing and nurturing of diversity.

Javier’s Language Accuracy Measured in English Only
The structure for classroom writing conferences required students to come to the
conference table prepared to read their written piece aloud to the teacher. Although the
writing conference excerpt, shown in Table 5.2, Javier: Measurement by a Single
Standard versus Valuing and Nurturing Diversity, began within the progressive literacy
pedagogy discourse in which students could make use of their background experiences as
organic writing topics, as the conference progressed progressive literacy pedagogy was
supplanted by the school reform discourse. When the focus should have been on writing,
it moved instead to measuring English language acquisition. Javier, although in the
process of being transitioned into English language literacy (as a result of Proposition
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227), elected to write in Spanish. The compulsory use of English in the classroom
produced conflicting subject positions across the discourses for Javier and the teacher.
In February Javier s writing journal contained several Spanish language entries.
As Javier came to the writing conference, he began to read his written piece aloud to the
teacher

in Spanish. JJe described a personal family experience: At a particular store he

beseeched his father to purchase a small toy car and was told that he would have to share
the toy car with his younger brother.
Table 5.2.
Javier: Measurement by a Single Standard versus Valuing and Nurturing Diversity
Line #

11a

12a

Speaker

Javier

Javier

Line

Discourse

Mi papa dijo

La familia

Child as familismo
participant

My Dad said

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

Student as integrating
two worlds of
school and home

Tu se lo vas a prestar

La familia

you are going to ha\-e to
share

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

y lo tenia que prestar

La familia

and I had to share.

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

•

13a

14a

Javier

Teacher

Subject position

OK,

School reform
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Student as biliterate
Child as familismo
participant
Student as integrating
two worlds of
school and home
Student as biliterate
Child as familismo
participant
Student as integrating
two worlds of
school and home
Student as biliterate
Teacher as keeper of
the standards

and in what language are
we supposed to be
writing in?
15a

16a

17a

Teacher

Javier

Teacher as language
regulator, enforcer,
and monitor
Teacher as echo

(sighs deeply) uh

School reform

I know you don’t

School reform

Teacher

Student as English
language learner
Student as English
language learner
Teacher as language
regulator, enforcer,
and monitor
Teacher as echo

but that is why you must.

18a

School reform

School reform

Teacher

Student as English
language learner
Teacher as language
regulator, enforcer,
and monitor
Teacher as echo
Student as English
language learner

In analyzing the data for possible explanations as to why Javier chose to write in
Spanish instead of writing in the mandated English, one possible rationale is that Spanish
is the language of the home. Therefore, it is likely that the original dialogue was in
Spanish, and it probably made sense to Javier to present the parent-child dialogue in
Spanish. Unfortunately, Javier’s biliteracy skills were not valued within the school
reform discourse; Javier’s literacy skills were only measured by the single standard of
English language literacy. Although the teacher offered verbal encouragement for the
students to develop their biliteracy abilities, English language literacy was mandated and
perpetuated conflicting subject positions across the school discourses. In other words,
rather than focusing on his bilingual ability as a positive characteristic of biliteracy, the
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fact that Javier wrote in Spanish, as opposed to English, was viewed negatively: “OK,
and in what language are we supposed to be writing in?” (lines 14a-16a).
In essence, Spanish literacy knowledge was not valued as much as English
literacy. The “uh" that was moaned (line 17a) expressed Javier's reaction to the teacher's
question, “In what language are we supposed to be writing in?” (lines 15a-16a). As the
classroom teacher, my response was grounded in the aspect of school reform mandating
that English language learners be transitioned into English and tested in English, and it
was void of any personal and professional convictions to the contrary. Forceful language,
such as must, conveys the power wielded by the discourse and the emphasis on
compliance with California's Proposition 227 that stressed English language
development for (Latino) English language learners as opposed to biliteracy
development. Although Javier read the Spanish language sentences with fluidity and with
few miscues, against my better judgment I hesitated to encourage him to write in Spanish.
This particular decision was influenced by the fact that when spring arrived, standardized
tests would be administered in English, and specific knowledge of English language
literacy would be required for a test score that signified grade-level proficiency. As a
result of the larger sociopolitical ideologies at play in the classroom, Javier's response to
my question and my answer further supported the power and status of English language
development in the classroom.
Another sample of such conflicting subject positions across the discourses stems
from the “uh” (line 17a) in the vignette (see Table 5.2) and includes the dichotomized
identities afforded Javier by the two distinct school discourses. For example, from a
progressive literacy pedagogy vantage point, Javiefs position is that of a student able to
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integrate his home and school worlds and a biliterate student able to read and write in two
languages. Yet through the discourse of school reform Javier's position is that of an
English language learner and a student who resisted his linguistic designation. As Javier
gravitated toward his primary language of Spanish, he refused to accept any subjectivity
that identified him as less than literate or that devalued his biliteracy abilities.
Unfortunately, the school reform discourse only acknowledges Javier’s English language
shortcomings. Sadly, the (re)positioning of Javier (and other English language learners
like him) resides in the conflicting discourses and subject positions and the predominance
of the school reform discourse.
Despite her allegiance to developing biliteracy in young children, statements such
as “OK, and in what language are we supposed to be writing in? (lines 14a-16a) and “I
know you don’t, but that is why you must” (18a-19a) further position the teacher as a
linguistic regulator, enforcer, and monitor. In addition, the teacher assumed the position
of keeper of the standards while Javier was positioned as a struggling reader/writer. The
measurement by a single standard belief measures literacy success in terms of English
language literacy development and places little value on linguistic diversity and biliteracy
development. This pattern of linguistic ambivalence frequently (re)occured as different
district mandates were received and a series of curricular adjustments continually took
place in order to comply with the California law. As such, the school reform discourse
continued to dominate classroom practices, while at the same time producing conflict
across the two school discourses and their related subject positions.
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Assessment as a Single Standard
An excerpt from a reading assessment (Table 5.3) further exhibits the discursive
tensions related to these conflicting beliefs; as the assessment was reviewed, some very
interesting subject positions were produced. The data excerpt represents broader
classroom patterns with respect to assessment as a single standard of measurement that
existed in this first-grade classroom around literacy teaching, literacy learning, and
literacy assessment.
The testing transcript excerpted in Table 5.3, Javier: Assessment as a Single
Standard, begins with Javier and the teacher counting the number of words correctly read
from a list of predetermined leveled vocabulary words prescribed by the scripted literacy
assessment. According to the school reform discourse and the district-adopted testing
program, a specific percentage was needed in order to continue with the reading level
testing, in line with the belief in measurement by a single standard.
Table 5.3.
Javier: Assessment as a Single Standard
Line#

Speaker

1

Teacher

2

Javier

3

Teacher

4

Teacher

5

Teacher

6

Javier

7

Teacher

8

Line

Discourse

6 and 10 ... is 16....

School reform

I’m not gonna pass.

School reform

You needed 96,

School reform

you got 62, 63%

School reform

you need 100%.

School reform

I’m never gonna get 100.

School reform

Why do you say that you’re
never gonna get 100?
‘Cause I,

School reform

Javier
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School reform

Subject position
Teacher as keeper of the
standards
Student as struggling
reader/writer
Teacher as keeper of the
standards
Teacher as keeper of the
standards
Teacher as keeper of the
standards
Student as struggling
reader/writer
Teacher as keeper of the
standards
Student as struggling
reader/writer

9

10

Javier

because I make a lot of
mistakes.
How can we fix a lot of those
mistakes?

Teacher

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Teacher

What if you started to listen to
me about the b and the <f!
13

Teacher

Td get them all right?

14

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Javier

Student as literacy
apprentice
Teacher as keeper of the
standards
Student as struggling
reader/writer
Teacher as literacy
coach
Student as literacy
apprentice
Teacher as literacy
coach
Student as literacy
apprentice
Teacher as literacy
coach
Student as literacy
apprentice

You might get them all right.

15

Student as struggling
reader/writer
Teacher as literacy
coach

Javier

You don’t know?
12

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

School reform

Don’t know.
11

School reform

Teacher

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Student as Improving
Teacher as literacy
coach
Student as literacy
apprentice
Student as improving

In the beginning of the passage Javier shared his lack of hope as to whether or not
he could arrive at the threshold needed in order to achieve success as defined by the
scripted assessment program. He was also clear about his perceived inability to achieve
the necessary requirements essential for the successful passage to the next highest reading
level. Javier's statements, “I'm not gonna pass" (line 2), “I’m never gonna get 100" (line
6), and “‘Cause I, because I make a lot of mistakes" (lines 8 and 9), demonstrate his sense
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of despair about whether or not he could eventually meet the demands of the literacy
assessment.
At this point a switch occurred from the discourse of school reform to the
discourse ot progressive literacy pedagogy. By invoking the progressive literacy
pedagogy subject position of teacher as literacy coach, the teacher reminded Javier of the
various behaviors he could incorporate in order to improve and move closer to the gradelevel standard for reading, 16. Javier's response to the question “How can we fix a lot of
those mistakes?" (line 10), a depressed, “Don’t know" (line 11), further shows he lacked
faith in his own ability to achieve the necessary criteria for moving on to the next reading
level. While the teacher can be seen as literacy coach, her question positions her as
teacher as inquirer within the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse given that she
continued to offer Javier hope by mentioning a starting place where he might begin to
turn around his literacy learning progress. “What if you started to listen to me about the b
and the </?" (line 13). Upon hearing the teacher’s comments, he became enthusiastic and
positive, “fd get them all right?’’ (line 14). As the teacher continued to share with Javier
how he could improve his literacy status through assessment, a feeling of hope emerged
as he agreed with the teacher’s self-improvement comments. Not wanting to disappoint
Javier, yet at the same time wanting to build on his encouraged attitude, the teacher
responded, “You might get them all right” (line 15).
The school discourses of school reform and progressive literacy pedagogy and the
conflicting student subject positions can be observed in Javier’s acknowledgment that he
understood that his literacy success was measured by the single standard of assessment.
His defeated attitude alluded to his self-perceived literacy status as a reading level and a
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struggling reader. In addition, it can be surmised that he felt powerless in relation to the
assessment component; as the dialogue ended a more positive aspect of literacy learning
from a progressive literacy pedagogy discourse perspective was invoked and served to
show Javier how to achieve literacy success from outside a school reform discourse by
taking up the subject position of student as improving.

Top-Down Relationships versus Greater Student Agency and the Sharing of Power
The third pair of beliefs involves the discursive conflicts between the school
reform belief in top-down relationships (i.e., the traditional hierarchical relationships
existing in the classroom between teacher/student) and the progressive literacy pedagogy
belief in greater student agency and the sharing of power, which led to conflicting subject
positions. For example, the data shows subject positions associated with the school
reform belief in top-down relationships, as well as moments when students took up
agentic subject positions as part of the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse. The
transcript below reflects the tension between the two school discourses as well as
conflicting subject positions related to power.

Conflicts for William
Writing occurred throughout the day in the classroom, with the morning dedicated
specifically to reading and writing. During the morning literacy period, students met with
the teacher to discuss the written pieces they had produced during writing time. An
excerpt from a writing conference with William, shown in Table 5.4, William: TopDown Relationships versus Greater Student Agency and the Sharing of Power, shows
interaction on the day William and the teacher counted the number of sentences written to
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see if a paragraph could be formed out of the sentences he had written. The rationale for
noting the number of sentences written and moving into paragraph development was to
expand the student s knowledge and awareness of this particular written language format,
as mandated in the district’s first-grade standards for writing. Aligning classroom practice
with state and district grade-level standards reflects the school reform discourse, while
encouraging students to choose their own writing topic and the treatment of writing as a
process is part of the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse.
This excerpt illustrates the predominance of the school reform discourse and
highlights the conflicting subject positions across the two conflicting school discourses of
school reform and progressive literacy pedagogy. Of critical importance are the points
when the conference changed from the discourse of school reform to the progressive
literacy pedagogy discourse, and when it changed back to the school reform discourse.
This particular switch from one school discourse to another is notable because it
represents the discursive beliefs of top-down relationships versus greater student agency
and a sharing of power.
Table 5.4.
William: Top-Down Relationships versus Greater Student Agency and the Sharing of
Power
Line #

Speaker

Line
Today we’re gonna
focus on periods

1

School reform

Subject position
Teacher as echo
Teacher as keeper of the
standards

Teacher

and not focus so much
on spelling.
2

Discourse

School reform

Student as receptacle
Teacher as echo
Teacher as keeper of the
standards

Teacher

Student as receptacle
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Just on periods today.

3

School reform

Teacher as echo
Teacher as keeper of the
standards

Teacher

Student as receptacle

Habia un perro en el
parque, jugando.
10

11

12

13

William

Teacher

There was a dog in the
park, playing
OK,
habia un perro en el
parque.
There was a dog in the
park.
Ahora,

School reform

Teacher as echo

School reform

Teacher as keeper of
the standards
Teacher as echo

Teacher

Teacher

Now,

Teacher

Teacher

17

18

Teacher

Teacher

Teacher

William

you need to put it over
here
y tienes que quitar la “y”
and you need to take out
the “and ”,
y vas a poner [intentional
pause]

School reform

Teacher as
editor/corrector
Teacher as echo

School reform

Teacher as
editor/corrector
Teacher as echo

School reform

Teacher as
editor/corrector
Teacher as echo

School reform

Teacher as
editor/corrector
Student as obedient

A capital.
No.

20

School reform

Teacher as
editor/corrector
Teacher as echo

then this period goes here

and you ’re going to put
Mayuscula.
19

Teacher as keeper of
the standards

When you put playing the
girl’s ball

lo tienes que poner aca
16

Teacher as supporter
of student agency
Teacher as literacy
coach
Teacher as 1 iteracy
coach

entonces este punto aqui
15

Student as agentic

Progressive literacy
pedagogy
Progressive literacy
pedagogy

Cuando pones jugando
una pelota de la nina
14

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

School reform

Teacher
No.
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Student as technical
scribe
Teacher as
editor/corrector

21

22

Oh.

School reform

Teacher as
editor/corrector

Oh.
Si, si, si.

School reform

Teacher as
editor/corrector

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

Teacher as literacy
coach

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

Student as agentic

Teacher

Teacher
Yes, yes, yes.
<^E1 perro se llama?

23

Teacher
And the dog's name is?
Clifford.

24

William

iY la nina se llama?
25

Teacher
And the girl is named?
Isabel.

26

William

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

Isabel.
Isabel,

27

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

Teacher

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

Student as literacy
apprentice
Teacher as literacy
coach
Student as agentic
Student as literacy
apprentice
Teacher as supporter
of student agency

Isabel,

Ahora vamos a contra los
puntos finales.
48

Teacher

50

School reform

William
One, two, three, four, five,
six.
Seis! [in a celebrating tone]
Teacher

Six!

Teacher as echo
Teacher as keeper of
the standards

Now we ’re gonna count the
periods.

Uno, dos, tres, cuatro, cinco,
seis.
49

School reform

Teacher as
editor/corrector
Student as obedient
Student as technical
scribe

School reform

Teacher as echo
Teacher as keeper of
the standards

The data sample analyzed in Table 5.4 shows William and the teacher first
focusing on grammar and sentence length. As part of their conversation, they also
discussed appropriate sentence structure, conventional grammar, corrections, and
character formation, and counted the number of sentences in the written piece. What
makes this particular vignette so interesting is that it illustrates how the predominance of
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the school reform discourse often robbed students of agency even when it seemed to be
offered.
For example, “There is a dog in the park playing'’ (lines 10-14), shows William
taking up an agentic subject position in the selection of his own writing topic. Such
agency is a component of the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse belief in greater
student agency and the sharing of power. Another example, in lines 27 and 29, shows
William as a literacy apprentice within the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse
because he was given the opportunity to name the characters in his story Clifford (line
27) and Isabel (line 29) respectively.
Despite these instances of agency, most of the exchange posits William as an
obedient student and a technical scribe as defined by the beliefs associated with the
school reform discourse, primarily because he put periods where he was told to put them.
When William was given the opportunity to answer the teacher’s question regarding the
type of punctuation mark required to complete the sentence, his agentic authorship was
usurped, “and you’re going to put a [intentional pause]?” (line 18) because there was only
one correct response. Fortunately for William, he said the one right answer, “A capital”
(line 19). Although the teacher initially said, “no” (line 20), she realized her error,
corrected herself (lines 21-22) and acknowledged William’s correct answer. The dialogue
between teacher and student is in keeping with the discourse of progressive literacy
pedagogy and was intended to check for understanding by shifting the power and control
back to William, the writer. However, it was assumed that there was one right answer and
William needed to give the correct response if he was to satisfy the discourse
requirements as well as the teacher. Such a dimension places the dialogue within the
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realm of the school reform discourse. Given the small spaces in which the progressive
literacy pedagogy discourse was allowed to operate in the classroom, the question
remains, was this dialogic interaction a genuine attempt to share power within the
progressive literacy pedagogy discourse? Or, given that there was one right answer to the
question, did the dialogue fall within the parameters of the discourse of school reform?
During William’s writing conference, the various interruptions of his reading
served to highlight the errors and keep control with the teacher. The outcome of this
particular data sample highlights William’s conflicting subjectivities; at times he was
literate and agentic within the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse, while at other
times the interjections with respect to grammar are associated with a school reform
discourse and the corresponding conflicting subject positions related to the belief in topdown relationships. As the school reform discourse dominated and the conflict between
the two school discourses continued, the student’s subjectivities were caught in the
middle.
Overall, the excerpt illustrates a type of “pseudo-agency” for William; he
volleyed back and forth between the discourses of progressive literacy pedagogy and
school reform. This push and pull between the two conflicting school discourses also
created conflicting subjectivities across the discourses and, depending on the respective
discourse, William was either agentic or not, defined as either literate or not. Given the
broader sociopolitical demands for evidence of student progress through uniform
procedures, top-down relationships took precedence over the belief in greater student
agency and the sharing of power associated with the progressive literacy pedagogy
discourse.
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Summary
This first section supports the first major finding of the study by presenting data that
exemplifies the conflict between the school reform discourse and the progressive literacy
pedagogy discourse in the literacy practices of the classroom. In addition to the claims of
conflicting beliefs and conflicting subject positions for both the student and the teacher,
the data gives evidence of the predominance of the school reform discourse.
With respect to the contrasting beliefs in skills and accuracy versus meaning and
interest, data from Javier’s reading assessment exemplifies how aspects of the
progressive literacy pedagogy discourse emerged in a context dominated by the discourse
of school reform and emphasis on skills and accuracy. Specifically, while the assessment
conference opened with a collaborative exchange between Javier and the teacher that
supported the subject positions of teacher as literacy coach and student as literacy
apprentice within the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse, the collaboration quickly
changed. As a result of the sudden change, the predominance of the school reform
discourse repositioned Javier’s agentic response to the subject position of student as
receptacle and teacher as sage on stage, with a hint of teacher as authoritarian. The data
sample shows student/teacher interaction with respect to literacy assessments and
expectations connected to the district-designated testing format.
The second section presented two components of the belief in measurement by a
single standard. The first focused on English language acquisition, and the second on
literacy assessment as a single standard of measurement. Each component is related to the
school reform belief in measurement by a single standard versus the progressive literacy
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pedagogy belief in valuing and nurturing diversity. Within this particular section of the
chapter the conflict across the discourses is exemplified by the students' LI to L2 literacy
transition being measured by the single standard of English language acquisition, as
opposed to their biliteracy abilities being valued, nurtured, and recognized, as they would
have been within the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse. Within the transcript (see
Table 5.2), as Javier's literacy progress was measured in terms of his English language
abilities, he took up the subject positions of student as struggling reader/writer and
English language learner, while the teacher took up the subject position of language
regulator, enforcer, and monitor. In taking up these subject positions, Javier’s biliteracy
was devalued and the teacher’s belief in and support for bilingual education was
supplanted by the school reform discourse.
The second component of this conflict across discourses and subject positions
discussed the use of literacy assessment as a single standard of measurement within the
school reform discourse. The data presented in Table 5.3 is focused on assessment data in
which Javier and the teacher took up subject positions associated with a single standard
of measurement, including student as struggling reader/writer and teacher as keeper of
the standards. Given that the vignette showed movement across the school discourses,
Javier and the teacher also took up subject positions related to progressive literacy
pedagogy: student as literacy apprentice and teacher as literacy coach, respectively.
The third part of this section demonstrated the dominance of the school reform
discourse belief in top-down relationships as opposed to the greater student agency
supported by the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse. As made evident in the
vignette from William’s writing conference. William was given agentic access through
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the discourse of progressive literacy pedagogy and had it taken away through the belief in
top-down relationships associated with the school reform discourse. The giving and
taking of William’s agency as a writer led to conflicting subject positions and the
production of pseudo-agency.
In sum, each vignette represents the overall feel of the classroom environment in
which the conflict between the two school discourses thwarted the teacher’s efforts to
give the discourse of progressive literacy pedagogy a place in the classroom. The data
show the conflicts that existed in the literacy practices of the classroom between the two
school discourses of school reform and progressive literacy pedagogy, their
corresponding (conflicting) subject positions, and the predominance of the school reform
discourse.

Negative and Limiting Subject Positions

This section of the chapter focuses more specifically on the prevailing role of the
discourse of school reform within this first-grade classroom. The focus turns from
conflicting subject positions across school discourses to the construction of limiting and
negative positions for the focus students. The section provides close examinations of
subject positions associated with the beliefs in skills and accuracy, in a single standard of
measurement, and in top-down relationships.

Skills and Accuracy
This section focuses on the belief in skills and accuracy and the role it plays in the
classroom literacy-learning program. The school reform-related belief in skills and
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accuracy is juxtaposed with the meaning and interest belief related to the discourse of
progressive literacy pedagogy. The data presented here show how the students and the
teacher focused on grammar and the role of valid writing topics. The concept of writing
conferences is grounded in the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse, and as such there
is a commitment to allow students to utilize their experiences as valid writing topics. The
vignette analyzed in Table 5.5 is of particular significance: It illustrates an interaction in
which a student’s background knowledge and experience were invalidated for the sake of
the skills and accuracy belief.

Skills for Literacy Accuracy
As elucidated in chapter 4, a student positioned as a receptacle is perceived as an
empty vessel whose sole purpose is to be benefited by, or rather, be filled up with the
teacher's knowledge. Knowledge sharing within the school reform belief in skills and
accuracy is unidirectional, flowing from the teacher to student. According to the school
reform discourse, the teacher possesses the knowledge the student needs in order to
complete a given assignment. The school reform discourse preference for skills and
accuracy discourages the progressive literacy pedagogy-associated belief in meaning and
interest and devalues the knowledge held by the students (and their families).
The transcript from a writing conference with Juan, analyzed in Table 5.5, Juan:
Skills for Literacy Accuracy, shows the conflict between the progressive literacy
pedagogy belief in meaning and interest and the school reform belief in skills and
accuracy. This particular interaction positioned Juan's literacy learning process and his
prior knowledge from outside of the classroom as unimportant inside the classroom and,
in effect, constructed negative and limiting subject positions for Juan.
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The transcript excerpt took place during a writing conference between Juan and
the teacher. As Juan read his piece at the conference table, the belief in skills and
accuracy was introduced by interjected grammatical corrections, specifically with respect
to the placement of periods. As the dialogue continued, Juan’s choice of writing topic
came into question, resulting in the downplaying of meaning and interest in topic choice
and the construction of negative and limiting subject positions.
Table 5.5.
Juan: Skills for Literacy Accuracy
Line #

Speaker

Line

Discourse

somos amigo.
5a

Juan
we are friends.
Somos amigos, punto final.

6a

Teacher

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy
School reform

Subject position
Student as integrating
two worlds of school
and home
Teacher as
editor/corrector

We are friends, period.
Student as struggling
reader/writer

7a

[reading] Y

School reform

and
[intemipting] Quita lay

School reform

Juan
Teacher as
editor/corrector

[You] Take out the and
8a

Teacher

Student as struggling
reader/writer

y pone un punto final.

School reform

Student as technical
scribe
Teacher as
editor/corrector

and [you] put a period.
9a

Teacher

Student as struggling
reader/writer

[Reading] Jose fue al remate.
10a
11a

Juan
Teacher

Jose went to the flea market.
[interrupting] Punto final.
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Progressive
literacy
pedagogy
School reform

Student as technical
scribe
Student as integrating
two worlds of school
and home
Teacher as

editor/corrector
Period.
Student as technical
scribe

14a

15a

Teacher

Juan

[Pleading] Ya con los
juguetes de Power
Rangers.
All right already with the
Power Ranger toys.
Ahhhhhhh
[Pleading] Ya has escrito de
los Power Rangers por
todo el mes.

16a

20a

School reform

Teacher as sage on stage

School reform

Teacher as sage on stage

School reform

Teacher as authoritarian

School reform

Student as receptacle
Teacher as sage on stage

Teacher

Teacher

Teacher

not the Power Rangers,

Teacher as authoritarian

[Pleading] ooootro tema.

Student as receptacle
Teacher as sage on stage

School reform

aaaaanother theme.

Teacher as authoritarian

OK, manana una cosa bien
differente
21a

Student as self-editor

Student as receptacle

not the flea market.
no de los Power Rangers
19a

School reform

Teacher
What you need to do is to
change this,
no de la remate,

18a

Teacher as sage on stage

Teacher
You have already written
about the Power Rangers
for a whole month.
Lo que tu tienes que cambiar
es esto.

17a

School reform

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Teacher
OK, tomorrow something
very7 different

Student as receptacle
Teacher as literacy coach
Student as literacy
apprentice

Given the skills and accuracy belief associated with the school reform discourse,
Juan took up the subject position of receptacle by virtue of his lack of grammar mastery,
demonstrated through his punctuation placement. The teacher, on the other hand, took up
the sage on stage subject position primarily because she possessed more knowledge about
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grammar than Juan. Although the data sample in Table 5.5 shows traces of other
discourse beliefs, such as top-down relationships, the rationale for utilizing this vignette
is to focus on the undercutting of the progressive literacy pedagogy-related belief with
respect to meaning and interest, thus illustrating the negative and limiting subject
positions constructed by the school reform discourse. The priority given to correctness
over communication is apparent in the dialogue and indicates the high value placed on
skills and accuracy in the discourse of school reform, particularly given the district’s
focus on grade-level standards and the references to grammar mechanics.
In the beginning of the dialogue a notable serenity was apparent in the teacher’s
voice; no threats were presented, only interjections with respect to where periods should
be placed, but this was the calm before the storm. As the discussion continued, Juan was
stripped of his agency, as certain writing topics were deemed invalid. Juan’s data excerpt
substantiates the construction of negative and limiting subject positions for the student as
the teacher focused on grammar skills and Juan’s subject position changed to student as
technical scribe. Such a representation contrasts with a more organic and dialogic process
found within the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse and the belief in meaning and
interest, in which teacher and student share in the learning of written language
conventions as partners.
Despite a myriad of writing topics available to Juan, he continued to choose the
Power Rangers as a topic. During the conference, Juan’s mere mention of the Power
Rangers brought out the teacher's sage on stage subject position in the form of a pleading
appeal for no more writing entries that included the Power Rangers, “(pleading] All right
already with the Power Ranger toys” (line 14). Juan’s response, “Ahhhhh” (line 15a)
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signifies that he realized the taboo nature of the Power Rangers as a writing topic,
perhaps also recalling how the Power Rangers had been the topic of so many previous
writing conference conversations with the teacher.
As the teacher took up the subject position of sage on stage by prohibiting Juan
from writing on topics of his choosing, ‘"[pleading] You have already written about the
Power Rangers for a whole month. What you need to do is to change this” (lines 16a and
17a), Juan was limited in the number of times he could write about the same topic. In the
process of barring Juan from writing about the same topic, the teacher supported the very
discourse she was attempting to debunk. Rather than supporting the progressive literacy
pedagogy belief in meaning and interest, by taking the Power Rangers topic away from
Juan, the teacher assisted in the construction of negative and limiting subject positions
associated with the school reform discourse.
Writing about topics of personal interest serves as a cornerstone of the progressive
literacy pedagogy discourse and encourages students to bring different aspects of their
social worlds into their writing repertoire. The overuse of the Power Rangers topic
seemed to challenge the teacher’s ability to balance the progressive literacy pedagogy
belief in meaning and interest with the school reform belief in skills and accuracy. The
data show not only the teacher's professional tension, but also the difficulty Juan
encountered while struggling to relinquish the comfortable writing topic of the Power
Rangers, as he was asked to do under the school reform discourse.
In line 21a, the seemingly simple question, “OK?” cloaks the harsh reality hidden
behind the simple two-letter word and sought to confirm Juan's understanding and
compliance with his teacher’s request to find other writing topics beyond those
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considered overused (i.e., Power Rangers, soup, shoes, and soccer). The underlying
message was that Juan would change topics, and follow the teacher’s advice, by taking up
the subject position of technical scribe. If Juan failed to comply with the teacher’s
request, he risked taking up more negative and limiting subject positions related to the
school reform discourse. In spite of the teacher’s verbal support for the tenets of the
discourse of progressive literacy pedagogy, the negative and limiting subject positions of
the discourse of school reform are visible.
For Juan, the forceful nature of such well-intended persuasion (lines 17a-21a) in
the end maintained the school reform discourse and the negative and limiting subject
positions associated with the teacher as a sage on stage and authoritarian while the
student subject position was that of receptacle. Unfortunately, incidents such as this
tended to be the norm for Juan rather than the exception. Although Juan was considered a
reader and writer within the norms of the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse, he
struggled to earn a limited literacy identity within the dominant discourse of school
reform and the belief in skills and accuracy.

Measurement by a Single Standard
For the purposes of this study, the school reform belief in measurement by a
single standard includes two components of measurement. The first component measures
literacy learning through standardized assessment, while the second uses English
language acquisition as the single standard of measurement. Within the school reform
discourse, standardized assessment and the English language are highly valued, each
being the standard to which all other things are measured. To showcase the particular
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school reform belief in measurement by a single standard, two vignettes have been
selected. The first, analyzed in Table 5.6, Juan: A Single Standard of Assessment, is
taken from a reading assessment with Juan and illustrates the belief in measurement by a
single standard of assessment. The second vignette (see Table 5.7) comes from a writing
conference with Javier and presents the role of English language as a single standard of
measurement in a post-Proposition 227 time frame.

A Single Standard of Reading Assessment
In their quest to reach the first-grade reading level standard of 16, the students
needed to clear the hurdle of monthly reading assessments. Each reading level within the
district-adopted reading program contained a series of leveled readers or texts. The
testing procedure included three assessment components. The first component was a list
of leveled vocabulary words, along with a breakdown of specific percentages of accuracy
required for advancement. The second assessment component included reading the actual
leveled text with fluency, with comprehension the last component of the assessment
procedure. The student’s score was based on these components, and if the student was
identified as passing all three, she or he was invited to move up to the next reading level.
Students unable to meet the expectations of the leveled text assessment remained at the
same reading level. Such students practiced by reading another set of the same leveled
readers until they were deemed ready to test again. The data in Table 5.6 has been taken
from a discussion between Juan and the teacher about his recent leveled reading test.
Table 5.6.
Juan: A Single Standard of Assessment
Line #

Speaker

lc

Teacher

Line

Discourse

Puedes leer al nivel 8,

School reform
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Subject position
Teacher as keeper of the

standards
You can read at level S,
School reform

La linica palabra que no
pude leer file la
palabra tortuga.
2c

3c

Teacher

Teacher

Student as a reading level
The only word you
couldn’t read was
turtle.
Vamos a continuar a
trabajar

School reform

We will continue to work.
[Referring to reading
levels] Quiero pasarte
a 10o 12,
4c

Teacher

Teacher as keeper of the
standards
Student as a reading level
Teacher as keeper of the
standards
Student as a reading level

School reform

Teacher as keeper of the
standards

or better yet to 16.
Tienes que recordar lo que
estas leyendo.

6c

School reform

Teacher
I want to pass you to a 10
or 12,
mejor a 16.

5c

Student as a reading level
Teacher as keeper of the
standards

School reform

Student as a reading level
Teacher as keeper of the
standards

Teacher
You must remember what
you are reading.

Student as a reading level

As Juan heard the words, “The only word you couldn’t read was turtle” (line 2a),
his eyes dropped to the floor and he stared continually downward. Upon viewing his eyes
looking down at the floor, the teacher attempted to encourage Juan by letting him know
that together they would keep working toward the upper reading levels: “We will
continue to work” (line 3c). Unfortunately, such a statement did little to encourage Juan
as he continued to look down at the floor.
After reiterating Juan’s error, the dialogue closed with a reminder about the
importance of remembering what was read (i.e., comprehension) and that this would be
something he needed to practice. The positive spin attempt did little to encourage Juan,
and although he nodded in agreement at the idea of working together, the disappointment
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that his body language conveyed was telling. The school reform discourse emphasizes the
subject position of student as reading level in that the students are only successful in
terms of each subsequent reading level. By virtue of failing the comprehension section of
the reading assessment, this particular assessment conference negatively positioned Juan
and impacted his literacy status in the classroom.
Juan's body language shared his disappointment nonverbally and demonstrated
his self-perception as a reader during the assessment conference, illustrating how deeply
affected he was by this particular reading conference. Through the school reform
discourse present in the classroom practice of reading assessments, students like Juan
understood that the goal of a reading assessment conference was to read with the fewest
amount of errors (i.e., accurately demonstrating a particular set of skills) in order to
advance to the next highest reading level.
Table 5. 6 illustrates how the assessment text required accurate reading and was
intended to test a particular set of skills. In this district-adopted assessment, there was no
component that gave Juan and his classmates opportunities to bring in background
knowledge, nor was there space to interject any interests or experiences. Juan's task was
to merely digest the text as if he were an empty receptacle and to read the text as a self¬
editor. In coming to understand the power of this particular testing session, did Juan learn
to appreciate reading assessments as a pathway to learning or as a pathway to
disappointment and self-doubt?

English Language Standard of Measurement
The transcript excerpt in Table 5.7, Javier: The English Language as a Standard of
Measurement, comes from a writing conference with Javier and shows the importance
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given to English language and the single standard of measurement in this particular
classroom. The data excerpt selected is intended to represent broader classroom patterns
of the students’ understanding of the literacy assessment process, as well as the
significant role of the English language for English language learners, particularly given
the sociopolitical presence of the school reform discourse.
With the passage of Proposition 227, the English language became even more
dominant in the classroom; as a result, children like Javier were asked to switch
(prematurely) from their mother tongue and bilingual instruction to an English-only
education. While each child’s reaction to the change was different, Javier’s reaction is
open to interpretation as either resistant or agentic.
The selected vignette not only highlights the discursal differences between the
belief in measurement by a single standard associated with the school reform discourse
and the belief in valuing and nurturing diversity associated with the progressive literacy
pedagogy discourse, but also points out the impact of these differences for the
construction of limiting and negative subject positions for students and teacher.
The dialogue in Table 5.7 took place during a Writers Workshop conference.
During writing conferences a student would read his or her writing to the teacher and
together they would discuss how to make the student’s writing stronger.
Table 5.7.
Javier: The English Language as a Standard of Measurement
Line#

Speaker

1

Teacher

9

Teacher

Line

Discourse

OK,

School reform

what do we got?

School reform
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Subject position
Teacher as keeper of the
standards
Teacher as keeper of the
standards

That’s it?
3

School reform

Teacher

Is this in English or Spanish?
4

5

School reform

Teacher

Teacher

6

Teacher

7

Teacher

Today, I’ll let you write in
Spanish,

but tomorrow
it’s got to be English.

School reform

School reform
School reform

Teacher as keeper of the
standards
Student as disobedient
Teacher as language
regulator, enforcer,
and monitor
Student as English
language learner
Teacher as authoritarian
Student at teacher's
mercy
Teacher as authoritarian
Teacher as language
regulator, enforcer,
and monitor
Student as English
language learner

In the dialogue the teacher focused not on what Javier wrote, but on what
language he wrote in. The “'OK” in line 1 set the tone, shifting the focus from Javier’s
writing to a focus on language. Line 3, “That's it?” further substantiated the teacher’s
lack of interest in Javier’s writing. In shifting the conference focus to the question of
language, “Is this in English or Spanish?” (line 4), the belief in measurement by a single
standard came to the forefront.
The data invoke the question of whether or not Javier's behavior can be
considered as linguistic resistance or agency. Javier’s designation for early language
transition placed him in English language literacy reading and writing; however, he
continued to write in Spanish and to express interest in Spanish language literacy. His
desire to return to Spanish language literacy called into question the rationale behind his
behavior. Was he resisting his English language positioning or was he expressing his
agency by choosing to maintain a connection to Spanish language literacy? One other
aspect to consider is the teacher’s role. How could she have further aided Javier in his
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Spanish language development despite his official designation as an English language
learner?

Top-Down Relationships
This section of the chapter presents the negative and limiting subject positions
constructed by the school reform belief in top-down relationships. The historically
unequal distribution of power in the traditional hierarchical relationship of
teacher/student typically renders the student powerless; the progressive literacy pedagogy
discourse, on the other hand, encourages power sharing. The data excerpt from a writing
conference with Javier, Table 5.8, Javier: Negative and Limiting Expectations,
exemplifies the broader classroom pattern of interaction between student and teacher and
characterizes the unequal power and status differentials between teacher and student as a
part of the school reform discourse. A second data excerpt from yet another writing
conference with Javier, Table 5.9, Javier: Spelling Trouble, further conveys the belief in
top-down relationships associated with the school reform discourse.

Negative and Limiting Expectations
The discussion of this transcript makes apparent a series of negative and limiting
expectations associated with the school reform discourse. These negative and limiting
expectations are linked to the grade-level standards that mandated first graders be taught
how to write a paragraph.
The dialogue commences with Javier and the teacher engaged in a writing
conference; the quantity of what he has written was in conflict with the quality of his
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writing. To meet the grade-level standard (e.g., paragraph development), Javier would
have to produce enough sentences in order to write a paragraph.
Table 5.8.
Javier: Negative and Limiting Expectations
Line#

Speaker

19b

Teacher

20b

21b

Line

23b

School reform

Teacher as keeper of the standards

Only two sentences.

School reform

Student as struggling reader/writer
Teacher as keeper of the standards

School reform

Student as struggling reader/writer
Teacher as sage on stage

School reform

Student at teacher’s mercy
Teacher as authoritarian

School reform

Student at teacher’s mercy
Teacher as authoritarian

School reform

Student at teacher's mercy
Teacher as authoritarian

School reform

Student at teacher’s mercy
Teacher as authoritarian

School reform

Student at teacher’s mercy
Teacher as authoritarian

School reform

Student at teacher’s mercy
Teacher as authoritarian

Teacher

Teacher

because we’re late
today.

Teacher

Teacher

but tomorrow forget
it.
forget it.

24b

Teacher
You know.

25b

26b

Teacher

Teacher

Do you know what I
expect from you?
You know.

27b

Teacher

Student at teacher’s mercy
we’ve talked.

28b

Teacher as authoritarian

School reform

Student at teacher's mercy
Teacher as authoritarian

School reform

Student as obedient
Teacher as authoritarian

Teacher
Yes or no?

30b

Teacher

31b

Javier

32b

Teacher

33b

School reform

Teacher
haven’t we talked?

29b

Subject Position

That’s only two
sentences.

I’m gonna say, OK,
22b

Discourse

Javier

Student at teacher’s mercy

Yes.
Is this what I expect
from you?
No.

School reform
School reform

Student at teacher’s mercy
Teacher as authoritarian

School reform

Student as struggling reader/writer
Student as obedient
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Tomorrow you need
to do better...

School reform

Teacher as authoritarian
Teacher as keeper of the standards

34b

Teacher
Student as struggling reader/writer
Student at teacher's mercy

The number of sentences produced by Javier for presentation during a writing
conference proved to be substandard. As such he took up the student subject position of
struggling reader/writer. The teacher took up the subject position of keeper of the
standards, because to teach Javier how to write a paragraph she would first have to teach
him how to write a sentence as part of the district-adopted grade-level standards. As the
dialogue progressed, the tension between the teacher and Javier escalated.
Not only was Javier positioned as a struggling writer because of the quantity of
his writing, he was positioned as not deserving of the teacher’s attention when he was
told that his text would be accepted on the basis that the teacher was running behind and
didn’t have time to deal with his disregard for more complex writing: “Because we’re late
today. I’m gonna say, OK, but tomorrow forget it, forget it” (lines 21-25).
At this point in the dialogue the topic switched from quantity to a concern over
Javier's disregard for classroom expectations with respect to writing. Again, the manner
in which he was spoken to during the writing conference produced limiting and negative
subject positions, “You know. Do you know, what I expect from you? You know, we’ve
talked, haven’t we talked?” (lines 26-31).
When Javier failed to respond, the teacher added to her initial question, “Yes or
no?” (line 32b). Finally Javier responded, “Yes” (line 33b). The mounting tension with
respect to Javier’s understanding of the writing expectations continued on a negative and
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limiting track, “Is this what I expect from you? No. Tomorrow you need to do better...”
(lines 34-37). Finally, the reprimand ended almost as quickly as it began.
This interchange is positioned in the school refonn belief of top-down
relationships. Through the subject positions associated with the belief, Javier took up the
position of student at teacher's mercy because it was unclear what the teacher would do
next. The frustration noted in the teacher's tone positions her as authoritarian; Javier, on
the other hand, took up the position of student as obedient, given that his answers fit the
teacher's questions and implied that he was willing to say anything to get out of this
negative and limiting writing conference with the teacher.
From the tone of the exchange, to the limiting and negative subject positions
imposed upon both student and teacher, the transcript reflects the top-down relationship
belief associated with the school reform discourse. Overall, Table 5.8 depicts an
uncomfortable situation for both teacher and student and depicts the negative and limiting
aspects of the school reform discourse belief in top-down relationships.

Spelling Trouble
The school reform belief in top-down relationships perpetuates traditional
teacher-student hierarchies. As a teacher echoes the larger sociopolitical curricular
polices established in the school reform discourse, the expectation is that the student will
be at the teacher's mercy. In the case of the excerpt analyzed in Table 5.9, Javier
experienced the school reform belief in traditional top-down relationships during a
writing conference.
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Table 5.9.
Javier: Spelling Trouble
Line#

Speaker

8

Teacher

9

Line

Discourse

Subject position

Look it.

School reform

Teacher as authoritarian

you've practiced that word
already

School reform

Teacher as echo

Teacher

Teacher as authoritarian

and you’re still spelling it
wrong.

School reform

Student at teacher’s mercy
Teacher as echo
Teacher as authoritarian

10

Teacher
Student at teacher’s mercy

You’ve practiced it
already,
11

School reform

Teacher

Teacher as authoritarian

you’ve practiced it here,
[pause]
12

13

School reform

Teacher

Teacher

Teacher as editor/corrector
Teacher as echo

Student at teacher’s mercy
Teacher as echo
Teacher as authoritarian

and there is no reason why
you should still be
getting it wrong [stop
to reprimand Xahir]

School reform

Student at teacher’s mercy
Teacher as echo
Teacher as authoritarian
Student at teacher’s mercy

18

19

Teacher

Teacher

[to Javier] You are gonna
copy once, and
I never, ever, want to see it
wrong again.

School reform

Teacher as authoritarian

School reform

Student at teacher’s mercy
Teacher as authoritarian
Student at teacher’s mercy

you just.
36

School reform

Teacher

Teacher as authoritarian

you aren’t using the room
37

Teacher as echo

Teacher

School reform

Student at teacher’s mercy
Teacher as echo
Teacher as authoritarian
Student at teacher’s mercy
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38

Teacher

39

and I’m gonna make you
use the room [referring
to the charts posted on
the walls around the
inside of the classroomf
And I’m gonna make you
stay in here forever.

School reform

Teacher as authoritarian

School reform

Teacher

School reform

Teacher

41

Teacher

Because you cannot be
making these mistakes
in second grade.

School reform

Student at teacher’s mercy
Teacher as echo
Teacher as authoritarian

School reform

Teacher

Student at teacher’s mercy
Teacher as echo
Teacher as authoritarian

You just can’t.

School reform

Teacher

43

Student at teacher’s mercy
Teacher as echo
Teacher as authoritarian

You cannot.
42

Student at teacher's mercy
Teacher as echo
Teacher as authoritarian

until you get it.
40

Teacher as echo

Student at teacher’s mercy
Teacher as echo
Teacher as authoritarian
Student at teacher’s mercy

In the excerpt the teacher asserted that despite several attempts to obtain the
conventional spelling of a particular word, Javier had once again fallen short of spelling
the word correctly. Frustration with the continued misspelling resulted in the teacher
commenting, “You’re still spelling it wrong. You’ve practiced it already, you've
practiced it here, [pause] and there is no reason why you should still be getting it wrong”
(lines 10-15), creating a negative tone for the conference and leaving Javier to take up
the subject position of student at the teacher's mercy, a negative and limiting subject
position.
The event continued with the teacher in a subject position as echo and
authoritarian while Javier’s subject position remained that of student at the teacher’s
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mercy. Despite apparent opportunities for Javier to practice the spelling of the word once,
he struggled to internalize and incoiporate the conventional spelling of the word into his
writing.
In line 37, the teacher said to Javier, “You aren’t using the room”; this reference
meant that Javier should utilize areas of the classroom such as the word wall (Pinnell &
Fountas, 1998), word family charts, and the alphabet with its letter-sound picture cues.
The forceful reference, “I’m gonna make you” (line 38) served to further intimidate
Javier, highlight written language errors, and maintain the top-down hierarchical
student/teacher relationship as part of the school reform discourse.
Thus, in this particular example, the subject positions offered through the
discourse of school reform and the related belief in top-down relationships created
subjectivities that manifested themselves in the form of hostile and aggressive comments
and unrealistic threats that blamed the student for his own lack of progress. This
particular vignette, when viewed from the perspective of the progressive literacy
pedagogy discourse, presents the possibility that a more positive stance could have been
adopted through a team approach versus an adversarial relationship between teacher and
student. In the end, the data lends support to the negative and limiting subject positions
that came to light.

Summary
The purpose of this second section of chapter 5 has been to show how the school
reform discourse constructed negative and limiting subject positions for the students. The
first example (see Table 5.5), a vignette from Juan’s writing conference data, focuses on
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the skills and accuracy belief associated with the school reform discourse versus a focus
on meaning and interest belief and shows Juan positioned as a struggling reader/writer
and technical scribe through the school reform discourse. The segment appears to contain
traces of other beliefs such as the top-down relationships belief and the subject positions
of the teacher as authoritarian and the student at teacher's mercy, but this was not the
focus of this section; rather, the focal point of the vignette is the belief in skills and
accuracy and the subject positions associated with this belief.
During the event Juan was asked to choose a different writing topic because he
had already reused and recycled a series of topics such as shoes, soup, and soccer;
consequently, these writing topics were no longer acceptable. The initial focus in this
particular data sample excerpt was grounded in the school reform discourse and pertained
to grammar knowledge, specifically that of periods; the dialogue dramatically closed with
a shift in writing topic choice once the topic of Power Rangers was mentioned.
Unlike the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse, which valued Juan's out-of¬
school experiences, the discourse of school reform positions Juan as an empty receptacle
in need of filling with knowledge possessed by the teacher as a sage on stage. Within the
school reform discourse, Juan’s out-of-school experiences are deemed insignificant
compared to the knowledge he was learning within the school reform discourse.
In keeping with the construction of negative and limiting subject positions as part
of the school reform discourse, the belief in measurement by a single standard highlights
both reading assessment (see Table 5.6) and English language learning (see Table 5.7) as
single standards of measurement. Within these scenes, the limiting and negative subject
positions constructed include a testing scenario from Juan's data and the teacher's
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insistence that Javier write in English as opposed to Spanish, his mother tongue. When
Javier wrote in Spanish he was positioned negatively for not having written in English.
By denying Javier the opportunity to write in his primary language of Spanish, the
teacher is positioned as the language regulator, enforcer, and monitor and as
authoritarian. Javier, on the other hand, is positioned as an English language learner.
Unfortunately, the emphasis on English language acquisition as part of the school reform
discourse served to create limiting and demeaning subject positions for Javier and the
teacher.
The third vignette (see Table 5.8) shows the construction of negative and limiting
subject positions associated with the school reform discourse belief in top-down
relationships. In this particular vignette the teacher is positioned as authoritarian through
the reprimands and the petitions she made during a writing conference with Javier
regarding classroom literacy expectations. The continued spelling errors exhibited by
Javier in the final vignette (see Table 5.9) position him as a struggling reader/writer who
was at the teacher’s mercy.

Student Literacy Status

In this final section of the chapter, the concept of student literacy status and
assessment is discussed and supported with three data vignettes. This particular section of
the chapter seeks to show how discursive tensions impact the students’ understanding of
how literacy learning takes place and what it means to become literate within a school
refonn discourse. Within the discourse of school reform, the assessment process required
by the district included monthly reading level testing, quarterly on-demands tests, and
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year-end tests that affected student literacy status. The various assessments further
established the power and dominance of the school reform discourse in the classroom
environment. The amount of testing associated with the school reform discourse took its
toll on the amount of time available to enact literacy techniques that supported a
progressive literacy pedagogy discourse. The demanding evaluation systems resulted in
further tensions between the discourses of school reform and progressive literacy
pedagogy. These discursive tensions created an array of subjectivities that impacted the
students’ literacy status.
Subject positions constructed during reading assessments were largely those
associated with the school reform discourse. As was protocol within the school reform
discourse, the assessment outcome determined whether or not students would be deemed
proficient enough to advance to the next reading level. As students and teacher complied
with the dominant school reform discourse, behaviors of accommodation and selfdefeatism surfaced.
The three testing segments within this final section of the chapter, from reading
assessments with Javier (Tables 5.10 and 5.11) and Yvett (Table 5.12), have been
selected to illustrate the broader classroom pattern of self-perception and the
internalization of the student’s literacy status through the assessment component of the
school reform discourse. The impact of subject positions constructed during assessment
interactions was displayed through the students’ (non)verbal reactions and interpretations
of themselves as literate.
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Javier Internalizes Importance of Accuracy
At the beginning of the excerpt Table 5.10, Javier: Testing Mistakes, the teacher
and Javier reviewed his previous comprehension test, which included a discussion of his
resulting miscues. As the teacher casually reminds Javier that his previous reading
assessment will be the topic of their conversation, it is the manner in which he responded
to the teacher’s question that proves critical to this piece of data.
Table 5.10.
Javier: Testing Mistakes
Line
#
1

2

Speaker
Teacher

Teacher

3

Teacher

4

Javier

5

Teacher

6

Javier

7

Javier

8

Teacher

9

Teacher

Discourse

Line
All right

School reform

Javier, we're talking about your
last test.

School reform

11

Teacher as keeper of the
standards
Teacher as keeper of the
standards
Student as a reading level
Teacher as keeper of the
standards
Student as disobedient

is that what we’re doing?

School reform

hminmmm

School reform

Why’d you say, hinmmm?

School reform

‘Cause I’m missing a lot.

School reform

[he continues] We, we braw-

School reform

Student as struggling
reader/writer

Ok,

School reform

remember we talked about
knowing the difference
between the b and d.

School reform

Teacher as keeper of the
standards
Teacher as keeper of the
standards

drew
10

Subject position

School reform

Teacher as keeper of the
standards
Student as struggling
reader/writer

Student as struggling
reader/writer
Teacher as keeper of the
standards

Teacher

Javier

.. .drew pictures about, about, our
ow, -n, animals, ow-n, our
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School reform

Student as struggling
reader/writer
Student as struggling
reader/writer

You said it right, our,
12

School reform

Teacher

good, you got it right there!

13

Teacher

School reforni

Teacher as keeper of the
standards
Student as successful/
competent
reader/writer
Teacher as keeper of the
standards
Student as successful/
competent
reader/writer

The first glimpse of his reaction was in response to the teacher's question, “All
right, Javier, we're talking about your last test, is that what we’re doing? (lines 1-3) with,
“hmmm” (line 4). When the teacher asked Javier to explain his sigh, he responded,
‘“Cause I’m missing a lot” (line 6). Javier’s difficulty reading words with the letters b, d,
and p (Manzo & Manzo, 2004) had been an ongoing struggle in both reading and writing
conferences. This particular struggle was again mentioned, “Remember we talked about
knowing the difference between the b and £/...” (lines 9-10). Fortunately for Javier, he
managed to read the text correctly and was appropriately encouraged by words of praise
from the teacher, “You said it right, our, good, you got it right there!” (lines 12-13).
Within this vignette, Javier shared his knowledge that errors are negative signifiers of his
particular classroom literacy status. He was also aware of the particular set of ideological
expectations for literacy supported in the classroom (i.e., compliance with accuracy and
correctness) associated with the school reform discourse and knew that through
compliance with the ideological tenets of the school reform discourse a student could
take up the subject position of student as successful and competent reader/writer.
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Literacy Learning as Challenging
This second excerpt from the same reading assessment (Table 5.11) further
demonstrates student subject positions constructed through the school reform discourse.
What distinguishes this excerpt from others is the presentation of the student’s
articulation of his literacy learning in relation to the discourse of school reform. As
students state understandings of themselves within the school reform discourse, the
power wielded by the discourse becomes evident in that the students either see or don’t
see themselves as literate.
The excerpt contains a discussion between Javier and the teacher in which the
focus of the conversation was the miscues that surfaced during the assessment. By
reviewing the scoring procedure, the teacher’s hope was to demystify the assessment
procedure and help Javier find the necessary strategies in order to avoid occurrence of the
same miscues during the next assessment. The event analyzed in Table 5.11, Javier:
Literacy Learning as Challenging, commenced with a statement by the teacher that set the
tone for the rest of the exchange.
Table 5.11.
Javier: Literacy Learning as Challenging
Line #

12

Speaker

Line

Teacher

So let’s count them,
[Referring to the number
of errors made]

Discourse

count them. 1, 2, 3, ... 15,

School reform

School reform

16, 17...
13

14

Subject position
Teacher as keeper of the
standards
Student as struggling
reader/writer
Teacher as keeper of the
standards

Teacher

Teacher

you know how to count.

School reform
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Student as struggling
reader/writer
Teacher as keeper of the
standards

School reform

You have 17
15

16

17

18

19

Teacher

Teacher

and 17 is in here

School reform

that’s challenging.

School reform

Javier

What is challenging?

School reform

Challenging means that it’s
hard.

School reform

Teacher

22

Student as struggling
reader/writer
Student as struggling
reader/writer
Teacher as keeper of the
standards
Teacher as sage on stage

School reform

Student as receptacle
Teacher as keeper of the
standards

School reform

Student as receptacle
Teacher as keeper of the
standards

Teacher

So we’re gonna leave you at
a level 10
21

Student as struggling
reader/writer
Teacher as keeper of the
standards
Teacher as keeper of the
standards

Teacher

it’s hard.
20

Teacher as keeper of the
standards

Student as struggling
reader/writer

Teacher

Teacher

and try you later at a level
12.

School reform

Student as a reading level
Teacher as keeper of the
standards
Student as a reading level

The beginning of the transcript shows the teacher and Javier counting the number
of assessment errors, “So, let’s count them, count them 1, 2, 3, ... 15, 16, 17. You know
how to count” (lines 12-14). Initially, Javier refused to count, and was reprimanded,
“You know how to count” (line 14). The conclusion reached in the assessment
conference was that, according to the parameters established by the district-adopted,
state-approved assessment program, the number of errors fell within the challenging
range for Javier, “You have 17 and 17 is in here, that’s challenging' (lines 15-17). In
evaluating the assessment, the teacher is positioned as keeper of the standards because
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she must administer and score the reading assessments according to the procedures laid
out in the assessment script. For example according to the assessment script, scores were
arrived at by counting and multiplying in order to get a percentage score.
When Javier asked, “What is challenging?” (line 18), the teacher responded,
“Challenging means that it’s hard, it’s hard. So we’re gonna leave you at a level 10 and
try you later at a level 12” (lines 19-22). In other words, the assessment level was beyond
Javier’s current literacy level, and although he demonstrated a readiness to move up from
level 10 to level 12, the assessment process deemed otherwise and he was relegated to
remain at the same reading level, 10. While the vignette doesn’t directly show Javier’s
self-perception, his silence was interpreted as a signifier of his internalized understanding
of himself as a struggling reader/writer and a reading level given that the purpose of the
assessment was to move from one reading to another.
As a result, Javier is positioned as a struggling reader/writer in terms of reading
level assessments and the school reform discourse. The inability to move up to the next
reading level aided in the construction of limiting and negative subject positions and
shows the powerful nature of the measurement by a single standard belief to advance the
students’ learning process or stagnate it in the name of reform.

Yvett is Literate
In the third excerpt from a reading assessment, Yvett’s verbal perception of
herself as a reader is presented in Table 5.12. For students like Yvett who master the
particular reading levels of a district-adopted reading program, the literacy assessment
data is representative of success as defined within the school reform discourse.
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Classroom patterns of discursive success with respect to assessment and self-perception,
although not frequent, were nonetheless significant when they appeared in the data.
The particular text was a short story from a district-adopted leveled text about a
mother monkey, her baby monkey, and a tiger. In the story, a tiger is attempting to cause
a baby monkey harm, but in the end the baby monkey remains safe. This particular
excerpt was selected for its emphasis on accuracy over meaning. The excerpt commences
with Yvett reading from the text. According to the scripted assessment, if Yvett read the
text with very few errors, she would be regarded as proficient enough to warrant taking
the reading level test and moving on to the next highest reading level. As part of the
assessment protocol, Yvett read the text aloud while the teacher conducted a running
record of any miscues.
Table 5.12.
Yvett as Literate
Line#

Baby monkey is
20a

21a

Yvett

sa-, sa-, sah-fee. sahfee?

Student as obedient

School reform

Student as obedient
Student as self-editor

Sah- fee, sah-fee.

School reform

Yvett

Student as obedient
Student as self-editor

School reform

Yvett

Student as obedient
Student as successful/competent
reader/writer

OK,
24a

Subject position

Student as successful/competent
reader/writer

Safe.
23a

School reform

Yvett

•
22a

Discourse

Line

Speaker

School reform

Teacher

Teacher as echo
Teacher as keeper of the
standards
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25a

Teacher

we’re going to try
you on one more
book.

Oh. yes!
26a

School reform

Student as a reading level
Teacher as echo

School reform

Teacher as keeper of the
standards
Student as successful/competent
reader/writer

Yvett

As Yvett read the sentences, her words became accentuated with an intonation of
gleeful innocence, as if she could sense her accurate and correct reading. It appeared that
her happiness exuded confidence as she read the text with only a few miscues. Yvett’s
conventional reading of the text suggests that the structured leveled text, which consisted
of a specific level of difficulty and a specified number of words, did not evade her until
she came to the word safe. As she read, Yvett worked on the pronunciation of the word
safe and was confused by the combination of the/and the silent e, “Baby monkey is sa-,
sa-, sah-fee, sah- fee? Sah- fee, sah-fee” (lines 20a-22a). Finally, she was able to
pronounce the word correctly as she stated, “Safe” (line 23a). While the silent e gave
Yvett some difficulty, through several repetitive attempts to sound out the word she was
able to hear a sufficient amount of letter-sound correspondence which she then strung
together in order to form the correct pronunciation of the word in question. Such a
strategy was useful to Yvett and allowed her to be successful in reading the word safe,
earning her the privilege of moving on to another leveled text, “We’re going to try you on
one more book” (lines 25a-26a).
Within the discourse of school reform, this upward movement signals that Yvett
was on the verge of possibly moving one level closer to the final grade-level standard of
16 in English, her second language. Upon receiving teacher approval Yvett expressed the

joy she felt in hearing the teacher confirm what she intuitively sensed, “Oh, yes!'’ (line
27a).
For Yvett, the teacher's statement was an outward sign that she had read the text
successfully. By reading within the confines of the school reform discourse, Yvett took
up the subject position of student as obedient because she participated in the assessment
procedure as part of the school reform discourse. Also, from within the discourse of
school reform, Yvett took up the subject position of student as successful/competent
reader, while the teacher, in keeping with grade-level literacy standards, took up the
subject position of teacher as echo and keeper of the standards.
In essence, the lesson Yvett learned is that correct reading defined her literacy
status within a school reform discourse. She learned that errors mean failure and failure
means staying at the same reading level without moving on. Errors within a school
reform discourse are not viewed as stepping-stones to learning; instead, errors are viewed
as stumbling blocks and impediments to moving up to the next reading level.
Yvett also learned that if a student wants to move up to the next level, the focus
should be on perfection, while reading for joy and meaning and connecting to the text are
neither valued nor desired. Instead, the end goal of literacy learning is accuracy and
correctness because only then is a student deemed a successful/competent leader within
the powerful discourse of school reform.
Given that Yvett correctly read the word safe according to the norms of the school
reform discourse, she took up the subjectivities of student as obedient and student as
successful/competent reader/writer. Instead of sharing knowledge in a more egalitarian
manner, Yvett's data indicates her compliance with outside influences and shows her
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submission to the realization that in order to be considered literate within the school
reform discourse, one must perform within the confines of a top-down hierarchical
assessment procedure.

Summary
The final section of chapter 5 illuminates the students’ interpretations of the tenets
of the school reform discourse and shares how their personal views of literacy learning
were impacted. In other words, the students were given a particular understanding of
what literacy success meant and how it was defined according to the discourse of school
reform.
Tables 5.10 and 5.11 present Javier’s defeated attitude, along with his
understanding, internalization, and interpretation of the negativity that surrounded his
own belief that he would not pass the level reading assessment and thus would not be
moved up to the next reading level. His comments demonstrate the awareness that a high
number of errors and his past testing history would not allow him to be successful. The
sad realization these statements express illustrates that young students, such as Javier,
were cognizant of just what the literacy assessments meant and how the outcome would
affect their perception of their literacy status. As such, Javier was positioned as a
struggling reader/writer while the teacher took up the subject position of keeper of the
standards and linguistic regulator, enforcer, and monitor within the school reform
discourse.
Finally, the third transcript excerpt, shown in Table 5.12, pertains to Yvett and
showed her joy at being deemed literate by the assessment script contained within the
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school reform discourse. In other words, reading at a particular leveled text within the
boundaries established by the reading program qualified her to move up to the next
reading level. The experience emphasized to Yvett that in the school reform discourse
accuracy is valued and errors hold a negative place in the literacy learning process. This
particular ideological stance is in opposition to how errors are viewed within a
progressive literacy pedagogy discourse, as necessary organic stepping stones valued as a
means of improving and perceiving one's literacy status and subject position as literate.
The different responses each student provided as a result of the literacy
assessments suggest a painful reality in the process of reconciling pedagogical and
discursive differences in the classroom. The conceptualization of literacy status in which
a student's sense of self is contingent on the outcome of a particular assessment, suggests
that not only were students learning to read according to the school reform discourse, but
they were taking up subjectivities and understandings of reading constructed by that
discourse.

Conclusion
The focus of this chapter has been threefold. First the conflicting subject positions
and the discursive tensions across the two school discourses of school reform and
progressive literacy pedagogy have been presented along with the predominance of the
school reform discourse. Second, the construction of negative and limiting subject
positions through the school reform discourse has been presented. In addition to the
discursal conflicts and negative subject positions, the section on student literacy status
shows the students' understandings and interpretations of what it meant to be considered
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literate in the classroom.
According to evidentiary data presented in the chapter, students were negatively
positioned, deprived of the opportunity to speak or write in their primary language, and
denied opportunities to self-select writing topics. Students were also bombarded with the
message that the end product was valued over the process and that punctuation accuracy
and correct reading were the defining characteristics that determine whether one is
perceived as literate or not.
Data vignettes presented the students as recipients of conflicting messages with
respect to what it meant to be literate from the perspective of the two school discourses.
For example, in the case of William, agency was given and it was taken away. Javier, on
one particular day was told, in no uncertain terms, that he could not write in Spanish, then
was allowed to write in Spanish. An example, from Juan’s data, included a time when he
was chided for writing about the same topics, then on another day such repetitive topics
were overlooked in the name of accuracy and correctness. Students like Javier remained
loyal to their mother tongue and felt more at ease conducting their literacy learning in the
security of a language known from birth and that is the language of the home. With
respect to self-selected writing topic choices, Juan’s data vignette showed how students
were asked to abandon the comfort level provided by their background knowledge, and in
the case of Juan this included the topics of the Power Rangers, the remate, and other prior
experiences for the sake of a variety of other topics.
As for the evidentiary data presented in Juan and Javier’s reading assessments as
part of the school reform discourse, in effect students were told that they were “good
enough” readers to warrant being subjected to level testing. However, after the scripted
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assessment was administered, the same student was deemed not “good enough1' to
proceed to the next reading level. The evidentiary data presented from Yvett's assessment
serves to juxtapose the impact of scripted reading assessments on a student who was
deemed literate by the testing format and passed to the next level.
The transcript excerpts analyzed using the methodology of critical discourse
analysis show how the conflict between the school discourses of school reform and
progressive literacy pedagogy, and the dominance of the school reform discourse in
particular, provided negative and limiting subject positions for the students. In addition,
the emphasis of the school reform discourse, with its insistence on accuracy and
correctness, is reflected in the students’ understanding of their personal literacy learning
experiences.
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CHAPTER 6
HOME DISCOURSES AND SUBJECT POSITIONS DURING PARENT VISITS

Introduction

This chapter focuses on a discussion of the home discourses and subjectivities
brought to light during parent visits to the classroom, and compares and contrasts them
with school discourses and subjectivities. The major finding of this chapter asserts the
predominance of the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse during family visits and
claims the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse provided space for newfound
subjectivities to be claimed by parents, students, and teacher in order to counter the
limiting and negative positions of the school reform discourse. Parents provided valuable
information about home discourses and family life that fostered understanding of the
child’s home subject position(s) and their own positions as cultural teachers through
which they supported their children in taking up culturally appropriate identities. Parents
also positioned themselves as supporting children’s academic success through home
policies with respect to formal school practices and educational expectations based on a
cultural understanding of edwcac/dn/education.
The chapter is organized as follows: first the prevalence of the progressive
literacy pedagogy in the family visits is presented, then the children’s home subject
positions associated with the beliefs of la familia and traditional participation roles of la
familia, and finally the parents’ home subject positions as cultural teachers and
supporters of formal education are presented. In sum, the chapter shares particular aspects
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of the parent visits in order to allow a comparative analysis of the student's subject
positions at home with those at school, as shown in chapter 5.

Prevalence of the Progressive Literacy Pedagogy Discourse during Family Visits

The first finding to be discussed in this chapter is the alignment between the
family visits and the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse that resulted in new subject
positions afforded to parents, students, and teacher. The data show that within these new
found subject positions the students became literacy apprentices, they were able to
integrate their two worlds of home and school, their biliteracy and improvement was
acknowledged, and they became agentic. The parents took up their new subject positions
in the form of a (pre-) literacy identity, as well as that of a valid teacher, keeper of the
story, a visiting family life expert, and a teacher supporter. While the teacher took up her
subject positions as a literacy coach, an LI biliteracy supporter, a participating classroom
member, a supporter of student agency, and a supporter of parents. When the new subject
positions disrupted the traditional relationships of power, the data show the potential of
discomfort around such power/knowledge (re)configurations (Wilson-Keenan et al.,
1993).
According to the classroom protocol established for the parent visits, the parents
were expected to (a) read the letter1 that they had written about their child, (b) show any
photographs while reading the captions under each photo and, (c) lead a question and
answer time that followed. The data in this section reveals the role of the progressive

1 The letter mentioned is the letter that parents had been requested to send to school along with
photographs. In these letters parents discussed their sons and daughters from the perspective ot home and
family and typically framed events according to the chronological order of birthdays.
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literacy pedagogy discourse in creating subject positions unavailable in classroom events
dominated by the school reform discourse.

Progressive Literacy Pedagogy Power-Sharing Prevails
As home discourses met school discourses, space was made for new subjectivities
to emerge through the classroom event of parent visits. This next vignette, illustrated in
Table 6.1, took place within the borders of the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse
and highlights a very special classroom moment when the promise of the progressive
literacy pedagogy discourse, with respect to power and knowledge, was revealed. In this
particular event, Javier, a reluctant reader, lent a helping hand by volunteering to read for
William’s preliterate mother. This vignette is of particular importance because within the
school reform discourse Javier was positioned as a student who was resistant, without
confidence, and unsure of his ability as a reader/writer.
While the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse opens up space for new
subjectivities to emerge, there is an increase in the uncertainty of what can happen in an
unscripted setting (Wilson-Keenan et al., 1993). When William’s mother did not read the
letter and the visit failed to follow classroom protocol, the tension and the pressure of the
moment made it unclear how to best proceed, in particular, how to keep from revealing
the mother's preliteracy identity. During the presentation the children became restless and
began to clamor for the reading of the book".

: The book mentioned was the compilation of the parent letter, photographs and the photo
captions sent in by parents for their particular presentation. Parents were to use the book as a guide for the
presentation and could later refer to it during the question and answer session of the family visit
presentation.
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Table 6.1.
William: Unscripted
Line#

Speaker

^Van a leer el libro?

18

19

20

Student

Discourse

Line

Are they going to
read the book?
Van a esenar las
fotos.

Subject position

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

Student as participating
classroom member

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

Teacher as participating
classroom member

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

Parent as (pre)literate

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

Student as agentic

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

Parent as (pre)literate

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

Teacher as supporter of
student agency

Teacher

Mother

They are going to
show the photos.
Las fotos, es que yo
no puedo leer
mijo.
The photos, it’s that 1
don’t know how
to read, son.
Yo lo leo.

21

Javier
I'll read it.
^Lo lees por mi?

22

Mother
You ’ll read it for me?
Andale pues.

23

Teacher
Then go ahead.

Attempts to keep William's mother's preliterate identity hidden were
unsuccessful; it was out in the open when she stated, “The photos, it’s that I don’t know
how to read, son" (line 20). But just as the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse opens
up space for conflict; it can also bring about solutions, such as when Javier volunteered to
read, ‘Til read it" (line 21), in his mother tongue. His actions brought to life the promise
and power of the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse to unlock students' hidden
abilities and subjectivities. This truly memorable moment reflected the power-sharing
tenet of the discourse of progressive literacy pedagogy in that Javier became the teacher
and the teacher, along with the class, became his student audience. With Javier's help
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William's story was told within the established format for the class. William's mother,
both courageous and secure enough to present her literacy identity to the children,
allowed herself to be rescued by Javier, who also contributed to the success of William’s
presentation and demonstrated the potential of a progressive literacy pedagogy discourse.
The promise of progressive literacy pedagogy is that students like Javier can take up
literate identities using their mother tongue, thus demonstrating their LI literacy abilities
while they are in the process of learning English. In other words, students don’t have to
put their literacy learning in one language on hold while they are learning another
language.

Positive Power Sharing for Mother-Son
The data excerpt in Table 6.2 is from Javier’s parent visit to the classroom and
shows how Javier demonstrated his newfound knowledge as an agentic student and son.
The excerpt was taken from the beginning of the presentation, when Javier offered his
mother guidance as to what she should do next. Javier's mother took her son’s suggestion
and the presentation moved forward. Her willingness to take her son’s advice is in line
with the goals of the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse and the sharing of power
between the members of traditional hierarchically related pairs such as parent/child and
teacher/student. Javier’s knowledge of the classroom presentation protocol disrupted the
traditional hierarchical power relationships of parent/child.
Table 6.2.
Javier: Positive Mother-Son Power Sharing

Line #

Speaker

8

Javier

Line

Discourse

[Javier to his motherl Leelo asi.
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Progressive

Subject
position
Student as

agentic

literacy
pedagogy

Read it like this.

Student as
participating
classroom
member
Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Bueno,
9

Mother

Well,
Javier nacio en Morelia, Michoacan.

10

Mother
Javier was boin in Morelia Michoacan.

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Parent as
Keeper of
the Story

This excerpt is intended to share Javier's mother’s reaction to his public directive
as to how she should read the parent letter she had written for the presentation. In this
particular exchange, the mother showed no observable objection or problem accepting the
information regarding the classroom protocol established for the parent presentations.
Such acceptance suggests that the parent was comfortable with the power/knowledge
(re)configuration provided by the discourse of progressive literacy pedagogy.
The space provided by the discourse of progressive literacy pedagogy opens up
the possibility for new subjectivities to be taken up, but the opportunity to take up new
subjectivities of equal status and power can also open potential points of conflict. As the
children became agentic, their newfound autonomy created space for tensions to arise
between parent and child. Broader classroom data patterns for the most part show parents
accepting their children’s knowledge and receptive to their children’s advice on how to
begin and/or conduct the parent visit presentation, but again, in an unscripted classroom
event, there is always room for an exception.
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Disproportionate Mother-Daughter Power Sharing
During the parents’ school visits, power exchanges between parent and student
were typically smooth and positive. However, relinquishing power and/or learning how
to share power, especially in public arenas, doesn’t come easy, as was seen in Yvett’s
mother’s visit, analyzed in Table 6.3, when the procedural sequence of the presentation
caused a power struggle between Yvett and her mother.
Table 6.3.
Yvett: Disproportionate Mother-Daughter Power Sharing

Line #

Speaker

Line
Esta es la parte de atras del
certificado de cuando
ella naci'o.

21

22

23

Discourse

Subject
position

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

Parent as visiting
family life
expert

This is the back of the
certificate when she
was bom.
Primero lo tienen que leer
las mama.

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

Student as
agentic

The moms have to read it
first.
Dejeme hacer la cosa.

EducacionlEducation

Parent as
disciplinarian

Mother

Yvett

Mother

Let me do the thing.
Child as
compliant
Y tambien contente porque
hicieran tan buena
comida.

34

Mother
Here she had three years.
No, mami, cuatro.

36

37

Child as
contributor to
the welfare of
la familia

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

Parent as keeper
of the story

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

Student as agentic

Educacion/Education

Parent as
disciplinarian

Yvett
And she’s also happy
because they made such
good food.
Aqui tenia tres anos.

35

La familia

Yvett

Mother

No, mommy, four.
[she continues on despite
her daughter’s,
objection]Tres.
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38

Yvett

Three.
Nooooo.
Aqui file cuando ella es ...

39

Mother
Here is when she is...
sientate si por favor mija...

40

Mother

Progressive literacy
pedagogy
Progressive literacy
pedagogy
EducacionfEducat i on

please sit down my
daughter...

Child as
compliant
Student as agentic
Parent as keeper
of the story
Parent as
disciplinarian
Child as
compliant

The small opening passage from Yvetf s data is of particular significance; as
recorded in line 22, Yvett attempted to share her procedural knowledge about the parent
visit with her mother when she stated, “The moms have to read it first." Yvetf s mother
failed to pick up on the opportunity to share power with her daughter; instead, her
mother’s quick rebuttal, “Let me do the thing" (line 23) fortified the mother’s subject
position as disciplinarian and Yvetf s subject position as subordinate. In effect, Yvett s
mother reminded her daughter that children should not and do not interrupt their paient s
story, especially in front of other people (Valdes, 1996).
One possible explanation for the mother’s reaction is that she was working under
a particular set of cultural assumptions. For the mother, the concept of respeto is
embedded in parental teachings; a child’s respect for the parent is always to be displayed
in public. Yvett, on the other hand, was working under a set of school-related cultural
assumptions; the tension created a collision between home and school cultures.
Delgado-Gaitan (1994) wrote that obligatory parental respect from the children
was even more culturally important than Spanish language maintenance; her words
support the mother’s reaction to Yvetf s interjection:
Cultural change in family values as examined here raises the possibility of
cultural loss in the areas of respect, interdependence, and language. Essentially,
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respect is valued more than the maintenance of Spanish in first generation
families. Even when Spanish is lost, parents insist on children being respectful of
themselves and other, (p. 81)
Thus it is quite plausible that mother and daughter were each working under separate sets
of cultural assumptions with regards to the concept of respeto.
Later in the transcript, the chronological sequencing of Yvett’s birthdays held a
prominent spot in Yvett's family visit presentation. Yvett was described as not needing
big, fancy birthday parties because she was equally happy with homemade food and
small homemade birthday cakes: “And she’s also happy because they made such good
food. Here she had 3 years” (lines 34-35). The mother’s particular representation of
Yvett met some resistance when Yvett questioned the accuracy of the age at which she
appreciated such humble birthday celebrations.
Yvett exhibited agentic behavior when she attempted to interject her
understanding of the accuracy of her age, “No, mommy, four” (line 36). Through an
emphatic “Nooooo” (line 38), she conveyed an extremely strong objection to her
mother’s story about her real age. The mother responded by asking Yvett to sit down:
“Please sit down my daughter” (line 40). Such attempts by Yvett to correct her mother’s
misinformation occurred three times during the overall presentation and each met with
the same response, a reprimand from the mother. The reprimands represented the
mother’s attempts to stay in control, to preempt Yvett’s agentic attempts, and further
demonstrated the expectation of respect between parent and child, especially in public.
Yvett’s attempts to convey her cultural knowledge of the classroom were interpreted as
disrespectful, a type of one-upmanship between parent and child.
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Although the discourse of progressive literacy pedagogy opens up classroom
space for the family visits to occur and holds the potential for powerful, new possibilities,
this new space is also in conflict with the historical connections between the discourse of
la familia and educacion/education, which note the Latino cultural value of respeto and
an expectation to maintain the traditional hierarchical relationship between parent and
child. Unlike parent-child relationships in cultures where parents sometimes treat their
children as equals, the Latina mothers in Valdes (1996),
.. .did not expect to have to chase their children or plead with them to carry out
directives. When they witnessed such scenes between Anglo mothers and their
children at local supermarkets, they were quick to criticize. For them, is was
important for children to learn very early “quien manda” (who gave the orders)
.. .Parents, especially mothers, considered that they knew what to do and that as
the adults and the parents, they had a right to “make” their children do what they
were told. (p. 121)
The Latino family and parenting discourses of la familia and educacidn/e ducation
are associated with a belief in parental respect as one of the more paramount cultural
values that hold la familia together. For a child to contradict a parent in public is
construed as an outward sign of disrespect, even if the child intended to be helpful.
Valdes (1996) defined the concept of respect in a cultural context:
Respeto, then, involved both the presentation of self before others as well as a
recognition and acceptance of the needs of those persons with whom interactions
took place. It also involved a knowledge of the boundaries of roles and role
relationships and of the responsibilities each individual had when acting in each
role. (p. 132)
To not follow such culturally understood role responsibilities is considered an
offensive act, or falta de respeto. Valdes (1996) further wrote, “From a very early age.
children were expected to follow complex and strict rules of behavior. 'Tienen que
aprender a respetar

(p. 132). Within the sociocultural norms established for parent and
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child, the mother acted on her role as a mother, and, similarly, Yvett should have been
working from her knowledge as daughter.
In sharing her knowledge about the visit protocol, Yvett acted as an agentic
classroom member, but in doing so she was culturally out of bounds and her actions were
viewed as a cultural falta de respeto. Yvett’s family visit vignette is significant because it
highlights the type of cultural conflicts that can occur during the process of bringing
families into the classroom.

Summary
The range of parent-child subjectivities opened up by the discourse of progressive
literacy pedagogy at times provided more tension than empowerment. Power sharing, as a
conceptual construction of the classroom was experimental and to some degree
uncomfortable as seen in the friction between Yvett and her mother and in revelation of
William’s mother as preliterate. While the transcript from Yvett’s parent visit made these
uncomfortable moments visible, Javier’s vignette was the most revealing in terms of the
potential and promise of the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse and the new
identities forged. In addition to bucking historical and cultural hierarchical power
relations between parent and child, the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse held the
potential for creating the necessary space for cultural and linguistic diversity in the
classroom in an era of education reform initiatives. A part of this new space was the
creation of the students’ hybrid-selves as was displayed in the tender mother-son moment
between Javier and his mother and in the tension between Yvett and her mother as Yvett
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attempted to assert herself and/or attempted to share her cultural knowledge of the parent
visit protocol.
A majority of the new subject positions opened up by the progressive literacy
pedagogy discourse were positive examples of power sharing. For example, when Javier
offered to help William and his mother with their presentation by reading the picture
captions, the teacher became the student and the parents and students became the teacher,
or rather, someone with authority and expert knowledge of the subject at hand. The one
exception came during Yvett's parent visit exceipt. Each scenario described in Tables 6.1
to 6.3 gives a glimpse into the realm of possibilities and the potential for further
explorations within the discourse of progressive literacy pedagogy.

Revealing Student Subject Positions

During the family visits parents provided valuable information and knowledge
about home discourses and family life that contributed to understanding their children s
multiple and shifting subject positions within the home discourses and helped to counter
the limiting and negative positions of the school reform discourse. This section hones in
on parental insights and adds dimension to the focal students beyond their classroom
subjectivities. The space opened up by the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse
revealed subject positions based within the la familia discourse. The discursive practices
of parents and families worked to contextualize and distinguish students from their
literacy identities in the classroom. In the next segment of the chapter, William, Yvett,
Javier, and Juan are presented in terms of their roles as participating family members
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through the beliefs associated with familismo and the traditional participation roles of la
familia.

Familismo
Within the discourse offamilismo students and parents are positioned as
familismo participants because of the active role each plays in the cultural makeup of the
home. As described in chapter 4 this particular subjectivity included the child’s
participation in family activities, games with siblings, and specific family-based rituals,
some culturally specific, such as the expression of affection or the completion of
household responsibilities assigned by the parents. The parent’s role as familismo
participant involved the parent bringing the family together. The parent was the source
for motivating, initiating, and/or conducting family activities, some of which were
culturally specific and for the overall betterment of the family. The data excerpts in Table
6. 4, Table 6.5, and Table 6.6 exemplify the subject positions of the home.

William as Sibling, Playmate, and Nemesis
Within the belief in familismo of la familia William was positioned primarily
because of his behavior while playing with his sibling(s). The subject position of child as
siblings’ playmate and child as siblings’ nemesis was taken up by William, a thin, small¬
framed, 6-year old boy who, the class was told, had the ability to win physical
confrontations with his siblings. In Table 6.4, a segment of the parent visit transcript,
William's personality was described as usually calm; however, if provoked, he displayed
aggressive behavior in the form of playful sibling interaction that turned into
roughhousing, then violent fighting.
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Table 6.4.
William: Sibling, Playmate, and Nemesis
Line #

Speaker

Parent as visiting family
life expert

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

Parent as visiting family
life expert

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

Parent as visiting family
life expert

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

Parent as visiting family
life expert

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

Parent as visiting family
life expert

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

Teacher as parent
supporter

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

Parent as teacher
supporter

Yeah...
^Quien esta sorpredido a
oir eso de William?

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

Teacher as participating
classroom member

Who is surprised to hear
this about William?
Porque aqui esta bien
quieto.

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

Teacher as participating
classroom member

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

Student as participating
classroom member

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

Teacher as participating
classroom member

He hardly talks here.
Pero alia como esta en la
casa.

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

Parent as visiting family
life expert

But over there, likes it's at
home,
y el no le gusta cuando le
molestan,

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

Parent as visiting family
life expert

Mother
He,
lo que el tiene,

486

Mother
what he has.
es muy calmado, calmado,

487

Mother
he is very7 calm, calm,
pero si lo hagan a enojar.

488

Mother

but if you make him mad.
Tiene su caracter tambien.

489

490

Mother

He has his personality’
too.
jQue sorpresa!

Teacher
What a surprise!
Ehay...

491

492

493

Mother

Teacher

Teacher
Because here he’s veiy
quiet.
(smiling and laughing) Si.

494

Students
Yes.
Casi no habla aqui.

495

496

497

Subject position

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

El,

485

Discourse

Line

Teacher

Mother

Mother
and he doesn 7 like when
you bother hitn.
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498

Mother

cuando el les dice que
99
no,
when he tells them “no, ”
es que “no.”

499

Mother
it’s “no”
y aveces ella le encanta a
molestarse

500

Mother

and sometimes she likes to
bother him

y por eso se enoje

501

Mother

and for that reason he
gets mad

y les digo

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

Parent as visiting family
life expert

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

Parent as visiting family
life expert

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

Parent as visiting family
life expert

La familia

Child as siblings’
playmate

Progressive literacy
pedagogy
La familia

Progressive literacy
pedagogy

Child as siblings’ nemesis
Parent as visiting family
life expert
Child as siblings’
playmate
Child as siblings’ nemesis
Parent as visiting family
life expert

and 1 tell them,
502

Mother

La familia

no esten peleando.

Educacion!
Education

“Don’t be fighting. ”
503

Mother

Child as siblings’
playmate
Child as siblings’ nemesis
Parent as disciplinarian
Child as compliant

La familia
Child as siblings’
playmate
Child as siblings’ nemesis

The stark distinction between William’s assertive personality at home and his
quiet nature at school created a sense of surprise in the classroom and resulted in the
teacher’s publicly remarking, “What a surprise!” (line 490). The revelation prompted her
to ask the class, “Who is surprised to hear this about William?” (line 492). The class was
again surprised by William’s mother’s story when they learned how William was
playmate, as well as nemesis, if and when he was provoked, “And he doesn’t like when
you bother him, when, he tells them ‘no,’ it's ‘no’ and sometimes she likes to bother him
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and for that reason he gets mad and I tell them ‘Don’t you be fighting’” (lines 497-503).
This contrast in behavior further supports the theoretical hypothesis as to the importance
of insights made available to classmates and school personnel when families are invited
into the classroom. As the conversation continued it was revealed that although William
is a calm person by nature, “He has his personality, too” (line 489). Valdes (1996)
described the types of personality judgments parents make to describe and differentiate
their children:
Judgments about children's personalities and temperaments were made early by
both the parents and the extended family and resulted in the labeling of individual
children.... This labeling process reflected the family’s perception of the
differences among the children in the family, but more importantly, it also
established clear roles and rules of interactions for the children, (p. 118)
William's caracter (personality or character) was described in terms of the duration of
the agitating behavior that caused him to become angry, and in some cases caused him to
resort to violent physical outbursts that required parental mediation.
William’s subject positions presented unique subjectivities for him depending on
the discourse by which he was positioned. As stated in earlier chapters, the institution of
schooling and the discourse of school reform does not encourage teachers to know their
students outside the confines of a schooled environment; however, this particular excerpt
emphasizes the benefits of biographical storytelling events in the classroom, and supports
the power of juxtaposing school discourses and home discourses to reveal varied
subjectivities of students like William.

William’s Goodnight Kisses
The next excerpt, in Table 6.5, brings new subjectivities to light for parents,
students, and teacher and offers a glimpse into William's hybrid-self by the contrast
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between his home and school subjectivities. The newfound subjectivities were discovered
during the parental visit when William's mother shared a tender nightly ritual in which
William is involved.
Table 6.5.
William’s Goodnight Kisses
Line #
273

274

275

Speaker

Line

Discourse

Y luego al dormir.

La familia

Parent as familismo
participant

And then when he goes to sleep,
lo que tiene es que

La familia

Parent as familismo
participant

what he has is,
es muy carinoso,

La familia

Child as familismo
participant

Mother

Mother

Mother

he is veiy affectionate at bedtime,

al dormir todos los dias [me da]
276

Mother

Mother

La familia

Mother

Child as loved and
loving within
familismo
Parent as familismo
participant
Child as familismo
participant
Parent as familismo
participant

a little kiss to sleep [better].

El dice
278

La familia

each night when going to sleep [he
gives me]
un besito para dormir.

277

Subject position

La familia

Child as loved and
loving within
familismo
Parent as familismo
participant

He says,

“te voy a dar un besito

La familia

Child as familismo
participant
Parent as familismo
participant

“I’m going to give yon a goodnight kiss
279

Child as familismo
participant

Mother

porque te duermes”
280

Mother

La familia

Child as loved and
loving within
familismo
Parent as familismo
participant

so you can sleep better”
Child as familismo
participant
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y siempre me da un besito... [she stops
to let two students be heard]
281

282

283

284

285

Mother

and he always gives me a kiss...

Yah,

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

my mom do that too.

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Ya, mine too.

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

...en las cachetes para dormir. [William
attempts to interrupt with something
about his sister]

La familia

Student
#1

Student
#1

Student
#2

Mother

La familia

...on the cheeks to sleep.
Y cuando el no da beso es que

286

Mother

And when he doesn 7 give a kiss it’s
because

La familia

el no se siente bien.
287

Mother

La familia

Parent as familismo
participant
Child as loved and
loving within
familismo
Student as
participating
classroom
member
Student as
participating
classroom
member
Student as
participating
classroom
member
Parent as f amilismo
participant
Child as loved and
loving within
familismo
Parent as familismo
participant
Child as loved and
loving within
familismo
Parent as familismo
participant

he doesn 7 feel good.
Child as familismo
participant

In the vignette the class learned of the tender nightly ritual William initiated with
his mother when she shared that he was very affectionate, “He says Tm going to give
you a good night kiss so you can sleep [better]’ and he always gives me a kiss” (lines
278-281). The presentation of such a tender moment between mother and son showed
William taking up the subject position offamilismo participant given that he engaged in
the family’s cultural practice of goodnight kisses. Also present in the transcript is the
participation of two students who shared that their mothers also gave goodnight kisses,
“Yah, my mom do that too”(lines 282-283) and “Ya, mine too” (line 284); however.
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what the students failed to note is that the nightly ritual was initiated by William and not
his mother, as was the case in their family ritual.
Through this particular discursive event William was publicly positioned as
carinoso, or loving and affectionate. The class was told by William’s mother that when
William failed to provide his nightly kisses there was a reason, usually because William
was feeling ill, “And when he doesn’t give a kiss it’s because he doesn’t feel well” (lines
286-288).
The concept of a special mother-son bond in Latino families was noted by
Falicov (1998). Through this particular transcript excerpt, Table 6.5, William’s
Goodnight Kisses, the special mother-son relationship between William and his mother
was seen as part of William’s family culture. This sensitive moment and the topic of
kisses could have opened the door to teasing and ridicule for a reserved boy like William;
instead, the class was warmed by the maternal characterization of William as a son who
initiated goodnight kisses with his mother as part of a family nightly routine.

Juan’s Father as a Familial Cornerstone
The ideology embedded in the transcript in Table 6.6 conveys the various
activities in which Juan’s father encouraged his family’s participation. As noted by the
order of the activities, the concept of competitive sports events surfaced as a valued
commodity within the culture of this family and further positioned Juan as a participating
family member within the belief in familismo, as sports enthusiast and athlete. In addition
to the father’s placement of Juan in family activities, the father’s subject position of
parent as familismo participant, familial cornerstone, and keeper of the story also revealed
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his own parental participation role in fostering an atmosphere in which sports were
treasured.
Table 6.6.
Juan: And the Parental Cornerstone
Line #

22

Speaker

Father

Discourse

Line
Le gusta jugar mucho el futbol,
basketball, "pool" y ver la
television.

Subject position

La familia

Child as familismo
participant

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Teacher as
participating
classroom
member

La familia

Parent as familismo
participant

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Teacher as
participating
classroom member

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Parent as visiting
family life
expert

He likes to play; soccer, basketball,
pool, and watch television.

Aveces cuando yo estoy trabajando
tarde.
67

Teacher
Sometimes when I’m working late,
veo usted jugando futbol afuera y

68

Teacher

I see you playing soccer outside and
your son,
^Su hijo tambien le gusta jugar?

69

Teacher

Does your son like to play' [soccer]
as well?
Si a el tambien le gusta.
Yes, he also likes to play’ [soccer].

70

71

Father

Father

La familia

A todos [signifies all family
members like to play] les gusta
jugar.
All of them.
^Tambien el chiquito?

72

Teacher

The little one too?
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Child as competent
and skilled in
culturally
valued
activities

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Parent as visiting
family life
expert

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Teacher as
participating
classroom
member

No.
73

We have little time

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy
Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Parent as visiting
family life
expert
Parent as visiting
family life
expert

como martes y jueves entrenamos,

La familia

Parent as familismo
participant

La familia

Parent as familismo
participant

La familia

Parent as familismo
participant

Education/
Education

Parent as child
advocate

Father
No.
Tenemos poco tiempo

74

75

Father

Father

like Tuesday> and Thursday> we train.
todos fiitbol, “soccer,”

76

Father
eveiyone, [is involved] in soccer,
y los lunes, martes y miercoles y los
viemes los estamos ensenando
beisbol,

77

Father
and Monday’s, Tuesday’s,
Wednesdays and Fridays we are
teaching them baseball
porque quiero que aprendan a jugar
beisbol, tanto.

78

Father
because I want them to learn to play
baseball a lot.
Juan y Jaime, que el ano pasado lo
metieron al equipo

79

Father

Juan and Jaime, last year Iput them
on a team

y no sabian nada.

80

Father

and they didn ’t know anything.

Y le tiraban las pelotas en la cara

81

Father

And they threM’ the balls in their face

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy
La familia

Child as familismo
participant

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Parent as keeper of
the story

La familia

Child as familismo
participant
Parent as keeper of
the story

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy
La familia

y llora y llora

82

Father

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

and they cried and cried

La familia
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Parent as cultural
teacher
Parent as keeper of
the story

Child as familismo
participant
Parent as keeper of
the story

Child as familismo
participant

y ahora juega pelota, futbol y poco
de beisbol.
83

Father

and now they pi ay? soccer and a little
baseball.
Y que de Lilliana?

84

85

86

Teacher

Father

Father

And what about Lilliana (Juan’s
younger sister who was in
kindergarten)?
Tambien que se ponga a jugar con el
nino.
She also plays with the little boy
(referring to Guillermo their little
brother).
Y ellos van a la escuela si

Father

Father

La familia

Child as familismo
participant
Teacher as
participating
classroom
member

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Parent as visiting
family life
expert

Education/
Education

Parent as unofficial
school teacher

Educacion/
Education

Parent as unofficial
school teacher

Educacion/
Education

Parent as cultural
teacher

La familia

Parent as familismo
participant

and later they play and do sports.

Me gustaria que les gustara el futbol,
88

Parent as keeper of
the story

And they go to school, yes

y despues juegan y hacen deportes.
87

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

1 would like for them to like football,

The dialogue in Table 6.6 began with references to the family's participation in
sports and includes the father’s response to the teacher’s (intentional) question regarding
Juan’s participation in sports as a cultural practice of this particular family. When
combined with the statement in line 22, “He likes to play soccer, basketball, pool, and
watch television,” the transcript excerpt conveys the father’s strong focus on sports as a
main activity of Juan’s family culture.
The father took up the subjectivity of parent as familismo participant; noting the
family’s various athletic activities (e.g., training and participation) and the lack of time,
by using the word we the father was also a participant in the activities that occurred each
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day of the week, “We have little time, like Tuesday and Thursday we train, everyone [is
involved] in soccer, and Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays, we are
teaching them baseball'’ (lines 74-77). As the transcript shows, sports were a very
important cultural activity within this family, with soccer and baseball filling up the
family weekly schedule. Juan’s father verbalized his desire for his children to have
knowledge of baseball as well as experiences participating in organized soccer leagues.
These few lines positioned Juan from within the discourse of la familia because all
members of this particular Latino family appeared to be involved in sports on some level;
it also positioned the father within the educacion/education discourse as a cultural teacher
passing his knowledge and passion for sports to his children. The transcript illustrates the
family practice of having a type of sport activity consume a portion of each day of the
week. Through such statements, the father was positioned as a familismo participant
within the discourse of la familia, meaning that he took responsibility for keeping his
children enrolled and active in organized sports.
In sharing the family’s athletic activities agenda, the father told the baseball
chronicles of Juan and his younger brother, “Juan and Jaime last year I put them on a
team, they didn’t know anything. And they threw the balls in their face and they cried and
cried and now they play soccer and a little baseball” (lines 79-83). In telling the story of
Juan and his brother’s experience with organized baseball, the father took up the subject
position of parent as keeper of the story from within the progressive literacy pedagogy
discourse, in addition both he and his sons took up the subject positions of parent and
child as familismo participants.
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Within the story, the father included a brief reference to the order of priority of
school and sports. He noted that school took priority and sports was the second main
concern, “And they go to school, yes, and later they play and do sports’' (lines 86-88).
Finally, this section of the transcript ended with the father sharing his future sporting
wishes for his two sons that included football. Each of the stories about soccer, baseball,
and football solidified the role of sports as a cultural activity of Juan's family and the
father's participatory role.

Traditional Participation Roles of La Familia
The second belief associated with the la familia discourse is the belief in
traditional participation roles of la familia and yields a set of familial subject positions in
which the child is positioned as competent and/or skilled in culturally valued activities.
Also related to this belief is the subject position of child as cultural boy/girl in la familia,
in which the child takes up culturally associated roles that are regarded as gender
appropriate. This particular subject position encompasses a vast sociohistorical
association with gender identity. Last discussed is the parental subject position as familial
cornerstone of la familia.
Juan’s soccer data previously presented in Table 6.7 and elaborated in Table 6.7,
is evidence of the subjectivity of child as competent and/or skilled within the discourse of
la familia. Data from the family visits of Yvett and Javier, presented in Tables 6.8 and 6.9
respectively, demonstrate the belief in child as cultural boy/girl in la familia. Throughout
the various family visits, the subject position of child as cultural boy/girl within the belief
in traditional participation roles of la familia was a broad recurring pattern. Gender
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positioning was prominent within the family visit dialogues and magnified through the

j

various items brought in to share, such as toys, clothes, and photographs; equally telling
were the degrees of gender positioning that took place in the different families.

Juan as Competent and Skilled in Culturally Valued Activities

Juan was positioned as competent and skilled in culturally valued activities when
his father shared stories of Juan's soccer prowess. In a brief discussion the class noted
'

Juan’s soccer talents on the playground. Because most of the discussion took place in
English, the teacher summarized and translated for the father. The section of the
transcript in Table 6.7 displays the thematic topic of sports and provides specific details
of Juan’s participation in organized sports, like soccer, and his family’s supportive role in
this culturally valued activity.
Table 6.7.
Juan: The Skilled Soccer Player
Line #

Speaker

Line

Discourse

Dicen que Juan, durante el recreo,
juegue soccer muy bien.
94

95

Teacher

They [the students] say that Juan,
during recess, play’s soccer
veiy well.
Dicen que el puede patear a la
pelota

Teacher
They [the students] say> that he can
kick the ball
y puede brincar muy alto

96

Teacher

and he can jump real high

y estan diciendo que juegue soccer
muy bien.
97

Teacher
and they>are saying that he play’s
soccer very’ well.
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Subject position

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Teacher as
participating
classroom
member

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Teacher as
participating
classroom
member

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Teacher as
participating
classroom member

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Teacher as
participating
classroom
member

,

Ya lo he tenido en equipos de
futbol en la liga de Las Limas,

98

Father

La familia

I’ve already had him on soccer
teams in the league of Los
Limas,

Parent as familismo
participant
Child as familismo
participant
Parent as cultural
teacher

Educacion/
Education
La familia

Jaime tambien
99

Father

Jamie too

y que buen jugador del equipo en
el Olimpia Juan

La familia

and what a good team player for
the team, Olimpia Juan [was]
100

Father

Father
I have photos where he’s sitting
with the team.
donde estan con compaiieros del
juego

103

Child as familismo
participant

La familia

Father

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy
La familia
Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

he's there with his teammates
y nosotros ibamos a verlo los
sabados.
104

Father
and we went to watch him play' on
Saturdays.
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Child as competent
and skilled in
culturally
valued
activities
Parent as familismo
participant
Child as familismo
participant

and he made many goals during
the season something like 35
goals.

Tiene fotos donde sale sentado con
el equipo,
102

Child as familismo
participant
Parent as familismo
participant

Father

y metia muchos goles, en la
temporada quejugo metio
como 35 gols.

101

Parent as familismo
participant

La familia
La familia

Child as competent
and skilled in
culturally
valued
activities
Parent as keeper of
the story
Child as familismo
participant
Parent as keeper of
the story
Child as familismo
participant
Parent as familismo
participant

jugar jugaban a las 8 a las 10 de la
manana y no mas.
105

Father

they play 8 to 10 in the moining
and no more.

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy
La fam ilia

Parent as keeper of
the story
Student as
familismo
participant

His classmates' observations about Juan and the topic of soccer presented a
positive identity for Juan as an established soccer player, “They [the students] say that
Juan, during recess, plays soccer very well. They [the students] say that he can kick the
ball and he can jump real high and they are saying that he plays soccer very well” (lines
94-97). The father's positioning of Juan illustrated his son taking up the subject position
of a skilled and accomplished athlete. For example, the father displayed Juan's active
participation in organized soccer leagues by telling the class about Juan’s scoring record,
“And he made many goals during the season, something like 35 goals” (line 100). This
news caused Juan’s classmates to exclaim, “Ohhhh,” with delight when they heard such a
high number of goals. After hearing the students’ excitement, his father mentioned team
photographs as further evidence of Juan’s participation in the athletic arena, “ I have
photos where he’s sitting with the team, he’s there with his teammates” (line 101-102).
The class was informed that Saturday mornings were utilized by the family to show
support for Juan during his participation in the soccer league, “And we went to watch him
play on Saturdays, they play 8 to 10 in the morning and no more” (lines 103-104).
In the presentation of Juan's athletic history, his father positioned Juan as
competent and skilled in culturally valued family activities such as sports. In sum, when
the father mentioned Juan's various soccer teams, the number of goals scored, team
photos, and spoke of the family’s involvement and league participation on Saturday
mornings (lines 98-104), Juan’s successful home subject positions offamilismo
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participant and child as competent and skilled in culturally valued activities, sharply
contrasted his school subject positions which marked him as a struggling reader/writer.

Yvett and Traditional Roles of La Familia
Prior to the parent visit, Yvett was positioned in the classroom as someone who
either encouraged others to be mischievous or was involved in mischief herself. With
respect to her literacy learning process, she was in transition from Spanish to English and,
while successful, she was still below grade level. With the help of the parent visit, the
class was able to see that learning was valued within her family; such a revelation helped
to transform the school’s view of Yvett and her family, who in the past had a tumultuous
relationship with school. The vignette analyzed in Table 6.8 shows Yvett as helpful and
skilled, given that she worked toward the well-being of her family through cultural
tutelage in age-appropriate responsibilities.
Table 6.8.
Yvett: Cultural Apprentice
Line #

37

Speaker

Mother

Line

Discourse

[younger brother mumbling or
humming] Ahora que tiene 6
anos y va a cumplatir 7 (anos)

Educacion/
Education

Subject position
Parent as cultural
teacher
Child as apprentice

Now that she is 6 years old and is
going to be 7,
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ya sabe hacer chile de molcajete.

Educacion/
Education

she already blows how to make
chile from the molcajete3.

Parent as cultural
teacher
Child as apprentice

La familia
38

Child as cultural boy/girl
in la familia

Mother
V

[slight laugher] Puede mover la
comida.

Educacion/
Education

Child as
competent/skilled in
culturally valued
activities
Parent as cultural
teacher
Child as apprentice

She can stir the food,
La familia
39

40

Child as cultural boy/girl
in la familia

Mother

apachurrar la maquina de las
tortillas.

Educacion!
Education

she can push down on the tortillamaking machine,

La familia

Child as
competent/skilled in
culturally valued
activities
Parent as cultural
teacher
Child as apprentice
Child as cultural boy/girl
in la familia

Mother

lavar los trates,

Educacion!
Education

Child as
competent/skilled in
culturally valued
activities
Parent as cultural
teacher

wash the dishes,
Child as apprentice
La familia
41

Child as cultural boy/girl
in la familia

Mother

Child as
competent/skilled in
culturally valued
activities

3 A molcajete is a stone mortar used for grinding and in this case referenced a specific type of
chile made using a molcajete, or mortar.
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limpiar su cuarto y

Educacionl
Education

Parent as cultural
teacher

clean her room and
Child as apprentice
La familia
42

Child as cultural boy/girl
in la familia

Mother

lavar el bano.

Educacionl
Education

Child as
competent/skilled in
culturally valued
activities
Parent as cultural
teacher

clean the bathroom.
Child as apprentice
La familia
43

Child as cultural boy/girl
in la familia

Mother

Tambien sabe como doblar la
ropa y planchar.

Educacionl
Education

Child as
competent/skilled in
culturally valued
activities
Parent as cultural
teacher
Child as apprentice

She also knows how to fold the
clothes and iron.

44

La familia
Child as cultural boy/girl
in la familia

Mother

Child as
competent/skilled in
culturally valued
activities

tambien limpia el polvo de la
casa.

Educacionl
Education

Parent as familial
cornerstone of la
familia
Parent as cultural
teacher
Child as apprentice

she also dusts the house.
La familia

Child as cultural boy/girl
in la familia
45

Mother

Child as
competent/skilled in
culturally valued
activities
Parent as familial
cornerstone of la
familia
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The vignette illustrates Yvett contributing to the family’s well-being by
complying with her mother’s petitions for help, thus making her a cultural neophyte or an
apprentice, given that she was in the learning phase. Through the exchange the class
learned of the variety of household responsibilities that Yvett was in the process of
learning to do. In the beginning of the transcript she is positioned according to her age, 6,
and the kitchen tools she used in order to make particular cultural foods, “Now that she is
6 years old and going to be 7, she already knows how to make chile from the molcajete.
She can push down on the tortilla-making machine” (lines 42-47). Positioned according
to her accomplishments, her traditional historical subjectivity as cultural girl is fortified.
In addition to culinary talents, Yvett also possessed homemaking skills that the
class was told included, “wash the dishes, clean her room, and clean the bathroom. She
also knows how to fold the clothes and iron, she also dusts the house” (lines 42-47). Her
ability to wash dishes (line 42), clean bathrooms (line 44), fold clothes (line 46), and dust
(line 47) further constructed her as a cultural girl and as having knowledge of household
responsibilities, which benefits the family. As such, Yvett is deemed competent and
skilled in culturally valued activities as part of the belief in traditional family roles.
Within the discourse of la familia and the belief in traditional participation of la
familia, data show girls tend to be exposed to different activities, wardrobe, dramatic
play, and responsibilities than boy are. Girls, however, are not the only gender to
participate in traditional participation roles. Boys, too, hold traditional participatory roles
that lead to and influence their gender training and positioning. Data from Javier
showcase this particular subject position with respect to boys.
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Javier and Traditional Roles of La Familia
Javier was a handsome-looking boy, with black hair and an olive complexion,
who came from a very supportive family. He had been in first grade the previous year
and consequently was one of the older first graders in the class; physically, he stood out
slightly from his classmates. Within the classroom environment Javier was somewhat
rambunctious and mischievous. Although, Javier, at times, was helpful to his classmates,
at other times he was hurtful. Data from Javier’s parent visit illustrates the impact of
traditional familial participation roles on boys. A small section of Javier’s family visit
transcript, presented in Table 6.9, has been selected in order to present the various
familial activities in which Javier participated. In the excerpt, Javier's world of
preferences focuses the discussion on cultural gender roles.
Table 6.9.
Javier - Cultural Apprentice

Line #

Speaker

Line

Discourse

El le gusta los animales.

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

He likes animals,
20

Mother

Parent as
visiting
family life
expert

La familia

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

especialmente los gal los.
especially the roosters.
21

Subject
position

Child as
cultural
boy/girl in
la familia
Parent as
visiting
family life
expert

La familia

Mother

Child as
cultural
boy/girl in
la familia
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Le gusta ver cuando se estan peleando
He likes to see them fighting
22

Mother

and he also likes to pet them.
Mother

He also likes to ride the motorcycle
Mother

Mother

and he likes things with remote controls
and action figures and karate.

Incluso,
26

Mother

Mother

In fact,

he tells me that he wants to be enrolled in a
karate class.

Sus comidas favoritas son las galletas de
chocolate con leche y la pizza.
28

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Mother
His favorite foods are chocolate cookies
with milk and pizza.
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Child as
cultural
boy/girl in
la familia
Parent as
visiting
family life
expert

La familia

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

el me ha dicho que quiere que lo inscriba en
clases de karate.

27

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Child as
cultural
boy/girl in
la familia
Parent as
visiting
family life
expert

La familia

y le gustan las cosas que son de control y
monos de pelea y de karate.

25

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Child as
cultural
boy/girl in
la familia
Parent as
visiting
family life
expert

La familia

Tambien le gusta mucho subirse en moto

24

Parent as
visiting
family life
expert

La familia

y tambien acariciarlos.

23

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Child as
cultural
boy/girl in
la familia
Parent as
visiting
family life
expert
Parent as
visiting
family life
expert

La familia

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Child as
cultural
boy/girl in
la familia
Parent as
visiting
family life
expert

-f— --— -El le gusta ver los Power Rangers.
Progressive
literacy
He likes to watch Power Rangers.
pedagogy
29

Mother

Parent as
visiting
family life
expert

La familia
Child as
cultural
boy /girl in
la familia

His liking to pet the roosters and animals in general counterbalances Javier’s
enjoyment of the cultural sport of rooster fighting, “He likes animals, especially the
roosters. He likes to see them fighting and he also likes to pet them” (lines 20-23). The
mention of the rooster fights acted as a segue into some of Javier’s other preferences, in
particular the action figures, remote control cars, and karate. Also noted in the transcript
are Javier's preferences with respect to toys and sports, “He also like to ride the
motorcycle, he likes things with remote controls and action figures. In fact, he tells me
that he wants to be enrolled in a karate class” (lines 24-30). The significance of such
preferences is that they are historically and culturally associated with boy-type activities.
In addition, Javier's preferences intermingle traditional culture with popular culture. For
example, he liked roosters and rooster fighting along with the Power Rangers, chocolate
chip cookies, and milk. This intersection of traditional culture with popular culture
suggests the blending of cultures and beliefs.

Summary
In this chapter section, the children and their parents have been viewed from the
perspective of the la familia discourse and beliefs in familismo and the traditional roles of
la familia. During the family visits parents described family activities in which various
participatory roles were either assigned or actively taken up by the child. Illustrating the
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belief in familismo, Juan and William were presented as familismo participants, Juan
through his soccer activity and William as a playmate and nemesis and as a loved and
loving child. Interestingly, William’s home data depicted him in a manner that was in
almost complete opposition to the way the class knew William at school.
The second half of the section focused on traditional roles within la familia.
During family visits, Yvett and Javier were presented as cultural girl and cultural boy
respectively within the traditional cultural roles and practices of la familia. Yvett was
shown taking up a variety of household responsibilities, while Javier was presented as
boy through participation in the cultural practice of rooster fights. In addition, Yvett and
Juan were presented as skilled and competent in household chores and soccer
respectively. William’s participation in the traditional family roles of la familia included
the role of sibling as both nemesis and playmate; during the family visit, his mother
positioned him as such because of the frequency with which playful banter between
William and his siblings turned into physical aggression.
Sharing took place because the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse provided
support and interest for the students’ home lives. The space created by the progressive
literacy pedagogy discourse allowed family discourses and subject positions to come into
the classroom, and, in most cases, they countered school subject positions as they brought
insight beyond the students’ school subjectivities.
Together, these examples from the data of Javier, Juan, William, and Yvett
showcase the students as participating family members of la familia who took up subject
positions outside of the classroom and outside of their literacy struggles. Each student
example provides hope that schools can once again recognize parental knowledge as
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providing valuable home-based information that can not only guide the curriculum, but
also contribute to a better understanding of the various home subject positions of the
students.

(Mis)perceptions of Latino Parents and the Cultural Distinction between
EducacionlE&ucaUon

This section of the chapter provides a glimpse into the subjectivities taken up by
the parents during the family visits to the classroom, subjectivities made possible by the
progressive literacy pedagogy discourse. Through the parent visits it became clear that a
broad pattern of parental support for the children reflects the discourse of
educacion/education. As such, the beliefs in a parental zero tolerance policy, home
support of formal education, and consejos were reflected in such topics such as childrearing policies and support for formal education practices (e.g., homework).
Related to these beliefs are the variety of subject positions were taken up by the
parents, ranging from parent as unofficial teacher, to parent as mentor, and parent as
cultural teacher. The power of these family visits was the unveiling of the intimacy of the
family’s culture; subjectivities were discovered that at times countered school subject
positions and at times appeared to support school discourses.
The data to be presented includes a vignette from Yvett’s parent visit where her
mother notes the role of consejos as a cultural practice used to discuss Yvett's future
aspirations. In addition to Yvett’s data, data from Javier and William show the role of
formal education in the households of these two students. Finally, Juan's parent letter
highlights formal education once more.
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Consejos, Education, and Yvetf s Future
The transcript shown in Table 6.10 focuses on a conversation between Yvett and
her mother that exemplifies the belief in consejos associated with the
education!qducation discourse. In particular, Yvett’s mother shared with the class her
daughter’s interests in pursuing a career in the entertainment field. What makes this
transcript excerpt particularly interesting is that it reflects the parenting discourse of
educacion/Q&ucaXAon and shows a Latino parent offering support and understanding
through the practice of consejos. This act of communicating parental expectations is a
crucial element of consejos. The excerpt from the parent visit transcript presents the
mother as a mentor to her daughter as she shared a particular dialogue that had taken
place between her and her daughter, Yvett, regarding her daughter’s future professional
aspirations.
Table 6.10.
Yvett: Consejos for the future
Line #

Speaker

Line

Discourse

Yo plactico con ella de que va hacer

Education/
Education

I talk with her about what she’s going to
do
50

Parent as child
advocate
Student as
having future
(professional)
aspirations

Mother

La familia
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Subject
position

Parent as familial
cornerstone
of la familia

cuando sea grande.

Educacion/
Education

Parent as child
advocate

when she grows older,

51

Student as
having future
(professional)
aspirations

Mother

La familia

de que quiera hacer cuando ella es
grande.

Educacion/
Education

of what she wants to be when she is
older.
52

Student as
having future
(professional)
aspirations

Mother

La familia

Lo que quiere hacer es cantar como
Selena
53

Mother

Educacion/
Education

Parent as familial
cornerstone
of la familia
Parent as child
advocate

Educacion/
Education

Student as
having future
(professional)
aspirations
Parent as child
advocate

What she wants to do is sing like Selena

y bailar y tener la ropa que tenia Selena.

Parent as familial
cornerstone
of la familia
Parent as child
advocate

and dance and have clothes like Selena,
54

Mother

Student as
having future
(professional)
aspirations

Through the excerpt, the class was told of the mother-daughter talks; in this case
the talk involved the topic of Yvett’s future career aspirations: “I talk to her about what
she is going to do when she grows older, of what she wants to be when she is older'”
(lines 50-53). The last two lines of the transcript selection reveal Yvett’s desire to
emulate Selena, a Latina singing star from the late 1980s, early 1990s, “What she wants
to do is sing like Selena, dance and have clothes like Selena" (lines 54-55). The excerpt
does not reveal whether the mother agreed with her daughter’s aspirations or not, but she
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nonetheless provided space to discuss her daughter’s future as mother and daughter and
did not discourage her daughter (at least in this particular venue). The mother’s subject
position is that of parent as child advocate, while Yvett took up the subject position of
student as having aspirations.
These types of heart-to-heart mother-daughter conversations are part of the
education!education discourse and the consejos belief; where the parent and child were
discussing the concept of future aspirations with the mother acting as the child’s
confidant, supporting the educacion aspect of the discourse. While, such an excerpt
illustrates ambition and concern for the future, what is not evident is whether or not
formal education was emphasized as a critical component to the attainment of Yvett’s
future goal of professional singing.

Television and Homework Expectations for Javier
During the family visits to the classroom parents supported formal education as
they voiced the importance of education for a successful future. But more than simply
speaking about their belief in formal education, parents shared their role in creating a
supportive environment for the formal education practice of homework. Parental
involvement with the formal practice of homework as an aspect of the
educacion!education discourse was revealed as the parents shared stories of their
participatory roles as unofficial teachers.
The transcript excerpt in Table 6.11 shows Javier’s mother sharing the family’s
practice of what happens at home with respect to how the family handled the topic of
homework, specifically the hierarchy existing between time for homework and time for
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play. An unsolicited reference to the specific practice of homework suggests parental
support for formal education and earned Javier’s mother the subjectivity of unofficial
teacher as she told how she emphasized homework over television.
Table 6.11.
Javier: Between Homework and Television
Line #

Speaker

Line

Discourse

^Le gusta los Power Rangers?

125

Student

Does he like the Power Rangers?
jOh, le encanta!

126

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Mother
Oh, he loves them!
Yo tambien.

127

Student

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Me too.
Es lo primero que hace

128

Mother
That's the first thing he does
cuando llega a la casa.

129

Mother
when he gets home.
Yo le digo.

130

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Mother

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Subject position
Student as
participating
classroom
member
Parent as visiting
family life expert
Student as
participating
classroom
member
Parent as keeper of
the story

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Parent as keeper of
the story

Educacion/
Education

Parent as
disciplinarian

Educacion/
Education

Parent as unofficial
school teacher

And I tell him,
primero la tarea

131

Mother

homework first

Educacion!
Education

Parent as familial
cornerstone of la
familia
Parent as
disciplinarian

Educacion/
Education

Parent as unofficial
school teacher

Educacion/
Education

Parent as
disciplinarian

Lafamilia
y luego despues.

132

Mother
and then later,
si no haces la tarea

133

Mother
because if you don 7 do your homework
no vas a ver nada.

134

Mother
you ’re not going to watch anything.
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During the interchange a student admitted to sharing Javier’s preference for
Power Rangers, “Me too” (line 127); Javier’s mother informed the class that upon
arriving home from school, Javier’s preferred activity was watching the Power Rangers
program on television. She clearly delineated that a higher priority was given to
homework, “Homework first and then later” (lines 131-132). Her imposed homework
policy suggests a strong support for formal education and positions her as an unofficial
teacher.
Here the mother was positioned as a disciplinarian within the educacion/education
discourse in part because she indicated Javier's after-school routines and the
consequences involved if he did not adhere to the family practice, that is, he would lose
the privilege of watching television. Javier’s mother told the class that Javier needed to
complete his homework prior to being able to watch his favorite television cartoon, the
Power Rangers. Given her support of the school practice of homework within the home,
the mother’s belief that school homework is more important than playing and watching
television positions her as an unofficial schoolteacher.

Homework Expectations and Sibling Assistance for William
A discussion about homework is also notable in William’s parent visit, excerpted
in Table 6.12. Like Javier’s mother, William’s mother also earns the subject position of
parent as unofficial school teacher. She mandated that William had to first complete his
homework before he was allowed to go outside and play. In William’s family, like
Javier’s, both mothers prioritized homework over a desired activity, but in William’s
family policy, siblings played the role of teachers.
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This vignette shows the parent supporting classroom practices associated with
formal education and also offering consejos in support of formal education.
Table 6.12.
William: Homework Expectations

Line #

Speaker

84

Mother

Line

Discourse

Ay-,
Ay,
y es lo que el tiene hasta que acaba la
tarea

it’s that he has to finish his homework
85

Mother

La familia
Educacion/
Education

y entonces les dejo salir a jugar.
86

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy
Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Mother

Educacion/
Education

Subject
position
Parent as keeper
of the story
Parent as keeper
of the story
Parent as
familial
cornerstone
of la familia
Parent as
unofficial
school
teacher
Parent as
disciplinarian

and then 1 let them go outside to play.

Similar to the homework policy mentioned by Javier's mother, William’s family
also used homework completion as a prerequisite for receiving a particular reward; his
mother stated, “It's that he has to finish his homework and then I let them go outside to
play” (lines 84-87).
The data from William's family visit shows his older sister, Marisela, as active in
William’s formal education. The larger transcript indicates Marisela as the family's
home-school advocate, in that she often relayed messages from the home to school on
William's behalf. In the excerpt in Table 6.13 she is shown offering William advice, this
time on matters of homework.
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Table 6.13.
William: Homework Help
Line #

Speaker

Line
...es lo que.,

88

89

Mother

Mother

...It’s that.
es lo que [she is interrupted by
William]
it’s that...
.. .la tarea y mi hermana Marisela la
ayuda.

90

Discourse

Subject position

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy
Progressive
literacy
pedagogy

Parent as keeper of
the story

Educacion/
Education

Parent as keeper of
the story

Child as compliant

William
...the homework and my sister Marisela
she helps

The class was told that in William’s family, older siblings were requested to assist
the younger with any homework questions, “...It’s that, it’s that...” (lines 88-89) and
although William’s mother began to tell the class about the older siblings’ homework
role, she was interrupted by William and it was he who told the class about the
homework assistance he received from his older sister, Marisela, “...the homework and
my sister Marisela she helps...” (line 90). Overall, the data excerpt illustrates the role of
siblings in the “doing” of homework and is in line with the literature (Delgado-Gaitan,
1990; Gonzalez, 2001; Lopez, 1999; Valdes, 1996; Vasquez et al., 1994).
The next segment of the parent visit transcript, in Table 6.16, shows William’s
mother encouraging the class to work diligently; she told about her own preliteracy
subjectivity in order to motivate her children to do well in school, particularly in the area
of literacy. The uncertainties of creating classroom space for an event in which the goal
sought is to equalize power relations in the classroom can sometimes create a certain
level of discomfort (Wilson-Keenan et al, 1993). For better or for worse, it is in this space
of disequilibrium and uncertainty that some of the more revealing moments in qualitative
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ethnographic research arise, as happened in this study. The vignette illustrated in Table
6.14 further indicates William's mother as an unofficial school teacher through the home
discourse of educacionl education^ in addition, the consejos she gave to the class
presented her in a special light.
Table 6.14.
William: Literacy consejos

Line #

Speaker

Line
Yel,

164

Mother

Educacionl
Education

And he.
pues nosotros como la Marisela
es la mas grande,

165

Discourse

Educacionl
Education

Mother
well we, like Marisela is older,
a el lee

166

Mother

Educacionl
Education

she reads to him
y le ensenen lo que el no puede
leer

167

Mother
and they teach him whatever he
can 7 read
y asi

168

Mother

Mother

Educacionl
Education

and like that
y les digo porque

169

Educacionl
Education

Educacionl
Education

and I’m telling you this because
te enseno

La familia

lam teaching you

170

Mother

Educacionl
Education

porque yo no se leer

171

Mother

172

Mother

because I don 7 know how to
read
I yo le digo,
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Progressive
literacy
pedagogy
Educacionl

Subject
position
Parent as
unofficial
school
teacher
Parent as
unofficial
school
teacher
Parent as
unofficial
school
teacher
Parent as
unofficial
school
teacher
Parent as
unofficial
school
teacher
Parent as
unofficial
school
teacher
Parent as familial
cornerstone
of la familia
Parent as
unofficial
school
teacher
Parent as
(pre)literate

Parent as child

Education
and I say' to him,
si yo supiera [como leer]
173

Mother
if I knew how [to read]
yo le ayudara mijo.

174

Mother

Progressive
literacy
pedagogy
Educacion/
Education

advocate
Parent as
(pre)literate
Parent as child
advocate

1 would help you my son.

Through her actions she positioned herself as a child advocate by using the
cultural practice of cons ejos, “ ... and I’m telling you this because, and I am teaching you
this because I don’t know how to read and I say to him, if I knew how [to read] I would
help you my son” (lines 170-175). In the space created by the discourse of progressive
literacy pedagogy this mother's honestly and sincerity surface to counter broad societal
misconceptions about Latino parents and their abilities to support formal education.
Despite this Latina mother’s preliterate status, she nonetheless continued to encourage
her children’s educational successes in school.

Expectativas Educativas[Educational Expectations
This next vignette, shown in Table 6.15, is extracted from Juan’s family visit
transcript and focuses on the family's expectations and respect for formal education as
well as moral and religious education. As it begins, the parent letter expresses certain
educational expectations held for Juan. One of the parental expectations includes Juan
following in his father’s footsteps and serving as a role model for his peers. In addition,
educational expectations were fused with references to behavioral expectations, such as
the children's paying attention without having to be reminded and then scolded.
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Table 6.15.
Juan: Parental Expectations

Line #

Speaker

Line

Discourse

me gustaria que mis hijos fueran
un ejemplo para los demas
companeros tener
30

31

Father

Father

Parent as
unofficial
school
teacher

Educacion/ Education

Father

Educacion/ Education

Child as
apprentice
Parent as child
advocate

Thank God that 1 knew to
respond to the schooling that
they (my parents) were able to
give me.
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Child as
apprentice
Parent as
mentor
Child as
apprentice

Father

Father

Child as
parental
pupil
Parent as child
advocate

he never failed school

because he liked attending along
with the responsibilities of his
classes and of school.
Gracias a Dios que supe
responderle a mis padres del
estudio que me pudieron dar.
36

Educacion/ Education

Like your father says,

porque le gustaba la asistencia y
las responsabilidad de sus
clases y escuela.
35

Parent as
moral and
religious
teacher

Educacion/ Education

que no falto a la escuela
34

Educacion/ Education

I would like for them to never be
lacking in school.

Ya que su papa dice,
33

Parent as
moral and
religious
teacher

Father
like their teacher and fiends at
school that they be good
students.
No me gustaria que nunca
faltaran a la escuela.

32

Educacion /Education

Father
I would like for my children to be
examples for their other
friends,
como su maestra y companeros
de la escuela que sean buenos
estudiantes.

Subject
position

Educacion/ Education

Parent as
moral and
religious
teacher
Parent as
cultural
teacher

Doy orgullo a mis hijos,
37

Father

Educacion/ Education

I give pride to my children,

que siguen sabiendo experiencias
que yo, ya que no puedo
logar.
38

Educacion/ Education

Child as
Apprentice
Parent as child
advocate

Father
that they continue to know
experiences that 1 can no
longer achieve.
Yo a lo que deseaba espero que
ellos lo logren algun dia.

39

Parent as
mentor

Father

Educacion/ Education

Parent as child
advocate

What I wish for my children is
that they will someday’ he
successful.

The first half of the transcript illustrates the expectativas educativas/educational
expectations Juan’s parents held for him. These lines were spoken by Juan’s father,
reading his written wishes from the parent letter: “I would like for my children to be
examples for their other friends like their teacher and friends at school that they be good
students. I would like for them to never be lacking in school. Like your father says, he
never failed in school because he liked attending along with the responsibilities of his
classes of school” (lines 30-35). These lines show the father’s experiences used as an
example in imparting parental educational expectations to Juan.
In the letter the parents stress that their children be examples for their friends in
the same manner that their teacher and other good students are models. In addition to
being good examples, there is also the expectation that they would enjoy school, just as
their father did. Within these few lines the expectations were set for what the parents
expected their children to achieve in school and the class was told that the basis for such
expectations came from the father’s school experiences.
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In addition to the educational expectations mentioned, Juan’s parents also shared
their moral expectations of education and thus positioned themselves as moral, religious,
and cultural teachers. For example, in lines 30-35 the father’s school experiences are
utilized as a reminder to his own children that he expects them to follow in his footsteps,
thus bringing honor and respect to the family. In this infusion of a moral dimension to the
value of formal education, the transcript excerpt illustrates the essence of the
educacion/education discourse.
The transcript also reveals the mother’s schooled experiences and some of her
remorse at not having secured more formal academic achievements. The missed
opportunities are shared in the form of hope that her formal schooled shortcomings would
be remediated through her children’s schooled experiences as she stated, “That they
continue to know experiences that I can no longer achieve, what I wish for my children is
that they will someday be successful” (lines 39-42). This excerpt also reveals a deep and
sincere parental wish for Juan to succeed in school, yet at the same time conveys his
parent’s sense of regret for her own lost educational opportunities, as if to say, “Once
opportunities are missed, they can only be attained vicariously through one’s children.”
In other words, the success we profess to desire for our children is sometimes the success
we may have wanted for ourselves, but missed, given extenuating life circumstances.
The author’s family’s religious beliefs were expressed when the role of God's
grace was associated with the value of education, “Thank God that I knew to respond to
the schooling that they (my parents) were able to give me" (line 36). In essence, the
transcript conveys the strong parental expectations for Juan and his future successes.
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Given the very clear and direct educational expectations conveyed by the parents
in their letter to Juan, it is very difficult to comprehend broader sociopolitical discourses
that describe working-class or immigrant Latino families as misunderstanding and
undervaluing formal education. In this portion of the transcript, the large familial
responsibilities and expectations held for Juan are obvious. According to the letter, Juan
was expected to follow the positive and successful schooled experiences of his father and
to make up for the missed educational opportunities of his mother. While these
expectations may seem quite considerable for a young 8-year-old first grader, they were
nonetheless this family’s educational expectations for their son.

Summary
Within this section, parents have been portrayed as cultural teachers, in that they
sought to teach their children aspects of their home cultures. For example, in the case of
Juan, his father’s affinity for sports held a prominent place in the family’s cultural
practices, as did educational expectations. For Yvett, it was her mother’s understanding
of the parental mentoring teachings of consejos that led her to have discussions with
Yvett about her future aspirations. In the case of Javier, it was his mother as unofficial
teacher who set and maintained homework policies within the home. William’s mother
also supported a strict homework policy; in addition, her consejos with respect to literacy
commanded admiration in the classroom. Like William's mother, Juan’s parents also
valued education, but added a moral and religious dimension to the consejos they
included in their parent letter to their son. In each case, parents introduced and
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encouraged the students to participate in and maintain the cultural teachings of the
family.
Parental policies toward homework and expectations for educational success have
been highlighted through examination of the parent visits of Juan, Javier, and William.
Although the visits took place at different times and in different formats, together these
parents conveyed support for the formal educational practice of homework and school in
general. These visits show three sets of parents who conveyed deep convictions of the
importance of their children's schooled education. Yvett’s contributions to the chapter
include her mother's consejos for the future. Once more, such insights from the home
dismiss negative conceptions of Latino parents and their involvement in children’s
schooling (Delgado-Gaitan, 1990), refuting the broader sociocultural belief that has often
presented and positioned Latino parents as not caring about the formal education of their
children.

Conclusion

During family visits the school discourse of progressive literacy pedagogy
supported new kinds of interaction in the classroom and opened a space for all
participants to take up a broader range of subject positions. The new subject positions
taken up by the students, the parents, and the teacher challenged the historical and
traditional relationships of power that existed in the classroom.
Students’ home subjectivities become visible when parents came into the
classroom for the purpose of sharing information that only they knew about their child
and their family’s lifestyle. Parents were presented with opportunities to let their child be
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known as more than a mere reading level, rather as a compilation of subjectivities, as a
subject with a historical life story outside of school, personal and cultural knowledge that
could benefit the classroom culture and curriculum. As a result, Juan became more than
simply a forgetful, struggling reader/writer repeating first grade. Instead he became an
accomplished soccer player, not only in the eyes of his family, but in the eyes of his
classmates as well. The role of sports in the culture of his family also was illuminated by
his father's subject position as cultural teacher. In addition, the educational expectations
held by Juan's parents were a part of the home discourse that positioned Juan as an
apprentice. Javier was also more than a struggling reader/writer, repeating first grade; he
was presented to the class as possessing the qualities of a helpful classmate. His mother
was also positioned as valuing formal education in the practices of the home. Yvett,
perceived by school personnel as exhibiting chronic disciplinary problems, turned out to
be a helpful family member, with a mother who valued her daughter’s industrious
character inside the home and evidenced a strong sense of pride with respect to her
daughter’s educational accomplishments and future professional aspirations. William was
portrayed in the classroom as a quiet, struggling reader/writer who often went unnoticed.
Through the process of the parent presentation, William was transformed into a
gregarious, playful, mischievous sibling who engaged in the nightly ritual of providing
goodnight kisses. His mother shared the value placed on formal education as well as the
importance of education when she used the cultural construct of consejos to emphasize
the importance of literacy learning, not only to her children, but to the rest of the class.
Each of these informative and contrasting subjectivities provided dimension to the
students and their families. Through the parent’s biographical storytelling, the children
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were contextualized from the point of view of the two environments through which they
interacted—that of school and home. Without such knowledge, the richness of their
subjectivities would have gone unnoticed, highlighting only their shortcomings
associated with the discourse of school reform.
Parents in their unofficial role of teacher elucidated familial homework policies
along with educational expectations. As such these parents were viewed differently given
that they supported school discourses in the home. Through the newfound parental
subjectivities and the intimate home knowledge they shared, the parents presented
themselves and the children in a new and positive light.
In closing, the intent of this chapter has been to discuss the discourses and subject
positions visible during parent visits and to compare them with the dominant classroom
literacy events in an attempt to address research questions pertaining to the positioning of
the students during the parent visits and to compare and contrast home subjectivities with
school identities. Given that poststructural theory purports subject positions to be
multiple, changing, and contingent on access to particular discourses, data and analysis
presented in this chapter validate the idea that bringing home discourses into the
classroom can open up the possibility for students, parents, and teachers to experience a
broader range of discourses and subject positions.
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CHAPTER 7

DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS

Overview

This dissertation study explored the school and home discourses and subjectivities
at play in a first grade structured immersion classroom. A review of the literature
presented a poststructural view of discourses and subjectivities as well as a broad
sociocultural, sociopolitical view of literacy as the study’s theoretical foundation.
Together the theoretical contributions informed the understanding of the (dis)associations
between school and home discourses and subjectivities (chapter 2). The study invoked
ethnographic and critical discourse analysis methodologies to understand classroom
culture, particularly literacy instruction and the classroom language practice of
biographical storytelling presentations, also referred to as family visits or parent visits,
and to examine the subject positions of a group of first-grade students with respect to
school and home discourses (chapter 3). Together, theory and methodology revealed a
host of subject positions associated with beliefs of the school discourses of school reform
and progressive literacy pedagogy and the home discourses of la familia and
edwctfczVw/education (chapter 4). The analysis of school discourses and subject positions
in the classroom was presented through specific data excerpts (chapter 5), and the
analysis of the home discourses and subjectivities was presented through data excerpts
from the family visits (chapter 6).
This final chapter discusses the study’s findings and implications in regard to the
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original research questions. The first section of the chapter presents findings related to the
discourses and subjectivities of school and home, focusing on the study’s broad findings
and implications. The second section of the chapter discusses the study’s implications
with respect to research and classroom practice. The foundational queries for the study
were as follows:
1. How were students positioned by school discourse(s)?

How did a student’s position vary, evolve, or remain constant as a function
of the discourses invoked in the classroom with respect to
literacy/academic achievement?
Who or what did the positioning?
What was the relationship between the broader school discourse(s) and a
students’ status? As an English language learner? As a literate being? As a
participating member of the classroom community?
2. How were students positioned through the discourses presented in the biographical
storytelling presentations?

How did a student’s position vary, evolve, or remain constant as a function
of the discourses invoked in the different parts of the presentation (e.g.,
the parent letter, the question and answer discussion)?
Who did the positioning? (e.g., the student? parent? peers?)
What role did gender play in the positioning of the students?

3. How did the discourses and identities presented in these biographical storytelling
presentations compare and/or contrast to the acceptable or dominant discourses of the
school and the classroom?

What were the similarities/differences between school constructions and
parental constructions of the students?
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What were the similarities/differences in definitions and expectations of
achievement? How were the levels of achievement distinguished at home
and at school?

Discussion of Findings

Findings Related to School Discourses in Classroom Literacy Instruction
The study’s data revealed a conflict between the two school discourses of school
reform and progressive literacy pedagogy that constructed conflicting subject positions
for the teacher and the students. The data also showed that the school reform discourse
was predominant and positioned students in limiting and negative ways. In addition,
students internalized the school reform discourse, as reflected in their self-perceptions of
their own literacy learning processes.
One classroom example shows how the dominating school reform discourse
clashed with the theory and pedagogy of Writers’ Workshop, a practice grounded in the
progressive literacy pedagogy discourse. Within the conceptualization of Writers’
Workshop, students’ experiences are privileged as writing topics and in writing
conferences; in this classroom the conferences typically began with the student in control
and the teacher as listener. However, through the dominance of the school reform
discourse, the conferences quickly changed focus to include the mechanical aspects of
writing that were listed in the district grade-level standards; as such, the writing
conferences became teacher-centered as opposed to student-centered. In addition, the
school reform discourse similarly impacted reading conferences and assessments.
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Another example of the discursive conflict observed in the dissertation study was
between the beliefs in measurement by a single standard and the valuing of linguistic and
cultural diversity. Within the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse, primary language
literacy and biliteracy were valued resources, whereas the discourse of school reform
narrowly measured classroom success by a single standard in the form of English
language acquisition and compliance with scripted assessments. The students’ positive
strides toward English language development won them praise and recognition in the
classroom, whereas their loyalty and desire for Spanish language maintenance earned
them reprimands.
Both of the school discourses introduced differing definitions of literacy and
language and, although there was some overlapping of subject matter, there remained
clear boundaries around the philosophies of how literacy and language learning were to
be introduced, taught, and learned and where, if at all, culture fit into the mix of language
and literacy. The conflict that existed between the school reform discourse and the
progressive literacy pedagogy discourse led to conflict between the teacher and the
students. For example, when a student continued to write about the same topic, he was
told by the teacher to change topics, and when a student continued to write in his primary
language of Spanish; he was told by the teacher to write in English.
Data from the study also showed the predominance of the school reform discourse
in the construction of such negative and limiting subject positions as student at the
teacher’s mercy, and student as disobedient. Examples from the data showed a student
being chastised for not having written according to the expectations of the assignment. In
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addition, data from this same student showed the student being reprimanded for
misspelling the word, “once.”
Within the context of the study, the students’ internalization of the school reform
discourse was presented in the data of two students in particular. For one student it was
his despair at not having met the expectations of the assessments and not being able to
move ahead to the next reading level. For the second student is was her compliance with
the assessment procedures that allowed her advance to the next highest reading level.
These two separate, yet telling vignettes are evidence for the students’ internalization of
the school reform discourse in terms of their own literacy progress.
Many researchers have written about the amount and type of educational reform
taking place in California (Cadiero-Kaplan, 2004; Gutierrez, Baquedano-Lopez, &
Alvarez, 2000; Kerper-Mora, 2000; Marquez-Lopez, 2005; Tejada & Gutierrez, 2005),
including but not limited to standards-based reform, merit pay for higher test scores, and
the dismantling of bilingual education. These studies note the controversial and often
negative repercussions of critical policies, such as California’s Proposition 227, English
for the Children and the federal No Child Left Behind Act, on elementary-aged Latino
students residing in California. This study adds to this body of research with a close
analysis of the impact of the school reform discourse in one classroom, where tensions
ensued as two sets of political ideologies with respect to the teaching and learning of
literacy confronted one another. Specifically, the study shows how in this particular first
grade classroom students were bounced between the two school discourses and the
irreconcilable ideological and pedagogical differences presented in the data.
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This study also shows the value to the fields of teacher education, bilingual
education, and literacy education of using a poststructural framework to understand
students’ subjectivities as multiple and varied. For example, depending on which
discourse was used to describe and define a student, the student was either literate or not,
agentic or resistant, biliterate or not. These discursive influences on the students’ sense of
self became apparent in the study, reflecting the conflict between the discourses of school
reform and progressive literacy pedagogy. The tensions across discourses and subject
positions illuminated the various literacy and language connections and the value systems
attributed to the various forms of knowledge in the classroom, including which types of
knowledge came to be valued and the power differentials that resulted from the different
value systems. The field of teacher education can use the study as an example of the
tensions teachers face as they navigate competing discourses in an attempt to resolve
professional and pedagogical loyalties with curricular mandates. By making evident the
classroom tensions associated with restrictive legislative policies toward literacy,
language and culture, the study supports a central tenet of the field of bilingual education
specifically that which values linguistic and cultural diversity within the classroom
curriculum and specifically supports biliteracy development. By showing how the
students were positioned by the school discourses, the students became examples for the
field of bilingual education with respect to the need for more school-home integrative
research. For example, despite Javier’s allegiance to his mother tongue, he learned that
within the discourse of school reform English language literacy was valued over Spanish
language literacy. Literacy education is also impacted by the study's example of how the
students and the teacher understood and participated in two separate ideologies pertaining
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to the teaching and learning of literacy for cultural and linguistically diverse, elementary
school aged children in California. For example, recall how William experienced the
discursal push-pull between writer agency and the superiority of grammar mechanics. In
the case of Juan, he became a technical scribe as he experienced the classroom taboo of
topic recycling (Heffeman, 2004) in a writer's workshop context.
Within the narrow perspective of the school reform discourse, the students’
literacy success or failure depended on their ability to align their literacy learning
according to the narrow definition of literacy found within the discourse. The danger of
(re)producing subjectivities for culturally and linguistically diverse children that
demonstrate they can(not) successfully achieve standards is that when these students do
achieve standards, it comes with a price that mainstream dominant students are not asked
to pay; for example, primary language loss and cultural assimilation. As part of the
previously mentioned subtractive aspects of literacy learning from within a school reform
discursive perspective, there is also the loss of authentic agentic authorship in choosing
mechanical transmission of skills over meaningful literacy learning methodologies.

Findings Related to Home Discourses During Parent Visits
The study’s data revealed a prevalence of the progressive literacy pedagogy
discourse during family visits, which allowed the teacher, students, and parents to take up
subject positions not available through the school reform discourse that predominated in
literacy instruction. Without the presence of the discourse of progressive literacy
pedagogy in the classroom, it is questionable whether or not family visits to the
classroom would have been possible to enact given the district mandate to comply with
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grade-level standards as well as the testing pressures and legislative implementation that
existed at the time of the study. The goal of the family visits was to debunk pedagogical
ideologies with respect to knowledge and power among students, teachers, schools, and
families. During the family visits, the parents shared knowledge about the family lives of
the four focal students, Javier, Juan, William, and Yvett. The data acquired through the
home visits revealed a host of subject positions for both the students and the parents, for
example, parent as cultural teacher and child as participant in culturally valued activities.
Other research from within the field has noted the valuable contributions families
can, do, and have made to the classroom curriculum (Delgado-Gaitan, 1990, 1992, 1994;
Gonzalez, 2001, 2005; Igoa, 1995; McCaleb, 1994; Moll et al., 1992, 1993; Moll &
Gonzalez, 1994; Shockley et al., 1995; Solsken et al., 1993; Solsken et al., 2000;
Whitmore & Crowell, 1994; Willett et al., 1998, 1999; Wilson-Keenan et al., 1993). This
group of researchers has lent their research as a type of countemarrative, or counter story
(Delgado, 1989; Solorzano & Yosso, 2000), to stand out against a body of research
supporting societal misperceptions of Latino parents, their families, and the role of both
informal education through the cultural practice of consejos and formal education
through the education! qducation distinction. Solorzano and Yasso (2000) wrote.
Narrow definitions of parental involvement must be changed and redefined by the
parents themselves. We must start from the premise that parents are our strengths.
Drawing on the experiential knowledge of Chicano/a students and parents is
crucial to teachers, administrators, and researchers, if social justice education is
truly the goal. (p. 58)
The topic of schools and Latino families is complicated primarily because
teaching and learning co-exist in a sociopolitical context. As such, Hidalgo (1998) noted
the importance of policy and practice with respect to recent education reforms and the
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discourses of lafamilia and educacion/Qducation. The author shared, “Within educational
policy, a Latino reformulation of family can expand the scope of parental involvement
practices to one of family involvement regardless of the type of organization the family
may have" (p. 117). Further,
The knowledge created is used to deconstruct misinformation about Latino
families. Latino stories are utilized to counter the inferiority paradigm in areas
like teacher training and parental involvement policies and to help educators and
researchers arrive at a better understanding of Latino groups, the forces that shape
their lives, and the resistances found in their actions, (p. 117)
In the midst of the tension between the goals of this study and the district’s
standards, portfolio, testing, and English-only demands, I nevertheless was able to bring a
majority of the parents into the classroom in order to share their family’s funds of
knowledge (Gonzalez, 2005). Learning how to integrate the two seemingly opposing
discourses while fostering relationships between school and home (a combination with a
history of a love-hate relationship) proved to be a difficult task in the face of aggressive
California school reforms.
In their book, A Pedagogy for Liberation, Shor and Freire (1987) discussed the
teacher as a politician working for or against something and the dilemma of being
consistent with both the liberating dream and the historical authoritarian teacher-student
relationship. This particular dilemma was evident with respect to Javier and the issue of
English language acquisition, first-language maintenance, and pedagogical allegiance to
the discourse of progressive literacy pedagogy versus that of school reform.
By actively creating classroom space for families in this study, each family was
able to share the abundant knowledge they possessed about their particular child with the
class. For example, through the family visits, the class learned about Juan as a soccer
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player and the role soccer and athletics played in Juan s family’s culture. Juan's father's
told the class that every member of the family was involved in a type of organized sport.
The father also mentioned his desire to have Juan and his younger brother learn how to
play football in addition to baseball and soccer.
With respect to Javier, the class learned about his personal interests and his
mother's policy of homework first, before television. Javier’s subject position, as cultural
boy was seen in his affection for roosters as pets, despite being exposed to rooster fights.
The progressive literacy pedagogy belief in the role of the family and experiential
background knowledge made possible a new understanding of Javier and his family.
Yvett’s family visit shared her role in the completing of family responsibilities for
the benefit of the family. Yvett’s mother shared the cultural value of teaching young girls
to help out in the home; for example, Yvett helped with food preparation and other ageappropriate chores, activity that benefited the entire family. In her presentation, Yvett’s
mother demonstrated the cultural norm of commanding parental respect through her
discipline style. In addition, she shared the cultural practice of consejos through telling of
parent and child chats about the future. Again, the data samples demystified
misperceptions about Latino parents while highlighting the cultural distinction between
educacidn/e ducation.
As for William, the image of a shy child was transformed into an image of a child
as loved and loved through the home discourse of lafamilia and the belief in familismo.
With the presentation of William as siblings’ playmate and nemesis, he became a
familismo participant. During her visit, William's mother's also shared a home policy
associated with the type of behavior expected at school. The sharing of her preliteracy
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status, the family’s homework policy, and the use of the older siblings in assisting
younger siblings with homework, once again highlighted the education/education
distinction for these Latino families.
The discourse of progressive literacy pedagogy made the necessary space for
these home discourses and subject positions to surface in a classroom that was
predominated by a school reform discourse. The participating families then made clear
the distinction in the cultural discourse of education/education by further exposing
(mis)perceptions about Latino families and schools.

Contrasts and Similarities Across School and Home Identities and Discourses
Poststructural theory notes the influence of discourse on our sense of self and as
such illuminates contrasting subjectivity development brought out in the discursive
tensions in this study, not only between two competing school discourses, but also
between the discourse of school reform and the home discourses of la familia and
education/education. Examining discursive tensions helps us to see literacy and language
connections in the form of value systems ascribed to the various forms of classroom
knowledge. For example, in this study we saw which kinds of knowledge came to be
valued in the classroom and the power differentials that resulted from the different value
systems. In addition, poststructural theory invigorated the discussion of discourse and
subjectivity by supporting consideration of how students and families took up and/or
resisted school subject positions, and in doing so manifested the theoretical concept
central to this theory, that of multiple and shifting identities and agency. Critical
discourse analysis methodology was a valuable tool to help illuminate the contrasting
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subjectivity development brought out in the discursal tensions, not only between two
competing school discourses, but also between the discourse of school reform and the
home discourses of lafamilia and educacion/education.
The accumulated data showed a contrast between the Latino students’ home and
school identities, primarily because the school reform discourse mandated whom the
children would become irrespective of their cultural knowledge and linguistic
experiences. Home discourses, on the other hand, constructed the children’s subjectivities
in culturally specific ways. In addition, the home discourses were more open to accepting
the discourses of school than the school discourses were open to accepting the discourses
of the home. For example, through the home discourse of education/education family
visit transcripts showed parents’ willingness to shape their family practices to better
match those of the school, yet little or no evidence was found to suggest that the school
was willing to adopt home practices. A majority of the parents in the study individually
shared their desire to bring school discourses into their homes in an attempt to help their
children become successful in school and in life. In many cases parents expressed their
belief in the institution of school as responsible for opening avenues for their children’s
future success.
Recognizing discursive similarities is critical if schools and society, currently
intractable in the creation of curriculum standards and tests, continue to ignore the
individual talents culturally and linguistically diverse students bring to the classroom
milieu. Opportunities for getting to know the children hold the potential to deconstruct
negative images of Latino parents as noncaring, noninterested parties to their children's
education and to respect the ways parents display varying levels of participation outside
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historically sanctioned and traditional ways (i.e., PTA, bilingual advisory committees,
parent conferences, family literacy programs), thus creating avenues for working toward
social justice education (Banks, 2003, pp. 18-19).
In this study my struggles hinged on language loyalties and pedagogical
allegiance. Given the pressures of high-stakes testing, I prohibited Javier from developing
his biliteracy abilities. His agentic behavior aided in my frustration with the scripted
reading assessments that led to Javier being called "‘lazy” and required him to write in
English. The conflicting discourses also aided in my decision to discourage Juan from
writing about the Power Rangers. Each of these actions was in direct opposition to my
verbal commitment to the discourse of progressive literacy pedagogy, in which students’
experiences outside of the classroom provide a valuable base for learning how to write.
The forbidding of primary language usage was probably the most painful aspect because
it was aligned with the oppressive political ideologies that I had hoped the study and my
teaching would counter. Instead, I became the very oppressor that I had expected to
discredit through my study on Latino children, their families, and literacy in the
classroom. In sum. I’ve learned that the progressive literacy pedagogy discourse offered a
wealth of possibilities that went unrecognized in the classroom. The complexities of
teacher research and the discomfort associated with reconfiguring traditional
relationships is a necessary part of power sharing that requires relinquishing some control
and trusting in the process, the students and their parents.
Sadly, despite the plethora of literature that supports the role of Latino parents in
the formal education of their children (Delgado-Gaitan, 1990; De la Luz Reyes &
Halcon, 2001 ;Gonzalez, 2001; Lopez, 1999; Soto, 1997; Valdes, 1996; Valencia &
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Black, 2002; Vasquez et al., 1994), misperception continues to exist about Latino parents
and formal education. The letter written by Juan's parents dispelled a prevailing
misperception of Latino parents and the education/^ducation distinction at play in Juan's
family. In addition, the homework policy excerpts from Javier’s and William’s mothers
showed the families' support of the school reform discourse and the school practice of
homework. Of particular note was William’s mother’s preliterate subject position that
served to impart the importance of formal education to her children through the cultural
practice of consejos.
The goal of bringing home discourses into the classroom was to instill student
experiences into the curriculum; unfortunately, there were other agendas at play in the
classroom when the study was conducted. These larger agendas interfered with and
deflected the original goal of the study and in doing so caused struggles for the teacher,
the students, and the project itself. In spite of the pressures to succumb to the overarching
dominance of the school reform discourse, the case studies selected for this study show
students writing about their social worlds outside of school (i.e., Juan's interests in
soccer, pizza. Power Rangers, and the remate). As the study came to an end, I reflected
on some lingering questions: What if Juan had been allowed to continue, or rather, further
develop his interests in the topics of soccer, soup, and shoes? Would he eventually have
switched topics on his own? Could the same grammar mechanics and the varied level of
vocabulary still have been developed? In other words, how could the discourse of
progressive literacy pedagogy have countered the discourse of school reform?
Unfortunately, my best efforts could not bring the conflicting school discourses to an
even balance. The masterful achievement of equilibrium between these opposing
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discourses that I so desperately wanted to achieve remained painfully elusive, even at the
end of the study. In the next section these findings are translated into implications. The
discussion frames the implications of the findings through research and practice.

Implications for Research and Practice

Implications for Research
Within the literature there is a plenitude of informational studies that pertain to
the value of linking school and home for Latino students and their families (De la Luz
Reyes & Halcon, 2001; Delgado-Gaitan, 1990; Gonzalez, 2001; Lopez, 1999; Soto, 1997;
Valdes, 1996; Valencia & Black, 2002; Vasquez, et al., 1994). This study adds to the
large base of research reflecting the need for and the value of school and home
connections for Latino elementary-aged students. In addition, the study adds a facet to the
research base with respect to the teacher’s struggle for equilibrium between professional
integrity and personally held pedagogical and theoretical ideals, while dealing with the
role of testing and school reform.
At present demands for a regimented curriculum have teachers wondering about
personal and professional loyalties in the face of high-stakes testing. The current state of
affairs has resulted in conflicting school discourses existing in our educational system, in
which teachers must balance and navigate between conflicting discourses similar to the
discourses of progressive literacy pedagogy and school reform presented in the study.
The goal of the study was to bring families into the classroom, to tell stories about
the children that would impact the literacy curriculum of this first-grade classroom. In
some respects the goal was accomplished because the parents did indeed come into the
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classroom to talk about and share their child’s interests outside of the classroom. Yet the
classroom literacy curriculum was not impacted to the point of miraculous, monumental
change so often depicted in the literature by teacher—researchers who conduct research in
their own classrooms. Instead I was seen as struggling to stay true to the progressive
teaching and learning pedagogies that I professed to support, while juggling the mandates
of the school reform movement. The volatile balancing act resulted in the conflicting
subject positions for my students and myself. For example, Juan could write about soccer
and the remate, and then he could not. Javier could write in Spanish, and then he could
not.
There are concerns that the current school reform movement continues to
constrict curriculum and that there will be fewer opportunities to invite, appreciate, and
integrate, the students’ language and culture with the curriculum. Without an opportunity
to see the possibilities for themselves within the language of the curriculum, how can
culturally and linguistically diverse students believe schools value them in the same
manner as children of the dominant culture? The school’s disinterest in the parental
contributions failed to build upon the parents’ knowledge of culture and family and failed
to yield data showing a correlation between family visits and an increase in the literacy
and language achievement for the students. As such, one area where future studies could
support the inroads made by the study’s findings is to further support family visits to the
classroom on a more regular basis and continue the parent visits throughout the different
grade levels. By inviting families into the classroom, not only is their familial knowledge
validated, but an opportunity to enrich the classroom curriculum and to further the bi¬
directional communication is created.
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At the same time, the discourse of school reform and the institution conveyed a
unified stronghold as the curriculum was further restricted by a historically defined
emphasis on a skills-based approach to literacy and mathematics. The stronghold kept the
discourse of progressive literacy pedagogy at bay, making the instances in which it could
be integrated into classroom language practices intermittent at best.
Within the research many studies (Ada, 1988; Au, 1993; Cummins, 1989;
Gonzalez, 2001; Gutierrez et al., 1999a; Gutierrez et al., 1999b; Lopez, 1999; Moll et ah,
1992; Soto, 1997; Valdes, 1996; Valenzuela, 1999) describe the critical contributions
home discourses make to the classroom curriculum and the possibilities for successful
academic learning for culturally and linguistically diverse students. Continued work in
the area of parent and family literacy involvement is still needed so that schools can
begin to realize the vast range of valuable information about their children that parents
have to offer schools. For example, currently parents act as unofficial schoolteachers in
that they mimic school discourses in the home. Through research studies seeking to
counter the traditional roles parents have played in schools, particularly culturally and
linguistically diverse parents, the historically unequal power relationship between schools
and parents can begin to take on a new shape.
As school reform efforts gain more and more power in schools, teachers need
research studies that focus on the varying levels of teacher autonomy in a standard-driven
context; in other words, as tests become the teacher, how can teachers balance a sense of
professionalism with their new role as test administrator? As parents and teachers take
strides to regain their official teacher subject positions, their newfound agency in the
classroom can make them powerful contributing members to their children’s education;
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as such, there exists the possibility that they will transcend their current subjectivity as
unofficial teachers asked to mimic school discourses at home.
Unfortunately, the goal of the study was subverted by the larger, more powerful
discouise of school reform and by the lack of a learning community collaborative
(Solsken et al., 2000). Future studies can move in the direction of a more critical realm, in
which students not only bring their lives into the classroom, but also use their lives for
social change. As students begin to ask questions about the role of tests in their
education, the role of parents mimicking school discourses, and the teacher’s role as a test
administrator, perhaps this shared inquiry can bring about social changes for teachers,
schools, and above all, for culturally and linguistically diverse students and their families.
The value of parent visits for teachers in the field comes through the theoretical
tenet of poststructural theory and the concept of multiple and shifting identities. As
subject positions are multiple and shifting, students and their families can then be seen in
a different light. This newfound information has the potential to counter (mis)perceptions
of Latino parents, particularly with respect to negative linguistic and cultural maintenance
ideologies.

Implications for Practice
What does this study mean for teacher education? It means that although we are
conscientious educators, we still have quite a way to go in order to combat the strong
current of reform efforts that fail to take into account the complex sociohistorical,
cultural, and political factors currently faced by culturally and linguistically diverse
students. It is unfortunate that policymakers are choosing to void school curriculum of
student interest and meaning and the role of the family, for the family visits were
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instrumental in showing that accountability and progressive education do not have to be
positioned as mutually exclusive adversaries, that is, either test scores or cultural and
linguistic equity. The parent visits exemplified early stages of progress by incorporating
the student outside of the classroom with the student within the classroom. What better
gift can schools give to parents than to accept and promote the family, the home, and the
child within the classroom? And what better gift can students and families give to a
school that values the students’ home language and culture than to support and encourage
educational excellence through the cultural belief of er/wctfcz'drz/education? Together the
progressive literacy pedagogy discourse with the discourses of la familia and
educacion/Qducation emphasize the possibilities of bringing school and home discourses
and subjectivities together to promote cultural and linguistic respect.
What the study suggests is that when a student’s family, language, and culture are
absent from the classroom curriculum, negative and limiting subject positions can
emerge. In this particular study, family visits held a potential to dispel negative
sociocultural and sociopolitical subject positions for culturally and linguistically diverse
students by including student, family, language, and culture in the curriculum, thus
creating a curriculum that encompassed each student as opposed to promoting a school
reform curriculum that excluded student’s sociocultural worlds for the sake of
standardization and higher test scores.
Strength can be found in building allied relationships between the teacher and the
family. When teachers are encouraged by society and district administration to reach out
to the parents of culturally and linguistically diverse students, they find most parents
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receptive to such sincere gestures of interest. As such, students and their parents can be
respected as full participating members of schools.

Conclusion

Tve come to the frightening conclusion that I am the decisive element in the
classroom. It’s my personal approach that creates the climate. It’s my daily mood
that makes the weather. As a teacher, I possess a tremendous power to make a
child s life miserable or joyous. I can be a tool of torture or an instrument of
inspiration. I can humiliate or humor, hurt or heal. In all situations it is my
response that decides whether a crisis will be escalated or de-escalated and a child
humanized or de-humanized. (Ginott, 1972, pp. 15-16)
The opening quote from Ginott’s 1972 book. Teacher and Child: A Book for
Parents and Teachers was selected because it represents the discomfort I experience each
time I review the data and/or I look at the faces of Javier, Juan, William, and Yvett in a
class photograph from my last year in the classroom. I wonder what they are doing now,
and how their literacy learning experiences have changed or have stayed the same in the
years that have followed since our time together in first grade.
While the goal of the study was intended to be celebratory, the struggles
encountered made the goal difficult to attain. Nonetheless, the study’s original goal was,
and Still is, a worthy goal that requires continued efforts to better understand how to
interweave Latino students and their families with the contemporary issues of
pedagogical loyalty, testing, and standards facing classroom teachers today.
During the 1998-1999 school year, this study attempted to incorporate a version
of parental involvement, through parent visits and biographical storytelling, as an avenue
for showcasing home subject positions and discourses of the children in the classroom,
and the four focal students in particular; (un)fortunately, this was a year of incredible
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school reform in California. During the year that the study was conducted, schools,
teachers, and families were maneuvering between district standards and standardized test
preparation, as well as navigating structured English immersion instruction, at a time
when the fallout of Proposition 227 was still being interpreted at the state and district
levels.
What evolved in this study was a story of surprises, revelations, and
disappointments. In attempting to involve the students and their families, the study’s
intent to bridge school and home goals brushed against the high value placed on reform
efforts in accountability, testing, and standards development. Efforts to enrich the
curriculum with the lives of the children and their families were all but ignored by site
administrators who were more concerned whether monthly reading-level test scores
showed continual student progress (as progress was defined by the dominant school
discourses) and whether classroom practices were standards-based. In other words, the
students’ reading level numbers had to show consistent monthly incremental increases,
while quarterly on-demand grade-level tasks/tests for writing and math had to show that a
majority of students were at or approaching grade-level standards.
The school principal showed little interest in anything that was not standards
related. As suggested by the predominance of the school reform discourse, all class time
was to be reserved for standards-related learning. Colleagues, with the exception of one,
had no time or interest in family funds of knowledge, how to bridge home and school
discourses and identities within the classroom, or how discourses and subject positions
played out in theory and practice. Instead, most teachers spent their time summarizing
testing for monthly reading-level reports, which were due to the principal, and calculating
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on-demand test scores for portfolio assessments that were standards-related. School staff
were kept busy attending professional development meetings intended to familiarize them
with newly adopted curriculum programs and materials.
My insistence, dedication, and need to conduct this alien project in a school that
was obsessed with other curricular demands often made me feel like an outsider to the
school community, particularly because there was no one to share insights and
frustrations with; no one even remotely understood what I was attempting to do or even
why I was doing it. Even some parents wondered why I was dedicating classroom time to
have them visit and share their stories.
This study is of particular relevance to the field given its focus on the
(dis)connects of literacy and language acquisition in a first-grade classroom during a time
of school reform policy development and implementation. As culturally and linguistically
diverse students, specifically Latinos, continue to take part in public schoolrooms, issues
surrounding equitable education are the public and private focal points of educational
policymaking and practices.
Continued work in the area of parent and family literacy involvement is needed so
schools can begin to realize what valuable information they have to gain from parents.
Through parental agency parents can become official contributing members to their
children's education in the classroom, transcending their current subjectivity as mere
“unofficial” teachers asked to mimic school discourses at home. In the process, teachers
can begin to reclaim their professional autonomy in the classroom as well, because like it
or not, tests and testing are becoming the official teachers of the classroom, while
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teachers take up a marginalized subject position of unofficial teacher, similar to the
parental subjectivity of the children they teach.
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APPENDIX A

PARENT CONSENT LETTER IN ENGLISH

March 29, 1999

Dear Parents,

While I am your child s teacher for this year, I am also a student at the University of Massachusetts Amherst working on my doctorate degree. At the university, I am studying how children learn to read and
write. I am interested in knowing if children see themselves as good readers and writers and what things in
the classroom and at home are contributing to their views. This year I plan to look at reading and writing
used in my own classroom and how they support students’ literacy development. I am particularly
interested in the classroom language that takes place in bilingual elementary setting, which I plan to use for
my dissertation.

As part of my program this year, I plan to conduct a study of my first grade structured English immersion
classroom here at Lincoln Elementary School in Hanford. California. In order to do so, I need your
permission to use classroom photographs, audiotapes and videotapes of classroom activities and
photocopies of your child's work for my dissertation or other written reports. Your child’s participation in
this study will not include any special requirements that are not a part of their regular schoolwork. So as to
protect the identity of the participants, names in this study will be changed. I do not plan on sharing the
audio or videotapes; rather I will share transcripts where the names have been changed.

The information collected in this study is very important to the field of education. As such, I am planning
to share the findings with colleagues (i.e. in workshops, professional conferences, journal articles, book
chapters, and my dissertation). The information gathered will be helpful in connecting the effects of home
and school on a student’s understanding of their own reading and writing development. I hope you will
agree to share the learning experiences of your child and of your family with others and me.
If you decide to participate, please sign and return the attached permission slip. Upon receiving the
original, I will return to you a photocopy. Please note that you have the right to withdraw your child from
the study at anytime during the 1998-1999 academic school year. If you are interested in having me
observe the child in your home, please let me know and we can make arrangements. I will be contacting
you later about possible participation in home visits.
If you have any questions you can call me at home (209) 585-8275 or at school (209) 585-2252. Thank
you for your cooperation.
Sincerely,

Ms. Bernadette J. Rodriguez, M.A.
Doctoral Student
University of Massachusetts - Amherst

First Grade Teacher
Hanford Elementary School District
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APPENDIX B

PARENT CONSENT FORM IN ENGLISH

I give my permission for my child to participate in the literacy study to be conducted by
Ms. Bernadette Rodriguez. I understand that in order to protect the identity of my child,
the name of my child and the name of the school will be changed. I also understand that
our participation in this study is voluntary and should I choose to participate, I am free to
withdraw from the study at any point during the 1998-1999 academic school year.

Date:

Parent or Guardian Signature

Researcher Signature
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